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Resumen
La evolución de los teléfonos móviles inteligentes, dotados de cámaras digitales, está provocando
una creciente demanda de aplicaciones cada vez más complejas que necesitan algoritmos de visión
artificial en tiempo real; puesto que el tamaño de las señales de vídeo no hace sino aumentar
y en cambio el rendimiento de los procesadores de un solo núcleo se ha estancado, los nuevos
algoritmos que se diseñen para visión artificial han de ser paralelos para poder ejecutarse en
múltiples procesadores y ser computacionalmente escalables. Una de las clases de procesadores
más interesantes en la actualidad se encuentra en las tarjetas gráficas (GPU), que son dispositivos
que ofrecen un alto grado de paralelismo, un excelente rendimiento numérico y una creciente
versatilidad, lo que los hace interesantes para llevar a cabo computación científica.
En esta tesis se exploran dos aplicaciones de visión artificial que revisten una gran complejidad
computacional y no pueden ser ejecutadas en tiempo real empleando procesadores tradicionales.
En cambio, como se demuestra en esta tesis, la paralelización de las distintas subtareas y su
implementación sobre una GPU arrojan los resultados deseados de ejecución con tasas de refresco interactivas. Asimismo, se propone una técnica para la evaluación rápida de funciones de
complejidad arbitraria especialmente indicada para su uso en una GPU.
En primer lugar se estudia la aplicación de técnicas de síntesis de imágenes virtuales a partir de
únicamente dos cámaras lejanas y no paralelas—en contraste con la configuración habitual en TV
3D de cámaras cercanas y paralelas—con información de color y profundidad. Empleando filtros
de mediana modificados para la elaboración de un mapa de profundidad virtual y proyecciones
inversas, se comprueba que estas técnicas son adecuadas para una libre elección del punto de
vista. Además, se demuestra que la codificación de la información de profundidad con respecto
a un sistema de referencia global es sumamente perjudicial y debería ser evitada.
Por otro lado se propone un sistema de detección de objetos móviles basado en técnicas de
estimación de densidad con funciones locales. Este tipo de técnicas es muy adecuada para el
modelado de escenas complejas con fondos multimodales, pero ha recibido poco uso debido a su
gran complejidad computacional. El sistema propuesto, implementado en tiempo real sobre una
GPU, incluye propuestas para la estimación dinámica de los anchos de banda de las funciones
locales, actualización selectiva del modelo de fondo, actualización de la posición de las muestras de
referencia del modelo de primer plano empleando un filtro de partículas multirregión y selección
automática de regiones de interés para reducir el coste computacional. Los resultados, evaluados
sobre diversas bases de datos y comparados con otros algoritmos del estado del arte, demuestran
la gran versatilidad y calidad de la propuesta.
Finalmente se propone un método para la aproximación de funciones arbitrarias empleando
funciones continuas lineales a tramos, especialmente indicada para su implementación en una
GPU mediante el uso de las unidades de filtraje de texturas, normalmente no utilizadas para
cómputo numérico. La propuesta incluye un riguroso análisis matemático del error cometido
en la aproximación en función del número de muestras empleadas, así como un método para la
obtención de una partición cuasióptima del dominio de la función para minimizar el error.
v
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Abstract
The evolution of smartphones, all equipped with digital cameras, is driving a growing demand for
ever more complex applications that need to rely on real-time computer vision algorithms. However, video signals are only increasing in size, whereas the performance of single-core processors
has somewhat stagnated in the past few years. Consequently, new computer vision algorithms
will need to be parallel to run on multiple processors and be computationally scalable. One of
the most promising classes of processors nowadays can be found in graphics processing units
(GPU). These are devices oﬀering a high parallelism degree, excellent numerical performance
and increasing versatility, which makes them interesting to run scientific computations.
In this thesis, we explore two computer vision applications with a high computational complexity that precludes them from running in real time on traditional uniprocessors. However, we
show that by parallelizing subtasks and implementing them on a GPU, both applications attain
their goals of running at interactive frame rates. In addition, we propose a technique for fast
evaluation of arbitrarily complex functions, specially designed for GPU implementation.
First, we explore the application of depth-image–based rendering techniques to the unusual
configuration of two convergent, wide baseline cameras, in contrast to the usual configuration
used in 3D TV, which are narrow baseline, parallel cameras. By using a backward mapping
approach with a depth inpainting scheme based on median filters, we show that these techniques
are adequate for free viewpoint video applications. In addition, we show that referring depth
information to a global reference system is ill-advised and should be avoided.
Then, we propose a background subtraction system based on kernel density estimation techniques. These techniques are very adequate for modelling complex scenes featuring multimodal
backgrounds, but have not been so popular due to their huge computational and memory complexity. The proposed system, implemented in real time on a GPU, features novel proposals
for dynamic kernel bandwidth estimation for the background model, selective update of the
background model, update of the position of reference samples of the foreground model using
a multi-region particle filter, and automatic selection of regions of interest to reduce computational cost. The results, evaluated on several databases and compared to other state-of-the-art
algorithms, demonstrate the high quality and versatility of our proposal.
Finally, we propose a general method for the approximation of arbitrarily complex functions
using continuous piecewise linear functions, specially formulated for GPU implementation by
leveraging their texture filtering units, normally unused for numerical computation. Our proposal
features a rigorous mathematical analysis of the approximation error in function of the number
of samples, as well as a method to obtain a suboptimal partition of the domain of the function
to minimize approximation error.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In the past few years, we have witnessed a profound transformation of the computing industry
due to a combination of multiple factors, although arguably the catalysing event that has made
the most significant impact is the emergence of ubiquitous mobile computing in the form of
smart phones and tablets. These classes of devices have reached virtually everybody, including
people that never before had used computers (at home or otherwise), and have finally brought
the Internet to the masses, also transforming it in the process.
The incorporation of millions of laypersons to the Internet has made it an attractive channel
for advertisement, forcing web sites to evolve into a much more visual media than before, which in
turn has required the adaptation of access and backbone network infrastructure to be able to move
much more data, video in particular. At the same time, television has switched from analogue
to digital coding and transmission, blurring the boundaries between traditional television and
Internet video and paving the way for a rapid quality increase: whereas analogue TV was stuck at
the same video quality for decades, digital TV has already more than quadrupled the resolution
(HDTV) of traditional TV and it is in the process of doing it again towards UHDTV (4K first and
then 8K), demanding yet larger transmission channels and more computing power to eﬃciently
treat these constantly growing data streams.
In addition to their role as terminals to retrieve contents from the Internet, smart phones are
also very active contributors to it: virtually every smart phone features a digital camera, capable
of capturing both photos and videos of ever increasing resolution (some current smart phones are
able to capture UHDTV video). The ubiquity of smart phones has contributed to generate strong
economies of scale on their components, significantly driving down the cost of digital cameras
and making economical to employ them at a larger scale and/or in a wider variety of computer
vision applications (surveillance, augmented reality, remote sensing, sensor networks, etc.), that
can also profit from the aﬀordable network access.
In this context, the demand for more and better video processing applications is on the rise;
data sizes (resolution, frame rate) are expected to continue growing, therefore new computer
vision algorithms will need to be designed to be computationally scalable. Since mobile computing is a major driving force in the industry, processors are evolving to be more energy-eﬃcient,
which has focussed hardware development on multi-core processors. Therefore, any algorithm
that aims at being relevant in the medium term needs to be designed to transparently make
eﬃcient use of parallel processing architectures.
One of the most interesting such architectures at present can be found in graphics processing
units (GPUs), now a standard component of every computer and virtually all smart phones,
due to their formidable numeric performance and their high energy eﬃciency. Although these
1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
devices were initially destined to render computer graphics, in the past few years they have been
enabled for general-purpose computing (usually referred to as GPGPU); scientific computing on
this kind of devices shows clear promise, but both hardware and development tools are still in a
relative early stage. Therefore, in a way, today’s applications may contribute to influence future
development of GPUs.
In this thesis, we explore two compute-intensive application domains, such as are free viewpoint video and background subtraction, making use of the GPU to achieve real-time performance, and propose a general technique for fast evaluation of continuous functions and an eﬃcient
implementation thereof for the GPU.

1.1

Contents

In addition to the present introduction, this thesis comprises another five chapters and an appendix whose contents are briefly outlined next.
In chapter 2, the history and current status of development of general purpose processors
and graphics processors are sketched. Then, the main conceptual diﬀerences between these two
classes of devices are described. Finally, we present in further detail the organization of GPGPU
programs, the inner architecture of modern GPUs, as well as their characteristics and limitations
that need to be considered when writing code or planning memory accesses.
In chapter 3, we explore the challenges posed by wide baseline camera configurations for
depth-image-based rendering, which should provide greater freedom for choosing the virtual
viewpoint in a free viewpoint video context, compared with the usual camera configurations
intended for use in 3D TV settings. We implement a backward mapping approach with a depth
inpainting scheme based on median filters. Whilst the results back our initial assumption that
this camera configuration provides good mobility, we show that the usual encoding for depth
information referred to a global reference system is ill-advised and reference systems local to
each camera should be used instead.
In chapter 4, we propose a background subtraction system based on nonparametric kernel
density estimation methods. In this strategy, both the foreground and the background are
modelled and two methods for automatic kernel bandwidth estimation, both designed to have
low computational cost, are proposed. In order to oﬀer the user easy control of the inherent
tradeoﬀ between adaptation rate and permanence of stopped objects, a selective update scheme
for the background model is proposed. In addition, in order to enhance the compactness of
the detection while, at the same time, reducing computationl cost, a low-level tracking system
based on a particle filter is added to the foreground model and a selective analysis strategy
especially suited for GPU implementation is proposed. Finally, the real-time implementation of
the proposed system on a GPU is detailed and extensive comparisons against other state-of-theart alternatives are carried out over several databases.
In chapter 5, we propose a method, based on continuous piecewise linear functions, to approximate continuous functions of arbitrary complexity at constant cost on a GPU. In addition
to the computational analysis and measurements, we present a rigorous analysis of the L2 error
incurred for a linear interpolator and for the best possible L2 approximation for a given partition
of the function domain. In addition, we propose a method for finding a suboptimal partition
of the domain of the approximating function for minimizing distance to the original function.
Finally, the proposed technique is demonstrated on several functions relevant in scientific computing. In order to facilitate the reading of this chapter, some of the proofs have been moved to
appendix A. Finally, chapter 6 concludes this thesis.
2
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1.2

Contributions

The contents of this thesis have been partially published in several peer-reviewed conferences
and journals as detailed:
• A summarized version of the feasibility study on wide baseline camera configurations for
DIBR view interpolation of chapter 3 can be found in [17].
• A first GPU implementation of the basic foreground and background models (fixed kernel
bandwidths, blind model update) described in chapter 4 was published in [13, 42].
• A low-complexity scheme for automatic kernel bandwidth selection in the background
model, a selective model update mechanism and a reduced-latency multi-threaded GPU
implementation were presented in [43, 14].
• An early version of the selective analysis algorithm proposed in chapter 4, as well as the
Bayesian classifier that allows combining foreground and background models with diﬀerent
spatial densities, was published in [15].
• A hint at future development of the background subtraction algorithm presented in chapter 4 aimed at enhancing the detection of moving objects that stop temporarily without
compromising the general adaptability of the model was presented in [104].
• The technique for approximating complex functions on a GPU using its texture filtering
units to evaluate continuous piecewise linear functions that is proposed inchapter 5 has
been published in [16], along with the detailed error analysis for the L2 norm; an extension
of this work for the L1 norm has also been published in [61].
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Chapter 2

The inevitability of parallelism
The history of computing has been a continuous (and ongoing) quest for shorter processing times
(or, alternatively, higher throughputs)1 in all application domains. Even though the processing
power of computers has steadily increased since their inception, people have always been able to
think of computing problems too big or too complex to be solved within reasonable time on any
of the available computers of their time. The obvious answer for this problem has always been
the same: devote more units of the available resources to take on bigger tasks.
Some researchers suggested in the past that parallel computing would have limited interest.
Specifically, the widely known Amdahl’s law [4] states that the time T (n) an algorithm takes to
finish when being executed on n concurrent threads of execution corresponds to
✓
◆
1
T (n) = T (1) B + (1 B) ,
(2.1)
n
where B 2 [0, 1] is the fraction of the algorithm that is strictly sequential. This in turn means
that the maximum speed-up that can be realised using several processors is bounded by said
fraction:
T (1)
1
lim
= .
(2.2)
n!1 T (n)
B
While these definitions are mathematically impeccable, they only apply if the size of the data
the algorithm is applied onto is fixed; they fail to account for the fact that if more computing power is available, it might be desirable to tackle a bigger problem rather than settle for a
fixed-size problem. Examples of this trend are ubiquitous: ever-growing image and video resolution, higher quality 3D models, finer-grained finite element simulations of all kinds of physical
phenomena, etc. In practice, what is fixed is the execution time that is deemed reasonable for
a particular application and the size of the problem is set as large as possible with the available computing resources. In particular, if the amount of parallelisable work to be done is set
proportional to the number of available processors2 , Gustafson’s law [67] applies instead:
T (1)
=n
T (n)

B · (n

1).

(2.3)

1 Processing time can be defined as how long am algorithm takes to run on a given input; throughput can be
defined as how many data elements can be processed per time unit.
2 Note amount of work, not data size, because many algorithms have superlinear complexity with respect to
the data size. In these cases, adding more processors will result in sublinear speed-up, but speed-up nonetheless.
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Figure 2.1: Growth in processor performance since the late 1970s, showing a clear slowdown
after 2003 due to the saturation of maximum operating frequency. © Elsevier, Inc. [75]
Thus, parallelisation may not always provide shorter execution times, but it is a practical
way to tackle bigger problems. Actually, as covered in the next section, the limits of current
semiconductor technology seem to hint that it well might be the only way in the foreseeable
future.

2.1

Brief history of parallel programming in CPUs

Even before the invention of the microprocessor in 1971, some computer manufacturers were already building systems with several central processing units (CPUs) [106], although software tools
were not developed enough to even make sequential programming easy, let alone programming
of multiprocessor systems. Multiprocessor systems, however, have typically been very expensive
until recently, so another solution that emerged from in-house developments [130], even before
any commercial vendor oﬀered it, was using a cluster of several computers connected through a
network or even through primitive mechanisms such as a common disk to divide up the task(s)
amongst them. Programming these clusters was extremely complex and it would take until the
mid 1980s for development tools to reach the point for the first successful commercial clusters to
be sold [90] and still a few more years until the development of standard networking technologies
made possible open tools such as Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) and later Message Passing
Interface (MPI), which brought about the era of inexpensive and cost-eﬀective clusters using
commodity PCs.
For most users outside big enterprises or datacenters, though, all these technologies were too
complex or costly and uniprocessor computers have been the norm for over thirty years. Fortunately, processor performance steadily increased every year [75] (see figure 2.1) and more and
6
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more problems were becoming tractable over time just because newer processors were becoming
so much powerful than older ones, so that single-threaded code ran faster on newer processors
with no modification. However, and despite the fact that Moore’s law3 has remained current
through the last half century [89], the performance of single processors has somewhat stagnated
in recent years because of three key factors: limited maximum power dissipation4 , increasing
divergence between memory and processing speed, and exhaustion of practical and eﬃcient5
ways to exploit instruction-level parallelism (ILP)6 . The power consideration is especially relevant given the rapid growth that mobile computing has experienced in the last decade, first with
the popularisation of laptops, later tablets and smartphones.
Consequently, most general-purpose processor manufacturers have resorted in the last decade
to pack more than one processing unit or core in each physical die7 , so that nowadays processors
with eight cores are not uncommon. Frequently, the availabilitity of many cores is trivially
exploited by the fact that in a modern multi-tasking operating system there are many processes
running concurrently. However, whereas in the past newer processors ran existing code faster
than older ones without any eﬀort from the programmer, harnessing several cores for a single
task requires programmers to write programs specifically designed to perform diﬀerent sections
of code concurrently. However, rarely if ever a task can be cleanly split into independent (and
equivalent in terms of required eﬀort) parts; much more often, diﬀerent execution threads must
communicate, aggregate data and wait for one another in order to yield correct results. Hence,
programming (and debugging!8 ) for modern processors is necessarily more complex and errorprone, which calls for better support from development tools and higher-level constructs in
programming languages to express concurrency.
For many years, most mainstream programming languages did not even bother to support
concurrency at the language level, leaving to the operating systems to fill that void. Most of
these, in turn, provided threads and very thin wrappers over the atomic compare-and-swap
(CAS) instructions provided by the hardware in the form of mutexes, semaphores or condition
variables, which made properly designing concurrent programs quite hard. It is only in recent
years that mainstream programming languages have added support for higher-level constructs
such as promises/futures [60, 8] (C++ 11, Python or ECMAScript 7) or monitors [76, 71] (Ada
95, Java), and parallel programming models such as fork-join [39] (OpenMP) or work stealing [19]
(Intel’s TBB, Apple’s GCD). Undoubtedly, parallel programming will receive even more attention
by the industry in years to come as the number of cores in processors continues to grow.
3 Gordon E. Moore, co-founder of Intel Corp., observed in 1965 [115] that the number of components per
integrated circuit (IC) that minimised per-component cost doubled every year, though he later revised this period
to two years.
4 Power dissipated by a CPU is P = CV 2 f , where where C is capacitance, f is frequency, and V is voltage. The
main avenue for computing performance improvement until the early 2000s was to increase frequency, but there
are physical limits to how much the other terms can be driven down with the existing silicon-based technology.
5 Pollack’s Rule (after Fred Pollack, former Intel fellow) states that microprocessor performance increase due
to microarchitecture advances is roughly proportional to the square root of the increase in complexity (number
of transistors) [22].
6 Intel, the world’s largest semiconductor manufacturer cancelled in 2004 ongoing projects for the two thenupcoming generations of single-core processors to focus entirely on multi-core processors [57].
7 Unlike traditional discrete multi-processor systems, modern multi-core processors usually share some level of
cache, which allows much faster inter-core communication and reduces the need to access oﬀ-chip memory, which
has much lower bandwidth and higher latency.
8 Parallel programs ares notably harder to debug than sequential ones; standard practices such as breakpoints
and step-by-step execution are not well defined in concurrent programs, especially for high numbers of execution
threads. Some bugs are specific to concurrent programs, notably those caused by race conditions, which arise
when, due to poor design, the result of a computation is nondeterministic and depends on the relative timing
between interfering threads. These bugs are particularly hard to diagnose and debug because any modification
to the code or execution environment (e.g., attaching a debugger) may alter the outcome, leading to their being
referred to as Heisenbugs.
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Figure 2.2: Stages of a fixed-function graphics pipeline. © Elsevier, Inc. [88]

2.2

Graphics Processing Units

As computers have been taking on more and more tasks through the years, peripheral devices
have been designed for them to augment their capabilities, and the most successful of them have
become staples of almost every computer, with varying degrees of integration. A commonplace
feature as floating-point capabilities, for instance, was proposed a century ago [159] and first
implemented in hardware in the 1940s’ Zuse Z3 electromechanical computer [136] but remained
somewhat of a rarity until spreadsheet applications drove the demand for faster numerical performance in the 1980s. At first, add-on floating-point units (FPUs) were sold as separate chips
(Intel 8087, 80x87, Cyrix FasMath or Weitek x167 among others) that had to be explicitly programmed for. Later on, as the market found more and more applications for FPUs, they became
integrated in the CPU and their instruction set assimilated as standard; today, only low-power
and low-cost processors lack floating-point capabilities.
Graphics cards have followed a similar path. Before the 1980s, computers lacked a graphical
interface at all and they were generally controlled through separate pieces of equipment called
computer terminals, which interpreted and rendered text from a serial line or network connection. This functionality would later be integrated into expansion cards with the invention of the
microcomputer. With the advent of graphical user interfaces (GUI) in the early to mid 1980s
(Xerox Star, Macintosh, X Window System, etc.), graphics cards became progressively more important as users demanded higher resolutions, higher refresh rates and more faithful rendition of
colours, but they would generally (outside very high-end specialised systems such as those manufactured by Silicon Graphics) remain little more than (ever growing) memory framebuﬀers and
digital-to-analog circuitry through the mid 1990s, with the CPU of the host computer performing
most of the work.
During the 1990s, the market of video games began to drive a strong demand9 for real9 From 1985 to 2010, the video game industry grew at an annual rate of 9%–15%; global revenues in 2012 were
estimated at $67 bn [101] (cf. cinema industry at $89 bn for the same year [1]).
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Figure 2.3: Graphics pipeline with separate vertex and fragment processors. © Elsevier, Inc. [88]

time computer graphics. Many hardware manufacturers rushed to fill this new market with
graphics cards that allowed the CPU to oﬄoad some of the stages of the computer graphics
pipeline; many vendor-specific application programming interfaces (APIs) came along with this
wave of new hardware (S3’s S3d, Matrox Simple Interface, Creative Graphics Library, ATI’s C
Interface, PowerVR’s SGL, NVIDIA’s NVLIB, Rendition’s Redline or 3dfx’s Glide) in the hopes
of establishing dominance over other manufacturers by getting developers to use their own API.
By the end of the 1990s, however, Microsoft’s Direct3D and Silicon Graphics’ OpenGL dominated
the industry and standardised both the access to hardware, freeing developers from targeting
specific hardware, and the various stages of a graphics pipeline (pictured in figure 2.2).
Initially, the obvious stages of the pipeline to be moved into the graphics card were those
whose basic work unit is the pixel—rastering, shading/texturing and image post-processing,
which are both memory- and processor-intensive and benefit from storing the textures in a
dedicated memory close to the graphic processor—, with the CPU handling all the per-vertex
operations—vertex shading (VS) or transform and lighting (T&L)—. However, as the demand
for more detailed 3D models grew, the CPU became more and more of a bottleneck and by 1999
the whole pipeline was implemented in hardware10 with the launch of the NVIDIA GeForce 256,
which would be marketed as the world’s first Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).
By this time, although Direct3D and OpenGL had mostly standardised access to hardware,
the market was already demanding better visual eﬀects and more realistic rendering. Consequently, many hardware vendors began to implement extensions to the standard API, mapped
to their own new hardware features. The proliferation of these extensions led at first to market
fragmentation because developers had to target a specific vendor if they wanted to use a specific extension, but triggered a much more interesting development: implementing such large set
of features with fixed-function circuitry became uneconomical; consequently, hardware vendors
10 Actually, the first hardware implementation of the pipeline predates this one by almost two decades [37];
however, this functionality would be confined to very high-end CAD systems until that moment.
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changed their designs into programmable processors11 .
In 2001, both OpenGL and Direct3D were extended to allow developers to write their own programs for these new programmable stages, albeit using a low-level assembly language (OpenGL
ARB assembly language/DirectX Shader Assembly Language), and in the next years new highlevel programming languages were added (OpenGL Shading Language, DirectX High Level Shading Language or NVIDIA Cg, that allowed developers to write a single shader program to target
both OpenGL and Direct3D), which boosted adoption of programmable shaders by the developers.
Although both geometry and fragment12 shading was programmable, each stage was still
performed by diﬀerent processors, as depicted in figure 2.3. However, depending on the complexity of the scene, the screen resolution and the rendering algorithm utilised for each shader,
the computing load of each stage could be very dissimilar, leading to poor utilisation of silicon
resources.
In 2005, NVIDIA introduced the first unified processor for the XBox 360 console and the next
year for computers (see figure 2.4 for the general layout of this device). In this design, which has
become the norm since, a single set of processors with a general instruction set exists and the
graphics pipeline visits it several times, so that every programmable stage in the pipeline spreads
its load across the only available pool of computing resources. This change, together with the
ability to select the addresses of the operands of the shaders (previously each computing thread
mapped to a predefined location in a framebuﬀer) paved the way to use GPUs as general purpose
stream processors.
The usefulness of this kind of computing device has proven such that today, as it happened
before with FPUs, many CPUs integrate a GPU in the same die. Actually, not only their raw
performance but also their high energy eﬃciency have led to their integration in Systems-onChip (SoC) at the heart of mobile phones and other embedded computers where low power
11 Texas Instruments had pioneered the concept more than a decade before with their microprocessors TMS34010
and TMS34020, whose instruction set included graphics-specific functionalities [69].
12 Fragment shading is the usual computer graphics terminology to designate the operation of deciding which
colour each pixel in the screen will take. However, since further processing may be applied (notably antialiasing),
those non-final pixels are referred to as fragments instead of pixels.
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Figure 2.5: An early example of pipelining at the Ford factory, 1913. Each worker (functional
unit) performs a diﬀerent function and the assembly line as a whole processes many parts in
parallel, although the manufacturing procedure of each part is strictly sequential. Admittedly,
the analogy is not complete because, unlike in a microprocessor, each worker always does exactly
the same action. A tray line in a canteen would probably be a better analogy but the photo
would not look as nice.
consumption is paramount. In the other end of the scale, supercomputers are also very sensitive
to energy eﬃciency because their electricity bills can be huge, a significant portion of them in
refrigeration; today, many of the entrants, including some in the Top-10, of the TOP 500 list of
the most powerful supercomputers in the world [2] feature GPUs as coprocessors.

2.3

Heterogeneous computing, or why CPUs and GPUs complement each other

Both in terms of raw floating-point performance (FLOPS) and of energy per floating-point instruction [3], GPUs have currently much better performance than (multi-core) CPUs (about
10⇥ [88] and 100⇥ [20], respectively), which has prompted developers of many scientific applications to write their applications to take advantage of these capabilities. Why do GPUs and
CPUs oﬀer such diﬀerent performance? Do designers of GPUs really have an edge over their
CPU colleagues? The obvious answer is a resounding no: they are just devices that respond to
radically diﬀerent design philosophies and each excels at those tasks it was designed to do.
On the one hand, CPUs come from a tradition of latency-oriented machines where, as mentioned in section §2.1, the paramount goal is maximum execution speed of general-purpose sequential code. Before the emergence of multi-core machines, the way to achieve this, other than
simply turning the frequency up, was exploiting instruction-level parallelism: even though the
processor is executing a sequential program, there are many functional units within the processor
(instruction fetch, instruction decoding, arithmetic logic unit (ALU), etc.), so it makes sense to
try to simultaneously use as many of them as possible.
The simplest way to do this—and raise operating frequency—is pipelining (see figure 2.5):
the processor is divided into the various stages that make up the execution of an instruction
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and in each clock cycle a new instruction is admitted into the first stage, while the previous
instruction is at the second stage and so on. However, this means that either all the stages in
the pipeline should have equal duration (this was one of the design goals of reduced instruction
set computing (RISC) machines) or the slowest steps will stall the queue. In order to solve
this problem, superscalar processors broke the linearity of the pipeline and introduced out-oforder execution (OOE): the processor fetches and decodes several instructions and analyses their
interdependence; if it is feasible to simultaneously dispatch diﬀerent instructions to diﬀerent
functional units of the processor without breaking their causality, the scheduler may choose to
alter their sequencing with respect to the original order in which the compiler wrote them.
General-purpose sequential programs contain a lot of branching (around 20% [167]): depending on received inputs, diﬀerent code needs to be executed. This poses a fundamental problem
to pipelining: it is impossible to know which branch of code needs to be executed before a condition is evaluated and therefore the pipeline stalls until then. The standard solution, which is
still a very active field of research, is branch prediction and speculative execution, whereby the
processor tries to guess which will be the correct branch and preventively fetches and executes
its instructions. The catch, of course, is that if the prediction is wrong not only execution resources will have been wasted but also the side eﬀects of the wrongly executed branch need to
be reversed. In order to support all these sophisticated techniques, CPUs need to devote a large
portion of their area (transistors) to large caches and a lot of control circuitry that consume
power but do not contribute to numerical performance.
On the other hand, GPUs come from the world of video games, where the amount of work is
always massive: for each video frame, millions of floating-point operations must be performed and
therefore designers of GPUs choose to cram as many floating-point arithmetic units as possible
within the chip at the expense of other functions (see figure 2.6). Now, if they dispense with
all the sophisticated circuitry that allows CPUs to execute their code so fast, should they not
be much slower? They actually are! The end-to-end execution time of a single execution thread
(latency) in a GPU is much higher than in a CPU for a given sequential code. These devices
are said to be throughput-oriented, there are so many triangles and pixels to process that the
latency associated to one single vertex or pixel is unimportant: it is necessary to have them all
processed in order to show the next frame13 , so the goal is to be able to process as many of them
13 Frame periods are in the order of milliseconds, which is a very long time in processor scale, hence the relatively
low importance of having low latency in a GPU, whereas a CPU needs to be more responsive. Latencies in the
order of milliseconds can be awkward for keyboard or mouse interaction and simply unacceptable in control
applications.
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Figure 2.7: Latency- (left, Learjet 75 business jet) and throughput-oriented (right, Sovereign
Mærsk “Susan Mærsk” container ship) means of transportation. Depending on the amout of
(uniform) work to be done, one option will make more sense than the other. On the one hand,
delivering a kidney to be transplanted in a cargo ship would be ludicrous because it is latencysensitive, so a jet is a good choice; on the other hand, delivering by airplane all the cars produced
by a factory could theoretically be faster than a ship, but a huge number of (costly) aircraft
would be necessary and fuel costs would be astronomical. Of course, real-world logistics are
heterogeneous and diﬀerent means of transportation are selected for diﬀerent stages of a chain
from the factory to the final customer.
per second as possible. In order to increase throughput, GPUs use very deep pipelines and, most
importantly, many processing cores.
The fact that GPU cores are relatively simple in comparison with CPU cores directly translates in a diﬀerent model of parallelism from multi-core CPUs. Whereas single-core CPUs respond to the single instruction, single data (SISD) architecture14 defined in Flynn’s widelyused taxonomy [58] and multi-core CPUs respond to the multiple instruction, multiple data
(MIMD) architecture—each of the processing cores can execute completely independent code
(task parallelism)—, GPUs lack the control abilities to operate each of its cores independently.
Instead, GPUs adhere to the single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) architecture, where all
the cores are executing the same sequential code (which allows using even less chip area for flow
control), each on diﬀerent inputs and writing their outputs in diﬀerent addresses. Furthermore,
although all cores execute the same code, there is no guarantee whatsoever that they do so
synchronously or even that two threads will execute in a particular order. Therefore, programs
written for a GPU must be designed so that each output datum can be independently computed
by a single execution thread from the input data without collaboration from any other execution
thread15 . Algorithms that respond to this requirement are said to be data parallel because the
source of parallellism is in the nature of the data itself, rather than the fact that there are several
diﬀerent tasks to be done concurrently. Obviously, since it is the motivation behind architectural
choices of GPUs, the graphics pipeline is an excellent example of a data-parallel problem because
each 3D vertex is independently transformed and projected onto the screen and the colour of
each pixel is computed independently of the colour of other pixels.
Computer vision is a prominent area where applications frequently exhibit data parallelism,
14 Modern CPUs include some degree of small-scale SIMD provided by vector instructions such as MMX/SSEx
extensions to the x86 architecture or AltiVec in Power architecture among others.
15 In general, communication among execution threads is not possible. However, some restricted forms of
communication and synchronization are possible under the CUDA (and OpenCL) computing model, detailed in
section §2.4.
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at least at some of their initial stages [120], in which input images are processed to enable
further steps that will extract relevant information by means of mechanisms such as feature
point detection [134, 21], global shape descriptors [12], frequencial transformations [49], image
filtering [128], etc. Most of these operations are independently performed pixel- or region-wise,
which makes them amenable to parallelisation. In addition to image-specific algorithms, many
computer vision algorithms also employ generic machine learning algorithms such as neural
networks [36] or support vector machines [161], that are also good examples of data-parallel
structures.
Data parallellism is interesting because it is inherently scalable: since each output datum
is computed independently, as long as there are many more data elements than processors, the
computation can be transparently sped up by increasing the number of processors. However, real
world problems/algorithms are rarely completely data-parallel and fall somewhere between taskand data-parallel. Sometimes, careful examination of the problem can lead to a new algorithm
that is [more] data-parallel, but most often there are parts of the algorithm that are inherently
sequential. Therefore, as in the case of a logistics chain (figure 2.7), heterogeneous computing,
i.e., a balanced mix of CPU and GPU, leads to the fastest and most eﬃcient solution.

2.4

The GPGPU computing model

As soon as the computer graphics APIs allowed programmers to write their own shaders, some
adventurous researchers envisioned and pioneered the use of GPUs to perform general-purpose
computations they had not been designed for [91, 157] (and even before that for computational
geometry problems [77]). The task was not easy because the only way to feed input data to
the GPU was to upload textures and the only way to get results out of it was as pixels of a
dynamically rendered texture. Furthermore, the algorithm had to be programmed in assembly
and numerical accuracy was poor because video game graphics did not need it and therefore
GPUs were not IEEE 754-compliant. However, they did manage to demonstrate the validity
of this kind of architectures for general-purpose computation and, probably, showed hardware
manufacturers an untapped market.
In 2007, shortly after the launch of their first unified shader architecture (that did support IEEE 754 floating-point arithmetic [119] and could access arbitrary addresses in memory),
NVIDIA presented the CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) programming language,
which rather than a full-fledged language is a set of extensions to the C(++16 ) programming
language(s) that enabled programmers to write general-purpose programs to be executed on their
GPUs without having to shoehorn them through the ill-suited graphics APIs17 . In the following
years, many other analogue languages or toolkits appeared, such as Khronos’ OpenCL, AMD’s
Stream SDK, Microsoft’s DirectCompute, Apple’s Metal or Google’s RenderScript. We have
chosen to work with the CUDA programming language, although it is proprietary, because it is
reasonably terse and is rapidly evolving to mirror new hardware capabilities oﬀered by NVIDIA;
standard languages such as OpenCL evolve much slower (and OpenCL in particular is quite
cumbersome to use). Therefore, the CUDA terminology will be hereinafter employed to explain
the core concepts of general-purpose computation on graphics processing units (GPGPU), which
are common to all of these languages even if they use diﬀerent terminology.
16 Although C++ as a whole is far from being supported due to the inherent complexity of features such as
dynamic polymorphism, most of the compile-time features of C++ are supported in CUDA, providing greater
expressive power to developers.
17 Independent researchers had already produced such a language [29] to abstract the (still underlying) graphics
API, but without the advantage of manufacturing their own hardware, they could obviously not match the
functionality that CUDA would bring.
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2
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4

1

Figure 2.8: Typical control/data flow of a GPGPU application: 1. Memory is allocated in the
device to hold input and output data for the computation; 2. Input data is copied from the host
memory to the device memory; 3. Computation runs on the device; 4. Output data is copied
from the device memory to the host memory. The host can issue commands for steps 1–3 without
blocking and perform other work while they execute. Picture courtesy of Sylvain Collange [38].

2.4.1

Program structure

Programs written in CUDA are very similar to a standard C program, which starts execution at
the main function and progresses sequentially through it, calling subroutines as needed. However,
in a CUDA program some of the functions are marked as device code, which means that, when
compiled, the corresponding machine code is targeted to the GPU(s) instead of the CPU. In
this execution model, GPUs ([computing] devices in CUDA terminology) are coprocessors to the
CPU (host), and in most cases they have their own onboard memory. The host controls the
main flow of execution of the program, manages memory transfers to and from the device and
submits commands (work) to the GPU, as illustrated in figure 2.8. The GPU executes commands
asynchronously, freeing the CPU to perform other tasks meanwhile.
The first consequence of this model of execution is that not everything is worth executing on
the GPU, even if the structure of the problem is amenable to parallelisation: although the GPU
has much higher floating-point throughput than the CPU, the overhead latencies associated to
copying data onto the GPU may oﬀset the gain of faster floating-point operation if the problem
size is too small. In fact, as already mentioned in section §2.1, CPUs are already faster than their
memory, which means that in order for the GPU to be faster than the CPU, the problem must
be complex enough, or more specifically, have a reasonably high ratio of floating-point operations
to memory accesses (arithmetic intensity) [65]. Alternatively, even if this is not the case, it may
make sense to oﬄoad work to the GPU if there are other meaningful tasks for the CPU to do.
Functions to be executed on the device adhere to the stream processing paradigm, which is
a specific form of SIMD18 designed to exploit data parallelism. Given a set of data or stream,
a sequence of operations or kernel function is applied to every element in the stream. Thus,
the CUDA application programmer only needs to write the kernel function and the runtime and
hardware transparently19 issue, schedule and synchronize all the execution threads.
A simple way to look at it is to think of kernel functions as the body of loops that iterate over
18 This programming style is also referred to as single program, multiple data (SPMD), depending on the level
of abstraction it is looked at. Theoretically SIMD implies that every instruction is run in lockstep for all the data
elements, which is not true for arbitrary sizes of data; SPMD is a less restrictive definition [6] that only implies
[possibly asynchronous] execution of the same sequence of instructions on all the data elements.
19 At least in a first approximation. In practice, the programmer needs to be aware of a number of implementation
details in order to optimize performance.
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Figure 2.9: The basic unit of the SIMT architecture, the streaming multiprocessor (SM). Note
this particular figure illustrates the Fermi microarchitecture; the specific number of functional
units of each kind may be (and actually is) diﬀerent in other microarchitectures. © NVIDIA
Corp.
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all the elements of an array. For instance, in order to add two vectors20 in a sequential program,
a loop is used where the loop counter starts at 0 and ends at n 1 and is added to the base
pointers of all three operands, both input arrays and the output array, so that in each iteration
i, the i-th element of the sum vector is computed. In a stream program, the kernel function is
just the addition of two scalars and as many concurrent execution threads are instantiated as
there are elements in the vectors. In this case, the identification between kernel functions and
the body of a loop is straightforward, but the fact that stream processors run each “iteration” of
the loop in concurrent threads has much deeper implications:
• Each iteration of the body of a loop can modify variables outside the scope of the loop,
aﬀecting the results of next iterations. In the stream processing paradigm, all the iterations
of the loop may run concurrently and independently, so partial or final results from one
thread cannot be used by another thread, in principle.
• The order in which elements are processed in a loop is well defined. However, in the
stream processing paradigm, the hardware may schedule threads for execution in any order,
therefore the correctness of the algorithm to be implemented cannot depend on a particular
ordering of operations21 .
These restrictions mean that many algorithms need to be thoroughly redesigned to be run on
a GPU and some others have intrinsecally sequential components that make them ineligible for
parallelisation. In practice, as discussed in the next sections, the actual architecture of modern
GPUs exhibits departures from this theoretical model that make a bit easier, or possible at all
in other cases, to adapt a greater variety of algorithms to be run on them.

2.4.2

SIMT architecture and thread hierarchy

As mentioned before, GPUs sacrifice many of the microarchitecture advances of superscalar CPUs
to maximize throughput and adhere somewhat loosely to the SPMD architecture. The specific
implementation that NVIDIA (and other vendors, though details may vary) uses in their GPUs
is known as single instruction, multiple threads (SIMT) and is designed to provide transparent
data scalability across devices with diﬀerent number of functional units.
The basic hardware unit of the SIMT architecture, pictured in figure 2.9, is known as streaming multiprocessor (SM). It features multiple scalar processing cores, each of them with an
ALU and a FPU, multiple load-store units and multiple special function units (SFU, specialised
floating-point units that implement transcendent functions in hardware). However, none of these
functional units can operate of its own accord. Instead, there is one or more shared schedulers and
dispatchers that read, decode, schedule and dispatch instructions to the appropriate functional
units, that can and do operate simultaneously on diﬀerent threads.
In order to simplify the design of the scheduler(s), threads are scheduled in vectors (as in
vector processing) of 32 called warps (see figure 2.10 for the etimology of the term). This
scheduling strategy does make much sense because, since all threads in a warp are doing the
same, when they get stalled they do so together; when they need to read/write from/to memory
20 This example is hopefully good and simple enough to illustrate the concept of kernel function, but an exceedingly bad candidate to be implemented on a GPU; its arithmetic intensity is so low that it would never perform
better on a GPU than on a CPU [65], at least if the immediate origin of data is the main memory of the host,
because the data transfers take substantially more time than the computation itself.
21 Although they are [incorrectly but] routinely thought of as real numbers, floating-point numbers do not
(among other problems) satisfy the associative property [114]. Of course, this is also true in sequential programs,
but parallelism only makes it worse because it may be diﬃcult to establish a correct order for the operations to
converge; recent proposals [68, 81] try to address this growing concern, but no hardware implementations exist
yet.
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Figure 2.10: The term warp comes from the field of weaving: it designs the parallel threads that
are kept in tension on a loom so that other thread(s), called weft, can be inserted between them
to weave a fabric. Picture courtesy of Madelyn van der Hoogt.
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throughput. If there are more than two branches the problem worsens, until in the extreme case
that all threads in a warp took diﬀerent branches, throughput would be 1/32 of that of sequential
code. Picture courtesy of Kayvon Fatahalian [93].
they need it at the same time. Therefore, their execution can eﬃciently be suspended and
resumed. In fact, execution threads in CUDA have their own registers assigned from beginning
to end of the kernel function and they do not usually make use of stack frames22 . This means
that whenever they are suspended, there is no context nor stack to save and the scheduler can
simply switch and dispatch instructions from other threads with zero overhead. Therefore, no
sophisticated OOE circuitry or branch prediction is needed to keep all functional units of the
SM occuppied at all times as long as there is enough work to do (i.e., threads to execute), as
illustrated in figure 2.11. Of course, the downside to threads having such small footprint is
that the complexity of the code of a single kernel function is limited by the number of available
registers23 . Thus, since there is a single big register file per SM, the more complex the kernel
function, the fewer threads can be scheduled for execution in the SM. Therefore, it is sometimes
advisable to decompose the problem into several simpler kernel functions rather than a single
complex one in order to keep a high number of threads in flight.
Since it is the minimal unit of scheduling, all threads in a warp are guaranteed to execute
each of the instructions in the program coherently, which can be used as a low-level synchronisation construct. However, kernel functions are allowed to use conditional code and it is obvious
that threads in diﬀerent branches cannot execute coherently. These apparently incompatible
statements reconcile at the expense of throughput: whenever there is a path divergence between
threads of the same warp, all branches need to be executed sequentially, selectively disabling cores
mapped to threads that did not take the current branch, as illustrated in figure 2.12. Therefore,
22 Though calling nested functions is possible, it is discouraged because stack frames are allocated on oﬀ-chip
memory and are therefore much slower.
23 In regular sequential programs on CPUs, there is also a limit to the complexity of the code determined by
the size of the stack; however, non-buggy programs rarely need to recurse deep enough to cause a stack buﬀer
overflow. However, if there is a legitimate need to use a bigger stack, most operating systems allow changing
the size of the stack, which is hosted on a buﬀer of [abundant] regular memory anyway rather than on [scarce]
hardware registers.
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Figure 2.13: Hierarchical thread organisation in a 2D grid of 2D blocks to process an image. The
image has been heavily subsampled so that individual threads can be seen, whereas in real cases
there may be millions of threads to process. Since all blocks have the same size, the number
of allocated threads may exceed the image size (blank squares in the illustration); these excess
threads must be prevented from doing actual work in order not to corrupt memory.

branching is best used sparingly and some algorithms will not make sense in the GPU because of
this limitation. However, if whole warps take diﬀerent branches there is no performance penalty
because only one branch is scheduled in each warp; fortunately, execution threads are organised
hierarchically, which helps design algorithms that make eﬃcient use of conditional code.
Threads are mapped to data under the stream processing model, and CUDA oﬀers a natural
way to do so, illustrated in figure 2.13. Threads are grouped into 1-, 2- or 3-dimensional blocks,
and blocks are in turn organised into a 1-, 2- or 3-dimensional grid 24 ; the size of blocks can
be chosen by the programmer to better suit the task at hand and the corresponding grid size
is dynamically determined in run-time. Threads can determine their coordinates, both local
within the block and global, in order to distinguish themselves from other threads and identify
the appropriate portion of data they need to process.
The reason for establishing this hierarchy instead of a plain multidimensional array of threads
is that, much as warps are the minimum scheduling unit within each SM, blocks are the minimum
scheduling unit at the device level. Thus, a GPU can have any number of SMs to dispatch thread
blocks to, but all threads in a block are always guaranteed to be processed by a single SM, which
will allocate at once resources to process as many blocks as its shared resources allow. In a
typical grid, there are many times more blocks than SMs, so they are sequentially dispatched to
SMs as they become available in an unspecified order, providing transparent scalability with the
same code: high-end devices have more SMs (and/or more SPs per SM) and can process a given
dataset in fewer iterations while lower-end devices will need more iterations (see figure 2.14).
24 Formally,

one.

both blocks and grids are always three-dimensional, with the sizes along unused dimensions set to
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Figure 2.14: Blockwise dispatching provides transparent scalability; GPUs with more SMs simply
process more blocks per batch. © NVIDIA Corp.
Since all threads of a block are guaranteed to always be simultaneously in flight25 on the
same SM, the restrictions of a pure stream architecture can be relaxed: the order in which the
threads execute is still unknown but it is easy for the warp scheduler to provide intra-block
synchronisation barriers simply by not scheduling any warp from the block to execute past a
specified instruction. Coupled with the ability of threads to write on any memory address,
this mechanism enables limited intra-block communication between threads that can be used to
implement a wider variety of algorithms. However, synchronisation barriers limit the number of
eligible warps to schedule; since having numerous warps to schedule is the primary mechanism
for latency hiding, careless use of synchronisation barriers may result in frequent pipeline stalls
and low throughput.

2.4.3

Memory hierarchy

There are GPUs that share the main memory with the CPU, especially in mobile phones, while
discrete GPUs typically feature a few GiB of onboard memory specially designed for high bandwidth (often > 10⇥ than regular memory, again at the expense of higher latency). Even though
the latter incur the penalty of having to copy data from/to the main memory of the host, as
discussed in 2.4.1, they usually outperform otherwise comparable integrated GPUs by a sizable
margin [147] because, since a large number of threads maps to a large dataset in the stream
computing model, high bandwidth is necessary to access data.
However, even assuming that an application in a GPU is able to completely and eﬃciently
saturate the memory bus, there is a clear mismatch between computing capabilities and memory
bandwidth. For instance, the NVIDIA GTX 970 has a memory bandwidth of 224 GiB/s; this
translates into ⇠ 57 G single-precision floating-point operands, which is a far cry from the
theoretical computing throughput of this device, rated at 3494 GFLOPS; in other words: in
order to keep all computing resources occupied, the algorithm must perform ⇠ 61 floating25 The execution of each thread (or, more precisely, the warp it belongs to) may be active or suspended at any
moment, but all threads in the block have been instantiated at once.
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(a) Aligned access: threads from the warp request 32 consecutive 4-byte words with starting address
aligned to the cache segment size. The eﬀective bandwidth is 100%.
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(b) Misaligned access: threads from the warp request 32 consecutive 4-byte words with starting address
not aligned to the cache segment size. The eﬀective bandwidth is 80% because a fraction ↵ of the first
segment and a fraction 1 ↵ of the last segment contain irrelevant data.
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(c) Scattered access: threads from the warp request 32 non-consecutive 4-byte words with addresses
falling on N diﬀerent segments. The eﬀective bandwidth is 128/(32N ) 12.5%.

Figure 2.15: Influence of memory access patterns in the eﬀective bandwidth from global memory.
point operations per operand read from global memory (cf. ⇠ 7 floating-point operations for
a contemporary CPU such as the Intel Core i7 4770K). How can an application then tap that
computing power if memory cannot serve enough data to feed the processors? The answer lies
in the fact that almost all non-trivial computations use each input datum more than once and,
at any rate, need to perform several ancillary operations per input datum; consequently, if an
algorithm does not exhibit these traits (in enough degree), it may not make sense to run it on a
GPU.
The CUDA architecture provides a tiered memory model that helps both the compiler and
the programmer to place data that will be used often closer to the processors, thus reducing
the pressure on the main memory of the device. Specifically, there are three distinct storage
categories, each with diﬀerent scope and characteristics:
• Register file: with thread-local scope, it has a capacity of a few tens of 32-bit words per
thread and stores the automatic scope variables of a kernel function. With a bandwidth
around 40 TiB/s, operations whose operands come from registers can easily saturate the
computing cores.
• Shared memory: located within each SM, it can be accessed concurrently by all threads
in the same block. It has a capacity of a few tens of kiB per block and a respectable
bandwidth around 1 TiB/s which makes it fairly easy to saturate the computing cores. It
allows intra-block communication among threads of the same block and must be explicitly
programmed for.
• Global memory: located oﬀ-chip, it can be accessed by every thread in any block or grid,
even across diﬀerent kernel functions. Its capacity is typically of a few GiB, but its bandwidth is relatively low, around 200 GiB/s.
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It is therefore clear from this figures that a good memory access strategy is crucial to achieve
good performance when writing applications for a GPU. Many applications exhibit a desirable
trait known as locality of reference, which in this context means that neighbouring threads
usually need to access the same or neighbouring data (spatial locality) at roughly the same
time (temporal locality). The hardware architecture is designed to help exploit locality both
through the scheduling model—grouping the execution of neighbouring threads in blocks enforces
temporal locality to a degree—and through the provision of shared memory and level 1/level 2
caches to access global memory, which help absorb the small jitter derived from the warp-level,
rather than block-level, coherent execution.
However, the burden of ensuring spatial locality falls entirely on the application designer,
who is responsible for ordering operations, mapping execution threads to data and for arranging
data in the most favourable layout to ensure that threads in the same warp access consecutive
memory addresses so that the load/store units of the SM can coalesce their petitions into as few
transactions as possible. The price to pay for not doing so, illustrated in figure 2.15, is steep
indeed: memory transactions are at least 32 bytes in size, therefore scattered reads may result
not only in greater latencies (all operands from all threads in a warp must be retrieved in order
for it to be scheduled for execution) but also in a reduction in eﬀective bandwidth (and reduced
eﬃcacy of the caches) because many irrelevant data are retrieved from memory but not used.
Consequently, optimizing the usage of bandwidth is paramount and usually the aspect in the
design of GPU applications that requires the most eﬀort from the programmer.

2.5

Conclusion

The trends in computer architectural design run inequivocally towards ever increasing parallelism
rather than more sequential processing speed. At the same time, the amount of information to
process grows as digital cameras, smartphones and all kind of devices pervade our everyday
life. Consequently, all new algorithms in all walks of computing will have to be designed with
parallelism in mind or risk a premature obsolescence as the size of data sets continues to grow.
In the past few years, graphics cards have evolved into a new class of general-purpose massively parallel computing devices that have very high computing throughput and energy eﬃciency.
These devices are especially well-adapted to problems exhibiting data parallelism, such as image
and video processing or many computer vision algorithms. Although the technology is relatively
new and their architecture and development tools are still rapidly evolving, it has reached a
usable stage that enables developers to address bigger problems or achieve real-time operation
in others at moderate cost.
Although the relatively slow throughput of memory is a serious threat to the development
of CPUs and GPUs alike, the next years will undoubtedly bring further integration of GPUs as
standard elements of all computers in a virtuous development circle in which more and more
algorithms will be developed and ported to these devices, and future architectural changes in
these will be in turn influenced by the needs of those algorithms.
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Chapter 3

Evaluation of Backward Mapping
DIBR for FVV applications
3.1

Introduction

In the past few years the field of free viewpoint video (FVV) has seen much interest, both due
to the emergence of 3D cinema and TV (as a means to generate the several views that these
systems need), or as a new creative tool to obtain so called “bullet-time” eﬀects such as those of
the famous scene of the sci-fi movie The Matrix. However, FVV is a term that describes a goal
rather than a specific way to achieve it. Actually, there are several technologies that serve this
purpose with varying degrees of success depending on the constraints of the specific application.
Methods for achieving FVV range from the obtention of an explicit model based on geometric
meshes or voxels [105, 133] to elementary manipulation of pixels from source images with varying
degrees of knowledge with respect to where those images were taken from.
The former class of methods oﬀers great flexibility for moving the camera because once the
model has been obtained, rendering new views turns into standard computer graphics procedure.
However, this flexibility comes at a price: there is no known general method to obtain high-quality
geometric models of an unspecified scene and, even in those kinds of scenes for which models can
be obtained [31, 124, 125], reconstruction methods are computationally expensive.
On the opposite side of the spectrum, there are methods in which every pixel in the virtual
image results from a combination of contributions from pixels in the original images and no
attempt is made at understanding the semantic structure of the 3D scene. These methods are
collectively known as image-based rendering (IBR) or depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) if
additional depth information is available.
The fundamental idea of DIBR algorithms [109, 56] is that, having images from one or more
cameras (and viewpoints) containing both color and depth information, each pixel is easily backprojected to a 3D point, all pixels together forming a 3D point cloud. Then, this point cloud can
be projected onto a new virtual camera in order to obtain an approximation of the image that
a real camera with the same configuration would have seen. This series of operations involves
several matrix multiplications per input pixel (more details in section 3.2.1) and additional image
filtering operations; therefore it carries significant computational cost. Fortunately, the operations that must be applied to each pixel are largely independent and therefore this application
is a prime candidate for GPU implementation, detailed in section §3.4. However, other than its
cost, there are several problems with DIBR synthesis that must be dealt with when mapping
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images to interpolate the new view:
• When looking at the 3D scene from a diﬀerent viewpoint, some parts of it that were
occluded from a reference viewpoint should become visible. This is a fundamental problem
that can only be objectively solved by placing enough reference cameras so that no area
of interest is left uncovered. However, methods have been described for guessing how to
cover those areas in a subjectively acceptable way [102, 155].
• Each pixel from the original image(s) maps to at most (due to occlusions) one pixel in the
target image. In general the coordinates of each 3D point, when projected onto the target
image space, are non-integer, so some resampling is necessary. The fastest and therefore
usual solution is to map the contribution of that point to the nearest neighbour, which
usually results in cracks in the image. These eﬀects can be corrected by interpolating
neighboring pixels or using splatting techniques (i.e. covering more than one pixel in the
target image per 3D point). However, all of these techniques amount to low-pass filtering
the image, thereby imposing a penalty on sharpness. In the end, these are patches for what
is a well known problem in the image-processing domain: in order to completely cover the
target domain, geometric transformations must be performed backwards from the target
to the reference image(s). The idea in this context was already proposed by [140] and has
also been implemented for the MPEG View Synthesis Reference Software [116, 158] and
refined in more sophisticated methods [79].
• Pixels on the edges of objects have colours that are often combinations of foreground and
background objects. However, it makes no sense to average depth information: it must be
set to a definite value, either foreground or background. Consequently, when assigning that
mixed colour information either to the foreground object or to the background, some strange
halo or ghosting artifacts are produced. Some proposals have been made to mitigate this
eﬀect, such as perform splatting only for the contributions coming from edge pixels [158] or
layering contributions coming from foreground, background or edges and prioritising them
in order not to employ edge contributions if not absolutely necessary [118, 169].
Most of the DIBR algorithms that have been presented in the literature in the past few years are
intended for use in 3D TV applications [152, 118, 112]. As such, their main concern is to generate
views appropriate for several viewers who are sitting in front of a TV screen and look at the
scene from only slightly diﬀerent angles and roughly from the same horizontal plane. Following
these contour conditions, they care mainly about situations in which the cameras are disposed
in a 1D array, or can be reduced to that setup using the camera calibration parameters and
simple image warping procedures. In fact, this configuration has been subject of special interest
by the MPEG Video Group [158, 30] and has been shown to significantly reduce computational
complexity by constraining all warps and interpolations to 1D operations [56].
If both source cameras and virtual camera share a common camera plane and their baseline
distance is small, displacements of the virtual camera along the baseline do not usually result in
significant changes of the apparent size of objects on the image plane. In this specific scenario,
computational resources can be saved by using a simple forward mapping approach, that in this
case may work well enough and does not usually result in very large cracks, although it usually
requires some light postprocessing of the final image to work out whatever small holes might
have been left uncovered.
If the baseline distance increases too much, though, parallel cameras cannot simultaneously
see objects that are located near them and they must point in diﬀerent directions in order to see
the same objects. In this scenario, apparent sizes of both foreground objects and background
can vary significantly with the choice of the virtual camera location. Specifically, if the apparent
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Figure 3.1: Basic pinhole camera model placed at the origin of coordinates. © Cambridge
University Press [72].
size of any element in the images increases in the virtual view, large cracks appear in the final
image that are more diﬃcult to fix.
However, we submit that DIBR is adequate not only for 3D TV applications but also for
general FVV applications, even with camera configurations that do not lend themselves to the
usual 1D reduction, this is, cameras widely spaced apart with their main axes describing big
angles. However, care must be exercised when handling data: in particular, we found that some
widely-used datasets [169] choose to relate all depth information to a global coordinate system
instead of relating each depth video to the local reference system of the corresponding camera.
We will show how this aﬀects large baseline setups and why we think it is not a good choice.

3.2

Study of a wide baseline setup

We wanted to explore whether it is possible to correctly reconstruct the main characters in a scene
using widely spaced cameras with DIBR techniques. However, most of the available sequences
are from parallel camera setups and therefore not suitable for this purpose. We selected the
well-known sequences Ballet and Breakdancers [169], that are made up of eight views per scene,
each of them carrying both colour and depth information1 . These sequences have been used in
numerous papers [110, 116, 122, 117], but usually pairs of cameras lying next to each other are
selected. Instead, we will employ the outermost cameras of both datasets for our study.

3.2.1

Geometric foundation of DIBR

In order to better understand the DIBR rendering process, let us review the geometry of a pinhole
camera model [72]. A camera is basically a device that transforms points in the 3D space into
their central (2D) projections on a plane where the sensor is located. In the most basic camera
model, only the focal distance f from the camera centre C to the image plane needs to be
>
specified, so that the 3D point X̃ = (X, Y, Z) is on the same ray as the point (f X/Z, f Y /Z, f )
that lies on the image plane; therefore, the projected 2D point in the coordinate system of the
>
plane, pictured in figure 3.1, is x̃ = (f X/Z, f Y /Z) , just by disregarding the third coordinate of
the coincident 3D point.
If both the 3D and 2D points are expressed using homogeneous coordinates, the projection
1 These sequences can be downloaded from http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/downloads/5e4675af-03f44b16-b3bc-a85c5bafb21d/
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Figure 3.2: Image (x, y) and camera (xcam , ycam ) coordinate systems. © Cambridge University
Press [72].
can be written as a matrix-vector multiplication:
0
1 0
fX
f
@f Y A = @
Z

f
1

0 1
1 X
0 B C
YC
0A B
@Z A ,
0
1

(3.1)

where equality is up to a non-zero scale factor because we are dealing with homogeneous coordinates. Throughout this chapter, we denote Euclidean (non-homogeneous) coordinate vectors
with a tilde (e.g. C̃), and their homogeneous equivalent with the same letter but without tilde
(C). To convert a vector from Euclidean to homogeneous coordinates, we just append an extra
element set to one and to perform the inverse conversion, we scale the homogeneous vector so
that the last element equals one, then keep all but the last element.
The projection in equation (3.1) assumes that the 2D origin of coordinates in the image plane
is located at the principal point, where the principal axis meets the image plane. However, real
cameras have a rectangular sensor whose center roughly corresponds to the principal point, and
it is customary to place the origin of coordinates at the lower left corner of the sensor, as pictured
in figure 3.2. In addition, and considering that there is a scale factor that is lost upon projection
(an object at a given distance will produce the same image that an object double its size at twice
the distance), it is usually more convenient to refer to points in the image plane in units that
bear some intrinsic significance, most often pixel units, rather than in arbitrary units. Thus,
the projection matrix K, also referred to as the intrinsic matrix (or intrinsic parameters) of the
camera, is usually defined as
0
1
↵x
x0
↵ y y0 A ,
K=@
(3.2)
1
where ↵x and ↵y are the focal lengths of the camera expressed in pixel units2 and (x0 , y0 ) are the
coordinates, also in pixel units, of the principal point in the image reference system. Therefore,
the projected point, in pixel coordinates, can be written as

2 Spatial sampling rate is not necessarily the same in the vertical and horizontal directions in real cameras (i.e.,
the pixels can be rectangular rather than square). Thus, ↵x = f mx , where f is the focal length in world units,
and mx is the number of pixels per world unit in the x direction, and the same goes for the y direction. In this
definition of K we are also assuming that pixels of the camera are aligned with the axes.
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Figure 3.3: Transformation between world and camera reference frames. © Cambridge University Press [72].

x = K [I3⇥3 |03⇥1 ] X.

(3.3)

The projection matrix allows us to project points onto a camera that is located at the origin
of the world coordinate system. However, it is obvious that if we are to use more than one
camera we cannot place them all at the origin of coordinates. The practical solution is to refer
all 3D points to a common coordinate system, usually known as world coordinate system and
transform them into each local camera coordinate system to project them (see figure 3.3). Thus,
if X̃w are the Euclidean
coordinates
of a point, the coordinates of the point in the camera
⇣
⌘
system are X̃c = R X̃w C̃ , where R is a rotation matrix that describes the orientation of the
(orthonormal) axes of the camera coordinate system in world coordinates and C̃ is the position
of the camera centre in world coordinates. It is possible to encode this geometric transformation
into a single matrix-vector product if the 3D points are expressed in homogeneous coordinates:
✓
◆
R
RC̃
Xc =
Xw .
(3.4)
01⇥3
1
Sometimes the camera centre C̃ is not given explicitly and t̃ = RC̃ is used instead, which
represents the position of the world origin in camera coordinates. Together, R and t̃ (or R and
C̃, depending on the convention) are known as the extrinsic parameters of the camera. Thus,
the full world-to-image transformation is given by
⇥

⇤

⇥ ⇤
x = K R|t̃ X,

(3.5)

where K R|t̃ is usually known as the projection matrix P .
3.2.1.1

Undoing the projection

Now, the basic idea of DIBR is that it is possible to interpolate new views of a scene by “unprojecting” points of an image to their original 3D locations, so that they can be projected again
onto a new virtual camera. However, image points x by themselves are not enough because, as
illustrated in figure 3.1, all the points that lay in the line that joins x to the centre of projection
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Figure 3.4: Forward mapping of Ballet, note cracks on the foreground. Black regions correspond
areas not covered by either reference camera.
have the same projection. Therefore, it is necessary to have depth information for each 2D point
to uniquely determine the corresponding 3D point along the ray. Thus, if the depth image contains the Z coordinates of the points in the camera coordinate system, it is easy to obtain the
corresponding 3D points:
X̃c = sK 1 x,
(3.6)
where s is a scalar chosen so that the last element of X̃c equals the known Z camera coordinate
Zc of the 3D point.
If the depth image is referred to world coordinates instead, the process is slightly diﬀerent:
X̃w = sR> K

1

x + C̃,

(3.7)

where s is a scalar chosen so that the last element of X̃w equals the known Z world coordinate
Zw of the 3D point.

3.2.2

Forward mapping

Forward mapping (or warping) is the simplest way to implement DIBR: for each pixel in each
of the reference images, the corresponding 3D point is computed and then projected onto the
virtual camera, painting the target pixel with the colour of the original pixel. Unfortunately,
as mentioned in section §3.1, the coordinates of the point in the coordinate system of the new
camera will not in general be integer; therefore, the pixel3 with the closest [integer] coordinates
will be painted.
In figure 3.4, a forward mapping rendition without postprocessing of the scene as seen from
the midpoint between cameras 0 and 7 (see [169] for details on the configuration) is shown. Since
the cameras have diﬀerent fields of view, there are areas at the left and right of the scene where
only one of the cameras provides information, accounting for the poor(er) quality of the image
in those areas. However, there are also very noticeable cracks on the main characters that we
aim to solve. To do so, we have used a backward mapping approach similar to that described in
[79, 116], although instead of bilateral filters we have designed a custom filtering scheme based
on median filters; figure 3.5 shows a summary of the process.
3 Or

pixels, if using a splatting approach.
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of the process pipeline.

Figure 3.6: Z-fighting in the reprojection. Points A and B project onto the same point on the
virtual camera, but B must prevail because it is closer in the reference frame of that camera.

3.2.3

Backward mapping

The key idea to backward mapping is that, if a dense depth map can be estimated for the virtual
camera, every target pixel can be traced to a single 3D point that can, in turn, be projected
back to one or more of the reference images to compute the final colour of the target pixel. Even
though unprojected 3D points are likely to project onto floating point coordinates in the original
images, these are dense and allow for interpolation, thereby eliminating the cracks. In order to
estimate this virtual depth map, the same principles of forward mapping are followed. Each of
the pixels in the reference images is unprojected to a 3D point, forming a cloud that is then
projected onto the virtual view, only now we do not care about colours and we just store the Zc
coordinate of each visible point in the cloud.
It is worth noticing that, due to motion parallax, occlusions will appear and, therefore, not
every point will contribute to the virtual depth map. The solution to determine visibility is
well-known in computer graphics: a Z-buﬀer. When projecting each 3D point onto this buﬀer, a
simple test must be done: if the Z coordinate of this 3D point is less than the value previously
stored in this pixel, it replaces this value.
This process is illustrated in figure 3.6. Regardless of the order in which A and B (unprojections of a0 and b0 from the original camera) are projected onto b00 , if the closest value is stored, in
the end the pixel mapped to b00 should contain the Z coordinate of B, since A is not visible from
the virtual camera. This also means that Z coordinates stored in the virtual depth buﬀer should
relate to the reference system local to that camera (indicated by Zv in the figure) instead of the
world reference system (Zw in the figure), although original data from the cameras may be all
expressed in terms of world Z. It can clearly be seen on the figure that in world coordinates,
A’s Z coordinate is less than B’s, but A should not be seen from V irtual, so world coordinates
must not be used for determining point visibility.
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Figure 3.7: Depth map estimation on the virtual camera obtained from only one reference camera.

Figure 3.8: Depth map estimation on the virtual camera obtained from only one reference camera
after a filtering stage (cf. figure 3.8).

At any rate, since this operation is indeed a forward mapping, this virtual depth map (see
figure 3.7) exhibits cracks just the same as colour forward mappings do.
However, there is a crucial diﬀerence between depth and colour forward mapping: whereas
it is very diﬃcult to tell whether a particular pixel in a colour buﬀer is correct or not (e.g.,
how to automatically distinguish a crack from an actual striped texture?), this buﬀer actually
holds a description of the physical structure of the scene; this allows us to make several useful
assumptions: real-world objects are usually connected and, barring grids, nets and strings (and
actual cracks in the wall!), there are not many objects that could fit the physical description that
cracks in the depth image imply. Therefore, it is relatively safe to apply 2D filtering techniques
such as median filters, which would eliminate cracks and smooth the surfaces while retaining
sharpness in the actual boundaries of objects.
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3.2.4

Filtering depth maps

In order to close the holes in the depth maps, we selected a 5 ⇥ 5 median filter, which is known
to perform in a way which is similar to a low-pass filter in smooth areas while retaining sharp
contours. However, using the assumptions discussed earlier we can improve upon the basic filter.
Since reference depth data is bounded and we know the calibration parameters of the cameras,
we can surely know in which range to expect legitimate depth values in the depth buﬀer of the
virtual camera. We previously initialise the Z-buﬀer on the virtual camera to a huge value well
beyond expected depth values to signal a non-valid pixel. This allows us to make the following
modifications to the median filter:
• Instead of using all values in the window, we compute the median of only the valid samples
within the window, disregarding pixels known to contain invalid depth values.
• To prevent spurious isolated points completely surrounded by invalid points from growing,
which would be an undesired consequence of the preceding modification, we require at least
one quarter (experimental value) of the pixels in the window to be valid to actually modify
the value of the pixel in the Z-buﬀer.
• To prevent valid depth values from creeping into areas that rightfully contain invalid values because they represent actual occlusions, we require at least half of the pixels in the
perimeter of the mask to hold valid values. Thus, we can close small holes but not aﬀect
large blanks, which are probably correct.
The results of this filtering stage can be seen in figure 3.8. All the cracks have all but disappeared,
and the remaining holes are mainly due to occlusions, either real or due to noise in the reference
depth estimation. In our particular setup, we have the contributions of two cameras as inputs,
so we have to merge the depth maps resulting of their reprojections. Since we have only two,
there is no objective way to tell which one is right when they hold diﬀerent values for the same
pixel (a possible solution to this issue has been proposed to enhance results in boundary areas
by examining the neighbourhood of each pixel and applying some inference rules [166]). Thus,
in such a case, we just take the lesser value, because it could represent an object which is not
visible from the other camera and that, if looked at from the new virtual viewpoint, occludes
whatever was.
Figure 3.9 shows the final depth estimation obtained from the combination of the contributions of both reference cameras as described plus another additional filtering step to fill small
holes. Most of the artifacts due to the forward mapping process have disappeared, and only those
areas which are not seen from any of the cameras are missing information. While the quality and
coverage of the depth map could surely be improved by adding information from more cameras,
it is actually good enough to reconstruct at least the main characters in the scene.

3.2.5

Pixel colouring

Once a dense depth map has been obtained, all that is left is tracing back each pixel to the
appropriate coordinates in the original images to get its colour. However, not all pixels in the
virtual camera come from points seen by both cameras; we need to evaluate in a per-pixel basis
to which camera(s) to refer to compute the final colour. To solve these occlusion problems,
we have followed a simple strategy. During the virtual depth map estimation phase, we had
already produced separate partial depth maps from each reference camera such as the one shown
in figure 3.8, so we can use them to determine whether each pixel should be traced back to a
particular camera.
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Figure 3.9: Final depth map estimation on the virtual camera obtained from both reference
cameras (cf. figure 3.8).

Figure 3.10: Z masking. When the surface contributed by one of the cameras is clearly closer
than the other, its colour from the former will be used; when both surfaces are close to one
another, the colour will be computed from both cameras.
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Figure 3.10 illustrates a cross-section of the depth map estimation process; the dashed line
denotes the right camera contribution and the dotted line denotes the left camera contribution.
There are three possible cases:
\ and EOF
\). We shall obviously
• Angular sectors that are only seen by one camera (AOB
not trace those points back to the other camera.
• Angular sectors seen by both cameras but in which the contribution of one of them is
\ and DOE).
\ We disregard the camera with the farthest
clearly closer than the other (BOC
contribution for colour mapping because it is clearly occluded.
\ We cannot
• Angular sectors seen by both cameras and at a comparable depth (COD).
reliably rule out either of the cameras, so we will combine their contributions to compute
the final colour.
In this latter case, its colour is determined using a weighted linear combination from the original
(interpolated) colours. It seems natural that, if the virtual camera is placed exactly where one
of the reference cameras was, the interpolated image should be exactly as the reference image.
Additionally, the same point seen from diﬀerent angles and cameras may present diﬀerent colour,
so we would like a natural transition between them. Therefore, we apply a view-dependent scheme
that assigns the non-normalised weight wX,i to the colour contribution from camera i for the
point X:
(
f loatmax , if fi (X) = 1
wX,i =
,
(3.8)
fi (X)
if fi (X) < 1
1 fi (X) ,
fi (X) =

⇣
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X̃ · C̃v
X̃

C̃v

X̃

⌘

X̃

,

(3.9)

where C̃i is the position of reference camera i, C̃v is the position of the virtual camera and
f loatmax is the largest available number in the machine as a practical approximation of infinity,
so that only camera i is considered if C̃i = C̃v . An alternative, and possibly more intuitive
definition, is wX,i = cot2 (✓X,i /2), where ✓X,i is the angle between viewing rays from virtual and
reference camera i to point X.
The results of the whole backward mapping process can be seen in figure 3.11. Excluding
areas with too much noise (e.g. the floor) or that are occluded from both reference cameras,
the macroscopic geometry of the scene is correct. In particular, the main characters are well
reconstructed and completely defined despite the significant perspective change.

3.2.6

Interpolation of camera parameters

Since we are using just two cameras, we can only expect good results when moving along a path
connecting them. If we stray outside that path, many disocclusions, which will be unsolvable
with the available data, will occur. However, defining the path that connects the cameras is
tricky. We had the requisite of going from exactly the view of camera A to that of the camera
B and, if possible, extrapolating outside to test the limits of the reconstruction based on the
information from these two cameras exclusively.
We have reviewed two previous algorithms for going from A to B. The simplest one consists
in just a linear interpolation, element-wise, of both intrinsic and extrinsic matrices. This results
in a straight path from A to B and obviously produces exactly the original parameters at the
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Figure 3.11: Final results of backward mapping on sequences Ballet and Breakdancers, using the
same parameters as camera 4 of the original setup.
locations corresponding to those of the original cameras. However, in the extrinsic matrix, the
rotation sub-matrix is not really a proper rotation matrix and therefore distorts the location of
points in 3D space, especially so when extrapolating beyond A or B.
The second algorithm consists of a linear interpolation for the intrinsic matrix and the location
vector, then a spherical linear interpolation [144] for each of the column vectors in the rotation
sub-matrix. This procedure preserves the orthonormality of the rotated basis, but only does
so between A and B. Strange distortions appear when extrapolating beyond the position of the
original cameras.
If we assume that both cameras converge on the main subject(s) of the scene, maybe connecting them in a straight line is not the best possible path. If the cameras are placed forming
a wide angle from the subject, a straight line will result in considerable variation of the distance
from the virtual camera to the subject, whereas it would be probably more sensible to circle the
subject from as constant a distance as possible. We have therefore designed a general path building method that keeps a reasonable distance to the subject, does not induce spatial distortions
and can be sensibly extrapolated beyond A and B.
We wanted to parameterise the trajectory with a single parameter valued ±0.5 at the exact
original camera configurations. To simplify the discussion, let us assume that cameras A and
B actually point exactly to the same target 3D point, allowing us to define a plane in space in
which the entire path and the target are contained.
Since we would like to be able to peek at the target from beyond the positions of the original
cameras, our ideal trajectory would be a circumference with its centre on the target and passing
through the original locations of the original cameras. However, in general the distance from
each of the cameras to the target will not be the same, so the next best curve that fits the
requirements is an ellipse.
We can easily parameterise the position of the camera C( ) on an ellipse (technically C̃( ),
but we dispense with the notation and understand all vectors through the end of this subsubsection to be Euclidean) with centre on the target (T), Ca and Cb being the positions of the
original cameras:
0

C ( ) = T + (Ca

✓

⇡ (2 + 1)
T) cos
4
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Figure 3.12: Top view of diﬀerent trajectories around a target object. In red, the trajectory
described by equation (3.10) varies too much its distance to the target; in green, that described
by equation (3.11) maintains a more uniform distance.
This function is the ellipse of which Ca T and Cb T are conjugate radii, shown in red in
figure 3.12. This path between Ca and Cb is not satisfying because it goes too far away from the
subject if the cameras are looking from a close angle and it also gets too near the subject when
extrapolating. However, the angular parameterisation is convenient. If we impose the additional
condition that the distance from camera to target must always be between those of the original
cameras, we obtain the orbit shown in green, described by:

C( ) = T +

C0 ( )
kC0 ( )

T
·
Tk

✓

kCa

Tk (1
2

sin(⇡ ))

kCb

Tk (1 + sin(⇡ ))
2

◆

.

(3.11)

In the real world, however, cameras do rarely converge, so there is no single T to consider.
We can, however, find the shortest segment that connects the lines on which the local Z axes
from both cameras are located. If we denote the ends of that segment as Ta and Tb , we can
define T( ) as a moving target so that when the camera is located at the position of either of
the original cameras, it points in the same direction the original camera did:
sin(⇡ )
1 + sin(⇡ )
Tb
,
2
2
so that we can define the local Z axis of the virtual camera c as
T( ) = Ta

1

Zc ( ) =

T( )
kT( )

C( )
C( )k

(3.12)

(3.13)

Once position and target are determined, there is only another degree of freedom to fix, which
is camera roll. Again, we compute the closest points between the lines containing the local Y
axes of the original cameras, Ua and Ub , and substitute them for Ta and Tb in equation (3.12)
to determine a moving up 4 target U( ). There is no guarantee, though, that Ua and Ub are
located in the positive Ya and Yb semiaxes (which we assume to be oriented in roughly the
same direction so that 0 < Ya · Yb ⇡ 1), so we could end up with the camera roll 180° oﬀ if
we unconditionally used U( ) C( ) as the direction of the new local Y axis. Furthermore, in
general T( ) C( ) 6? U( ) C( ) and therefore we cannot strictly use U( ) C( ) as the
4 Actually, in a right-handed coordinate system the local Y axis points downwards, but this does not aﬀect the
reasoning.
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Figure 3.13: Detail of foreground texture registration errors. Left to right: wide baseline unfiltered forward mapping, wide baseline backward mapping (cameras 0 and 7 of the dataset), small
baseline backward mapping (cameras 3 and 4 of the dataset).
direction of the new local Y axis, although it does capture the camera roll. However, we can use
it to determine the local X axis:
Xc ( ) =

(U( )
k(U( )

C( )) ⇥ Zc ( )
sign((Ua
C( )) ⇥ Zc ( )k

C a ) · Ya ) .

(3.14)

Finally, since Xc ( ) and Zc ( ) are orthonormal, we can easily define Yc ( ) = Zc ( ) ⇥ Xc ( ),
thereby finishing the definition of the extrinsic camera parameters; as for the intrinsic parameters,
it is perfectly possible to use any intrinsic matrix K, but if we want them to be exactly equal to
those of the original cameras when C( ) matches their original positions, we can easily do so:
K( ) = Ka

3.3

1

sin(⇡ )
2

Kb

1 + sin(⇡ )
.
2

(3.15)

Representation of depth data

Although the wide camera configuration performs well for the reconstruction of the geometry
of the main characters throughout the whole path between cameras, there are very noticeable
registration errors between the texture contributions from the reference cameras. Figure 3.13
shows a detail comparing forward and backward mapping in a wide baseline configuration, and
backward mapping in a short baseline configuration; both methods show similar alignment problems in the wide baseline configuration, even though forward mapping data are not filtered in
any way. On the other hand, the short baseline configuration does not exhibit these symptoms,
so it would appear that there is a trade-oﬀ between freedom of movement and image quality, and
indeed there is if the depth reference data are not high quality or are misrepresented. In this
section we will show that the errors are not due to the camera configuration but to the reference
data in themselves.
The datasets used for this study provide depth images for each of the eight cameras of the
setup. However, the depth data is related to the world coordinate system (which is fixed to
the local coordinate system of camera 4) for all of them, which means that all pixels with the
same grey level represent points on a plane Zw = k. Being these data quantized to fit into 8-bit
integers, the choice of a common reference system results in unexpected side eﬀects.
Figure 3.14 shows a 2D analogue of the problem; we want to describe the circumference using
both cameras and a common reference system fixed to the local system of camera A. When the
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Figure 3.14: Side eﬀects of Z quantization: cameras that point in a direction that describes a
large angle with respect to the axis depth is referred to encode severely distorted surfaces.

Figure 3.15: Left: original depth estimation; right: virtual depth reconstruction, both for camera 4. Note that the original depth is not a ground truth.
camera is aligned with Z (camera A), the information that is actually being encoded (only the
lower half depicted) is reasonably faithful to the original object. However, when the camera is
severely oﬀ-axis (camera B), what is actually being encoded significantly diﬀers from the original
surface. If data for the reconstruction comes from two cameras that lie on opposite sides of the
neutral alignment, as it is the case in our study, both are biased towards opposite directions,
so the reconstructed geometry is painfully wrong. Note that depth quantization in this figure
is uniform for the sake of simplicity, whereas it is non-linear in the Ballet and Breakdancers
datasets, but this does not aﬀect the reasoning above.
Figure 3.15 shows a comparison between the original depth data estimation for camera 4—the
only reference camera which provides local depth data and therefore the only one for which this
comparison makes sense—of the Breakdancers dataset and the reconstruction of the virtual depth
from the same viewpoint using the outermost cameras (0 and 7) as sources. Inconsistencies and
errors in the depth estimation of reference cameras are augmented by the choice of a common
reference system, resulting in the foreground object being much bigger than it should. However,
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Figure 3.16: Unfiltered depth map estimation on the virtual camera obtained from a severely oﬀaxis camera with Z quantization, final results of backward mapping for the same configuration.
it must be noted that the depth estimation of camera 4 is not a ground truth, so this comparison
is merely illustrative.
These eﬀects are not apparent when using pairs of cameras with a short baseline, even if they
point at a moderate angle from the global Z axis. In such a case, quantization eﬀects aﬀect both
cameras in a similar way and even if the geometric information they are encoding is wrong, it is
consistently so. However, using closely placed cameras as sources severely hampers the freedom
in “free viewpoint video”, whereas at a large scale the results from the camera configuration in
our study are generally satisfactory.
Therefore, in order to test whether the failures exhibited by the extreme camera configuration
are fully imputable to the eﬀects just described or there is something intrinsically wrong about
this configuration, we implemented a tool to export synthetic scenes from Blender as images
plus depth, either relative to the world coordinate system or to each camera, together with the
associated camera calibration parameters. In order for the comparison to be meaningful, we have
modelled a virtual replica of the Ballet scene, with reference cameras placed exactly at the same
place as the outermost cameras of the original dataset.
Figure 3.16 shows the results of reprojecting the depth of one reference camera onto a virtual
camera. The global Zw axis points up, and the quantization is coarser the farther from the floor.
It clearly shows that, even for the finer steps of quantization, the background is visible through
the main characters and, for the coarser levels of quantization, the shape that is being described
is quite removed from what it should be.
Of course, when the contributions from the other camera are added into the mix, the holes
between the slices are filled by whatever is visible through them, resulting in baﬄing results even
though there is no noise, proving the point that using both global depth and depth quantization
is really not a good idea. Moreover, as the angles between visual rays from the reference cameras
and the global Z axis approach 90°, the coded surface is completely corrupted despite the fact
that we had true depth data to start with, and just by using a wrong convention we managed to
destroy it.
Whilst this camera configuration could seem far-fetched, it is obvious that in a system aiming
to oﬀer 360° navigation some of the cameras would necessarily be oﬀ-axis in a similar way.
Figure 3.17 shows a final render of the same scene, now using local depth maps. Even
though they are still quantized to 8-bit values, they perform much better, achieving excellent
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Figure 3.17: Final depth estimation and final results of backward mapping using local reference
depth data.
reconstruction of the main characters.
We have therefore shown that coupling global reference with quantization is a bad choice for
depth representation. However, even in the absence of quantization, global reference is still a
bad choice because some points may not be uniquely defined. Let us first recall equation (3.6),
which describes the unprojection of a point with known camera-local Z coordinate Zc :
1

X̃c = sK

x,

where s is a scalar chosen so that the last element of X̃c equals the known Zc ; x represents a
regular point (i.e., not at infinity) on the image plane or, equivalently, (0, 0, 1) · x 6= 0; since the
inverse projection matrix
0 1
x0 1
K

1

=@

↵x

1
↵y

↵x
y0 A
,
↵y

1

it is immediate that (0, 0, 1)·K 1 x 6= 0; therefore s is unique and the 3D point X̃c is well defined.
However, when the depth is encoded in terms of a world Z coordinate Zw , equation (3.7) applies
instead:
X̃w = sR> K

1

x + C̃,

where s is a scalar chosen so that the last element of X̃w equals the known Zw . The key diﬀerence,
again assuming that x is a regular point, is that it is entirely possible that (0, 0, 1)·R> K 1 x = 0,
which geometrically means that the ray passing through C̃ and x is contained within a plane
with constant world-Z. In this case, it is obvious that every s will be valid if Zw (0, 0, 1) · C̃ = 0
and no s will satisfy the conditions if Zw (0, 0, 1) · C̃ 6= 0, though the latter case can never
happen if x originated from a real point.
Therefore, our recommendation is to always use local depth maps regardless of the quantization/range compression scheme that may be used to encode depth images.
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3.4

Implementation notes

Every step in the described DIBR algorithm has been implemented in a GPU because it lends
naturally to a data-parallel description and therefore is a prime candidate for execution in such
device. Actually, all the numerous matrix multiplications that take place to unproject points and
transform them into other reference systems are indeed the same kind of operations that GPUs
execute during the vertex transformation and lighting phase of a classical computer graphics
pipeline, so the GPU excels at them and has allowed us to implement this algorithm at real-time
frame rates (this system was originally implemented on an NVIDIA GT 220 GPU using CUDA
and it did not quite reach real-time performance but, since the algorithm is data-parallel, more
recent GPUs are perfectly capable of real-time execution).
The only stage where something not strictly parallel may happen is when obtaining the new
virtual depth maps for the virtual camera. The 2D pixels from the reference camera have been
already transformed into 3D points in the reference system of the virtual camera, but since
perspective has changed, many points may project onto the same pixel, and the closest one to
the camera should determine the value of the depth map. There are (at least) two ways to map
data to execution threads:
1. Map execution threads to pixels of the virtual depth map. Each thread will iterate over all
the 3D points of the point cloud to determine whether the current value of its assigned pixel
in the depth map should change. This approach is completely data-parallel but terribly
ineﬃcient because most of the 3D points will be irrelevant to the current pixel.
2. Map execution threads to pixels of the reference depth map or, equivalently, 3D points.
Each thread will compute the pixel of the new virtual depth map where the point should
project and write its camera-local Z value on it. This approach means considerably less
per-thread work but the contents of the virtual depth map will be diﬀerent depending on
the thread scheduling order because many concurrent threads may attempt to modify the
same pixel.
Fortunately, modern GPUs (starting with CUDA 1.1-capable devices from 2008 onwards) provide
atomic compare-and-swap (CAS) instructions that allow to test the value of a memory address
and conditionally change it in a single, indivisible operation, which helps ensure correctness
regardless of the thread scheduling order. As explained in section 2.4.2, all threads in the same
warp execute synchronously. However, it is obvious that such atomic instruction cannot be
synchronously executed on the same memory address by all the threads of a warp; they must be
serialized just as divergent branches (see figure 2.12), thereby reducing throughput. However,
we have found that this throughput reduction only occurs when colisions are indeed bound to
happen within the same warp, but not otherwise. Therefore, we have implemented this step of
the algorithm using the latter of the two options.

3.5

Conclusions

We have explored a wide baseline, convergent camera configuration using DIBR techniques to
assess their suitability for reconstructing the main characters in a scene and allowing the user
to choose a virtual viewpoint with more freedom than the usual short baseline, parallel camera
configuration usual in 3D TV aﬀords, which is one of the usual applications where DIBR has
been used traditionally.
In order to carry out this study, we have implemented our own backward mapping view
interpolation algorithm, featuring a simple depth inpainting scheme based on median filters, on
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a GPU. This has allowed us to visualize and interact with the scene in real time due to the
excellent match between DIBR techniques and the parallel architecture of GPUs.
We have shown, using a synthetic version of one of our original scenes, that backward mapping
DIBR achieves excellent quality in the reconstruction of the main characters of the scene even
using only two cameras as long as high quality depth information is available. Moreover, we
have also shown that, even if this information is indeed available, it is necessary to relate it to
coordinate systems local to each reference camera in order not to corrupt valuable data.
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Chapter 4

Real-time nonparametric
background subtraction
Background subtraction, also known as foreground segmentation, is a recurrent task in many
computer vision applications which consists in identifying those pixels in each frame of a video
stream which correspond to moving objects in the depicted scene (foreground). The results of
this task are frequently used as a stepping stone for higher level analysis in applications such as
object recognition, tracking, pose estimation or surveillance among others.
The most basic background subtraction strategy one could think of, which actually is what
lends its name to the generic task, is just to subtract each input frame from a reference frame
which just contains the background of the scene; those pixels with non-zero diﬀerence would be
classified as foreground. Unsurprisingly, though, such a naive approach does not fare too well
with real world scenes, which exhibit a number of typical problems that any robust background
subtraction strategy must tackle.
The first problem of this single background reference frame approach, which is especially
relevant in surveillance applications, is that a clean reference frame containing only background
is necessary; this poses a problem in public spaces, which are constantly being crossed by people
or vehicles, making such reference frame somewhat harder to obtain. The reference frame can be
captured, even by analog means (see figure 4.1 as an artistic example of a possible background
reference frame) just by taking a very long exposure photograph or, equivalently, using a per-pixel
central moment estimator, such as the mean or the median, over a long training video sequence.
Unfortunately, applications such as surveillance require the system to reach online operation in a
short time with very little or no training phase (this constraint is usually known as bootstrapping)
and therefore this solution is not acceptable. Moreover, if building the background model takes
too long, the illumination conditions are likely to change during the acquisition of the reference
frame, thereby rendering it useless as a model of the current scene. A robust strategy must be able
to cope both with gradual and instantaneous illumination changes; therefore, the background
model must be continuously updated.
The second fundamental problem with the single background reference frame approach, even
if it is updated over time, is that it fails to account for capture noise; all video sources contain
noise from diﬀerent sources, both electrical an mechanical. At the very minimum, thermal noise
is present in any electronic device, and light sensors in particular also exhibit shot noise due to
the discrete nature of light, which is especially relevant in low-light conditions1 . In addition, even
1 Shot noise has a root-mean-square value proportional to the square root of the image intensity, and the noises
at diﬀerent pixels are independent of one another. Therefore, at higher illumination levels it becomes less relevant.
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Figure 4.1: Place de la Concorde, Paris. This photograph shows a usually very busy intersection
devoid of people thanks to an extremely long exposure time. © Lucie de Barbuat and Simon
Brodbeck.
cameras whose position is supposed to be fixed (attached to posts, tripods or any other structural
element of a building) are not actually immobile: floors, poles and any kind of structure do exhibit
vibration (also known as camera jitter ) induced by passers-by, vehicles or wind. Regardless of
the source, electrical or mechanical, the addition of noise to the signal means that it is no longer
possible to just classify any pixel with non-zero diﬀerence as foreground. The obvious solution
is to classify as foreground pixels whose diﬀerence with respect to the reference frame is below
a certain threshold. However, determining such value requires to strike a good balance: too
high will result in low discriminative power and, hence, many misdetections (pixels that should
be classified as foreground are classified as background) and too low will result in poor noise
filtering and, therefore, many false detections (pixels that should be classified as background are
classified as foreground). A robust strategy must be able to adapt to varying noise levels and
retain good discriminative capabilities even when the appearance of foreground objects is similar
to the background (camouflage). In practice, this means that virtually every practical strategy
is based on statistical models of the background rather than simple reference frames.
Thus, our initial definition of background subtraction, which amounted to detect those pixels
whose value changes over time must be nuanced: it is necessary to detect those pixels whose
value changes for reasons other than noise, camera jitter or illumination changes, assuming that
the only other reason for value changes are moving objects. In a way, this is mostly true but
the results of such a classification would hardly be considered good in many scenarios. It is
common for outdoor sequences, for instance, to feature trees, shrubs, flags or water surfaces
such as fountains, ponds or lakes. Rarely do those elements remain perfectly still over time, so
in a strict sense they are moving objects. However, such classification is not useful and robust
strategies must learn to distinguish this dynamic background, which is typically characterized by
pseudo-periodic appearance changes, from the aperiodic appearance changes that actual moving
objects induce. Even harder examples of dynamic background can be found in outdoor sequences
under bad weather such as rain, sleet or snow.
Other typical problems found in background subtraction are shadows and reflections cast
by actual moving objects, which substantially modify the appearance of the pixels they occupy
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with temporal patterns similar to those of the actual moving objects that cast them. These
phenomena are usually too hard to characterise in a general way, so they are often dealt with
in later, higher-level stages of a processing pipeline, rather than in the background subtraction
stage.
Finally, there is another frequent occurrence that conditions the design of a background
subtraction strategy: mobile objects that [briefly] interrupt their motion. In the first place, it
is a situation that requires a conscious decision on how to treat it, because there is no universal
definition of what “briefly” means. There may be unanimous consensus that a person that crosses
the scene, stops for a few seconds and then resumes her motion should clearly be classified as a
mobile object. However, situations that are objectively analogous, only varying the time scale,
may not elicit the same agreement: how to treat the case of a car that is driven into a parking
spot, left there for a few minutes/hours, then driven oﬀ again? For some applications, it makes
sense to classify it as foreground while for others it must be assimilated to the background over
time.
As humans, we do not find any diﬃculty in these situations. However, we are actually performing object recognition rather than change detection. For background subtraction algorithms,
however, this kind of situations poses a problem: if the background model has a fast learning
rate, it will perform better in the face of illumination changes, dynamic backgrounds or varying
noise levels. Unfortunately, it will also quickly absorb objects when they stop moving. In the
end, it is a design choice that will depend on the application at hand and/or will require further
processing from higher-level stages to satisfy the specific needs of the final application.

4.1

Related work

Although it might appear a relatively simple problem, background subtraction is an extraordinarily fertile research topic: hundreds of papers have been published over the last two decades using a
very wide variety of techniques; many survey and review papers (e.g., [131, 53, 25, 28, 73, 146, 24])
have taken on the daunting task of summarizing and trying to categorize this myriad of existing
methods. In this section we will just make a brief review of some of the most popular/successful
algorithms and refer the reader to the aforementioned survey papers for a deeper coverage.
There is no universally accepted taxonomy of background subtraction algorithms; some surveys categorize papers in the field according to the type of techniques that they employ, but
such classification does not oﬀer the reader significant insight on the expected advantages and
weaknesses of each method. Instead, we will employ a functional classification into four roughly
orthogonal dichotomies (as used in [35, 99, 28]) which emphasize the general traits of methods
belonging to either side of each of them.
Unimodal or multimodal Unimodal methods are those, regardless of the specific technique
they use, that derive from the assumption that the appearance values of a pixel follow a unimodal
probability distribution. This usually translates into simpler and faster designs that may perform
well enough in many indoor scenarios but that fail catastrophically in sequences exhibiting heavy
noise, sudden illumination changes or dynamic backgrounds; possibly the two most represented
groups of unimodal strategies in the literature are:
• Temporal Filters: The basic idea of these algorithms is to store the latest n values for
each pixel and apply a temporal filter, which can be simply a running average [92] or
a costlier yet more robust estimator like the median [107, 97, 41], to obtain the correct
value for the background. Temporal filtering by itself is a poor method for many realworld problems, even in indoor sequences, and most of these systems need to apply further
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processing steps to try to correct its deficiencies. Furthermore, the absence of statistical
measures of the sampled values impairs automation.
• Single Gaussian: One of the simplest possible statistical models is to assume that the
values of each pixel conform to a Gaussian distribution, whose mean and variance are
continuously updated as new images arrive [164, 86], classifying outliers as foreground.
While these methods are clearly inadequate for complex outdoor scenarios, they are very
fast and remain competitive [146] in controlled environments.
Multimodal methods, conversely, are those that do not assume that the appearance values of a
pixel follow a unimodal probability distribution and, therefore, use a model that can recognize
clearly diﬀerent pixel appearances as belonging to the background. Such models are obviously
more complex than the aforementioned unimodal proposals and consequently carry a higher computational cost, but their increased robustness makes them more desirable in generic scenarios.
Hence, the vast majority of recent proposals in the literature (and all the rest in this section)
are multimodal.
Parametric or nonparametric Parametric models are those that assume that the probability distribution function of the appearance values of a pixel can be described by a specific family
of distributions; the specific distribution from the family that is used at a particular moment
depends on a number of parameters. One of the simplest possible examples would be the aforementioned single Gaussian model [164], whose parameters would be the mean and the variance
of the Gaussian distribution that models the variation of the pixels. More generally, the design
of parametric models reflects assumptions on the distribution of the input data and tries to
adjust observations to a preconceived model; as long as the input data conform well with these
assumptions, results can be excellent. However, when the input data violate these assumptions,
the performance of parametric models decreases drastically; in addition, they tend to require
careful tuning of their parameters for each diﬀerent scenario, which decreases their usability.
Some of the most successful families of parametric strategies are:
• Gaussian mixture models (GMM): In order to overcome the intrinsic weakness of
the single Gaussian approach when faced with dynamic backgrounds, the next logical step
is to use several Gaussians [148] to model the distribution of pixel values. This strategy
has proved immensenly popular and has been used as a starting point for hundreds of
researchers [25] due to its relatively low complexity and good results in many typical scenarios. While it constitutes a significant improvement over single Gaussian models, each
scenario typically requires a diﬀerent number of modes and associated parameters for optimal operation, which makes it cumbersome to use. Consequently, enhancements have
been proposed to try to automatically estimate the necessary number of modes and reduce
the number of parameters to be adjusted [170, 70]. Even with these improvements, highly
complex dynamic backgrounds still pose a challenge for GMM-based methods.
• Hidden Markov models (HMM): Strategies based on HMM [135, 18, 160] try to cope
with dynamic backgrounds by introducing an element of temporal coherence in the transition between states (background, foreground, shadow...) to discard too rapid appearance
changes as class changing triggers. Due to this temporal coherence they have been used as
starting block for action recognition algorithms, but they are not so widely used in general
because they require extensive model tuning and training.
Nonparametric models, on the other hand, make no assumptions on the distribution of appearance values of each pixel, but try instead to directly learn it from the observed data. Since there
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is no preconceived model to adjust to the actual data, their behaviour is dictated by the data
themselves, which makes it diﬃcult to predict their performance in some scenarios. However,
nonparametric models generally tend to be more flexible and require considerably less tuning,
which increases automation.
Some of the most popular families of nonparametric strategies are:
• Kernel density estimation (KDE): Instead of fitting a model to the samples as GMMs
do, the basic idea [51] is to convolve with a kernel function the most recent values of each
pixel for directly estimating its value distribution. The foreground distribution is modelled
in the same way using as reference data only those past samples that were classified as
foreground. The only parameter that such a model needs is the width (usually referred
to as bandwidth in KDE algorithms) of the kernel function, but there are proposals to
automatically estimate this as well [51, 23, 80]. Further additions are the use of combined
space-appearance kernels [142], selective update mechanisms [9] and dynamic per-pixel
threshold setting in the Bayesian foreground-background classifier [78]. KDE-methods
perform very well with dynamic backgrounds but constructing the density estimation is
compute- and memory-intensive.
• Artificial neural networks (ANN): One of the most promising families of methods
are detectors based on unsupervised neural networks that learn background patterns from
the input data. Diﬀerent types of networks have been described in the literature: general
regression [45], competitive [98] or self-organizing [99, 100]. Some of these methods perform
very well if properly trained, but present some problems in bootstrapping situations where
there is no available clean background to train the network.
Recursive or nonrecursive Nonrecursive techniques (most KDE [51, 142, 141, 9, 78] and
temporal filter [107, 97, 92] approaches, among others) construct a “new” background model for
each input frame, based on a buﬀer of recent samples for each pixel. Recursive techniques, on
the contrary, do not explicitly store past history of the pixels but instead update a single model
based on each new input frame. Nonrecursive techniques tend to have better adaptability than
recursive methods because their memory of past events is limited to the size of the buﬀer, while
recursive models can be influenced by events in the distant past; in particular, classification
errors can have a negative influence on the model for a long time.
Logically, the tradeoﬀs involved are that, since nonrecursive methods construct their model
on past samples, it is necessary to store many past samples and they are generally more compute
intensive as well, while recursive methods require less memory.
Pixel- or region-based Pixel-based methods (e.g. [164, 148, 135, 50, 97, 170, 99]) model each
pixel independently of its neighbours, while region-based methods (e.g. [51, 142, 100]) take into
account spatial coherence of images to build more robust models in which the model of each
pixel also considers its neighbours. Obviously, region-based models tend to be more complex and
compute-intensive, so many methods take a hybrid approach, using a pixel-based model followed
by a region-based regularization step (e.g. [148, 135, 127, 70]), which is typically less costly than
full region-based modelling.

4.2

System overview

In order to achieve a long-term stable algorithm, which is important in applications that must
work continuously (e.g., surveillance), nonrecursive methods should be preferrable to recursive
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the proposed system. Notation: round-edged blocks denote data
and rectangular blocks denote processes. The green and orange blocks indicate, respectively, the
input and the output of the system.

ones. However, most methods in the literature are recursive because these are considerably
less computationally expensive. Among nonrecursive methods, KDE-based methods have shown
promise, but they have not been very widely used because their memory and processor requirements are huge. However, the emergence of GPUs has enabled us to further pursue research on
KDE methods while achieving real-time performance.
In this chapter, we present a nonparametric foreground segmentation system based on the
KDE paradigm, augmented with a particle-filter–based tracking stage for updating the foreground model, as well as its real-time implementation on a CPU–GPU heterogeneous system.
This proposal can be categorised, following the taxonomy of section §4.1, as multimodal, nonparametric, nonrecursive and region-based.
The main blocks of the proposed detection system and their interconnections are shown in
figure 4.2.
For each frame in an input sequence, the probability density functions (PDFs) that each image
pixel belongs to the image background or foreground are nonparametrically estimated using
spatio-temporal Gaussian kernels as described, respectively, in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. These
models are introduced in a novel Bayesian classifier that allows to combine PDFs obtained with
spatio-temporal kernels of diﬀerent spatial bandwidths. The result provided by this classifier,
detailed in section 4.3.3, is a binary mask determining what pixels belong to the moving objects
in the image.
Then, this mask is introduced in a tracking module. In this module, described in section 4.4,
a new tracking strategy based on the simultaneous application of multiple particle filters is used,
which allows to deal with an unknown and variable number of moving regions while maintaining
an approximately constant computational cost. The data resulting from the region tracking is
used to update the spatial coordinates of the reference foreground data, which improves the
quality of the foreground modeling and allows using kernels with small spatial bandwidth. Additionally, the filters provide prior information that is fed back into the Bayesian classifier to
enhance discrimination between foreground and background.
Finally, taking into account the binary mask obtained for the current image and the tracking
results, a region of interest estimation is performed which, as described in section 4.5, results in
a drastic reduction the computational cost in the estimation of both background and foreground
models.
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Figure 4.3: Estimation of a density function (ground truth in grey) based on samples (blue) with
diﬀerent bandwidths: too small (red), too large (green) and correct (black). Figure courtesy of
Tarn Duong.

4.3

Spatio-temporal nonparametric modelling

The generic technique of KDE was proposed several decades ago [137, 129]. The basic idea
is that, given a suﬃciently large number of independent samples (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) of a random
variable with unknown pdf f , this unknown density can be approximated as
N
1 X
fˆ (x) =
K (x
N i=1

xi ) ,

(4.1)

where K (x) = 1 K x ; K is known as a kernel function that should be a probability density
function itself (i.e., be non-negative and integrate to one), be unimodal and have zero mean, and
is a scaling/smoothing factor commonly known as bandwidth or simply width. Many kernel
functions have been proposed in the literature [162], each with its own associated trade-oﬀs, but
arguably one of the most widely used kernels is the standard normal distribution because of its
many desirable mathematical properties.
The adequate selection of the bandwidth is critical (see figure 4.3) to obtain a good approximation of f ; as a general rule, the denser the samples, the smaller can be, but in practice no
single algorithm seems to be best for all problems, hence many bandwidth selection algorithms
have been proposed in the literature [83]. In fact, since the local density of samples typically
exhibits wide variations, it may be desirable to use variable bandwidths across the domain of f ,
either depending on the location of the test point (balloon estimation) or on the location of each
sample (pointwise or sample-point estimation).

4.3.1

Background modeling

The idea of KDE methods can be adapted to moving object detection to model the probability
distribution of values for each pixel. In this work, we start from the joint spatio-temporal model
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proposed in [142] and extend it with a selective update mechanism and two proposals for dynamic
bandwidth estimation.
Let pn be a pixel in the current image I n at time n. Let such pixel be defined by a (D+2)>
> >
dimensional vector, xn = (an ) , (sn )
, where an is a D-dimensional vector containing
>
appearance information (e.g. color or gradient magnitude) of the pixel and sn = (hn , wn )
N
is a vector containing its spatial coordinates (row and column). Let {xi }i=1 be a set of
N (D + 2)-dimensional reference samples, obtained from T previous images into a spatial
neighborhood around (hn , wn ). Applying Gaussian kernels with diagonal covariance matrices2 ,
⌃ ,xn = diag( 2 ,1 , 2 ,2 . . . 2 ,D , 2 ,H , 2 ,W ), the pdf that pn belongs to the image background,
, is estimated as
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where wi is the weight assigned to the i-th reference sample (in a basic model with blind update,
this weight is always one).
To prevent the evaluation of data not contributing significantly to this estimation, the spatial
neighborhood is limited to the samples satisfying DM ah (sn , si )  dmax , where DM ah (sn , si ) is
the Mahalanobis distance between the spatial coordinates of the current sample and the i-th
reference sample using ⌃ ,sn = diag( 2 ,H , 2 ,W ) as covariance matrix, and dmax = 3. Thus, we
only consider those reference samples falling inside the central region that accounts for 99% of
the probability of the spatial Gaussian kernels defined by 2 ,H and 2 ,W [62].
4.3.1.1

Dynamic bandwidth selection

As is the case for any KDE-based application, correct bandwidth selection is paramount for
nonparametric background modelling: too high a bandwidth will result in misdetections and
too low will result in false detections. Some authors resort to manually setting it for each
scenario [142, 168] to save computational resources and achieve higher processing speed, while
others propose algorithms to automatically estimate the best bandwidth [51, 103, 154], logically
at the cost of more processing time.
In our case, as the background reference samples are uniformly distributed in space, we use
fixed bandwidths for the spatial components on the whole image extent. However, to achieve
the best balance between misdetections and false detections, we estimate dynamically adequate
bandwidth values for the appearance components in each pixel. Then, all the pixel-wise estimations in the neighbourhood of each pixel are weighted and averaged to yield the final bandwidths
as
X
w⌃ (h, w) ⌃ ,h,w (j)
,j

=

h,w

X

w⌃ (h, w)

: j 2 [1, D] ,

(4.3)

h,w

where ⌃ ,h,w is the initial pixel-wise bandwidth obtained from the set of diﬀerences between
T
consecutive reference samples at the coordinates (h, w), { ai ,h,w }k=1 , and w⌃ (h, w) is a weight
2 This

means that each of the components of xn is treated as independent; while this may not be strictly true,
using completely parameterized covariance matrices [113, 154] results in dramatically increased cost. Assuming
these components are independent [51, 142, 103] is a reasonable compromise between quality and eﬃciency.
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assigned to each subset of diﬀerences, according to its spatial distance to pn . As the influence of
the reference samples over each current pixel decreases with their spatial distance to that pixel,
these weights are obtained through the evaluation of spatial Gaussians at these distances:
!
2
2
(hn h)
(wn w)
w⌃ (h, w) / exp
.
(4.4)
2 2 ,H
2 2 ,W
These Gaussians are computed simultaneously with p(xn | ). Therefore, their use in equation (4.3) does not involve any increase of the computational cost.
⌃ ,h,w can be estimated using the medians of the absolute value of these diﬀerences [51].
However, medians are fairly expensive to compute (between O(log T ) and O(T ) depending on
what data structures can be used: in a GPU, for example, tree structures are not practical), so
we propose two alternative methods for computing this initial bandwidth.
Weighted mean. Instead of the median, we can use a weighted running average as a less
costly (O(1)) estimator,
v
uT
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uX ⇣
u
Pr |xi ,h,w
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u
u i21
⌃ ,h,w (d) = u
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where Pr( |x ) = 1 Pr( |x ) is the probability assigned to the reference sample xi of being
part of the background. Weighing the diﬀerences by these probabilities, the negative influence of
outliers is reduced. Moreover, as the probabilities of the reference samples to belong to the background have been previously obtained, they can be used without any additional computational
eﬀort.
Unfortunately, this estimation method depends on past classifications to work well, and therefore misdetections tend to upset the estimation and, hence, further detections; while its cost is
very low, it tends to work less reliably under bootstrapping constraints, as shown in figure 4.4.b.
i

i

Bandwidth switching. From extensive testing, we have observed that the results yielded by
diﬀerent fixed bandwidths do not vary significantly as long as these bandwidths are of similar
magnitude; therefore, all we need to estimate is the correct order of magnitude of each appearance
bandwidth component. Thus, we propose a robust and eﬃcient estimator based on per-channel
log-spaced histograms.
Absolute diﬀerences between consecutive samples with normalized data fall, by definition,
into the range [0, 1], so we partition this interval in bins defined by the knots
⇢

✓

{0} [ exp log (

min )

✓

1

i
N

1
1

◆◆

N

,

(4.6)

i=1

where min is the minimum meaningful diﬀerence in the appearance space that is being used and
N is the number of bins of the histogram. In each frame, one bin is incremented and another
decremented (the ones corresponding to the newest diﬀerence and the oldest diﬀerence used in
the previous frame, respectively) with cost O(1), then the cumulative sum is computed (O(N ),
independent of T ) to find the bin bd where the true median is contained. The greater N , the
more this estimator converges to the median. Finally, the bandwidth is computed as
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.4: Detections only using the background model in an outdoor sequence using diﬀerent
appearance width estimators: (a) Original image; (b) detection using the weighted mean; (c) detection using the median; (d) detection using the proposed bandwidth switching scheme. Colour
notation (for this figure and all subsequent ones showing detection results): correct detections
(green), misdetections (red), and false detections (black).
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bd = 1
bd 2 {2, ..., N }
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As we discuss in section §4.7, even for low N the obtained results are virtually undistinguishable from using the median (compare (c) and (d) in figure 4.4).
4.3.1.2

Selective update

The nonrecursive nature of the proposed nonparametric model makes it very quick to adapt to
changes in the background. However, this may pose a problem when foreground objects do not
move fast enough because the background model is just as quick to learn their appearance and
absorb them if all past pixels are blindly added to the pool of background reference samples. As
exposed in the introduction of this chapter, this may or may not be desirable, depending on the
intended application of the proposed system.
A possible solution to increase the permanence of the foreground is using pure selective
update, which consists in only adding to the background reference sample pool those pixels
that are not classified as foreground (or equivalently setting the weight of samples classified as
foreground to zero in equation (4.2)). This eﬀectively prevents foreground pixels to be used
to model the background and causes foreground objects that stop their motion to be detected
forever. Moreover, false detections also become permanent, which is the main reason why this
approach is rarely used.
Some authors try to control the absorption rate by simultaneously applying several models
with diﬀerent time frames/learning rates [52, 132, 55] (i.e. combining a short-term model and a
long-term model); logically, the computational cost of such approaches is also higher.
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1

0

Figure 4.5: Temporal width used to perform the selective update of the background models.
We propose a gradual selective update mechanism that allows the user to easily control the
tradeoﬀ between permanence and adaptability by simply adjusting a temporal window: samples
from the recent past are treated in a probabilistic selective way, while samples from the more
distant past are introduced into the model in an increasingly blind manner. Thus, the weights
wi in equation (4.2) are set as
wi = 1

#Pr

|xi ,

(4.8)

where Pr( |xi ) is the probability assigned to the reference sample xi of being part of the
foreground (see section 4.3.3) and # is a temporal weight obtained as
⇢
1
if
n  T0
#=
.
(4.9)
GT ( n) if
n > T0

In this temporal weight, illustrated in figure 4.5, n is the temporal distance between the
reference samples and the current one, T0 < T is a predefined constant value that controls the
absorption rate of the model and GT ( n) is a temporal Gaussian defined as
!
2
( n T0 )
GT ( n) = exp
,
(4.10)
2 T2
where T = (T
T0 ) /3 so that GT (T ) ⇡ 0.
Thus, on the one hand, the contribution of the T0 most recent background reference samples only depends on their probability to be classified as background, Pr( |xi ) = 1 Pr( |xi ).
Therefore, assuming that, at a given time, the moving objects are correctly detected, the samples
of such objects will just barely aﬀect the background model corresponding to the following T0
images. Consequently, even if the moving objects stop moving, during that period their absorption by the background model will be negligible (the absorption could vary slightly depending
on the exact probability values assigned to the reference samples).
On the other hand, the probability values associated with the reference samples with n > T0
lose relevance in the modeling as the value of n increases. Therefore, all the reference samples
(whether they have been classified as foreground or background) will end up influencing the
model. In this way, moving objects remaining static will become part of the background and
false detections will disappear.

4.3.2

Foreground modeling

The pdf that pn belongs to the image foreground, , can be estimated [142] as a mixture of a
constant density, , of a uniform random variable in the D +2 components defined for the feature
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vector xn and a density function estimated with Gaussian kernels:
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(4.11)

matrix

used in the kernels and {z
images
into a spatial neighborhood around the coordinates of p . Just as in the background modeling, to
avoid the evaluation of reference samples not contributing significantly to the estimation process,
only samples satisfying
DM ah sn , si  dmax = 3,
(4.12)
i

with covariance matrix ⌃ ,sn = diag( 2 ,H , 2 ,W ), are considered.
The spatial width values used in the foreground model depend on the number of reference
images, T , and on the speed of the moving objects: they should be large enough to take
into account all the reference data in all the reference images [42]. Therefore, in principle,
the spatial widths used in the foreground should be significantly larger than those used in the
background [142], which results in a high computational cost. As discussed in section 4.4, the
application of the proposed tracking strategy allows to reduce these widths and make them
independent of the speed of the objects and the amount of reference images.
Appearance bandwidths cannot be determined using the same procedure of the background
because the distribution of reference data is not dense or regular enough. In addition, variance
is not only caused by capture noise but also by the changes in the observer’s angle of view.
Therefore, we resort to empirically setting this parameter, which is relatively insensitive in most
sequences. The most important phenomenon that must be noted is that if the foreground widths
are set too small, in the same order of magnitude as those used in the background, false detections
tend to feed back and become persistent due to the combined eﬀect of the selective update of
the background model and the increased prior probability of the foreground in the classifier (see
section 4.3.3). Therefore, it is recommendable to use larger values than those estimated for the
background.

4.3.3

Conditioned Bayesian classifier

As said before, on the one hand, the spatial width used in the background modeling must be
small. However, on the other hand, the width applied to the foreground modeling must be
large enough to cover the object displacements along the reference images. Consequently, it
is desirable to use diﬀerent width values in each model. However, foreground and background
reference data are distributed in space very diﬀerently, which may result in significant mismatch
in the magnitudes of p(sn | ) and p(sn | ) in some regions, leading to persistent false detections.
Therefore, instead of the typical Bayesian classifier [103], we propose an alternative to decouple
the appearance and spatial information of both models:
Pr( |xn ) =

Pr( |sn ) p(xn | , sn )
Pr( |s ) p(xn | , sn ) + Pr( |sn ) p(xn | , sn )
n

(4.13)

where Pr( |sn ) and Pr( |sn ) = 1 Pr( |sn ) are, respectively, the foreground and background
prior probabilities (obtained from the results provided by the tracking strategy as described in
section 4.4); and p(xn | , hn , wn ) and p(xn | , hn , wn ) result from conditioning the foreground and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.6: (a) Original images from two video sequences. (b) Detections using the typical
Bayesian classifier. (c) Detections using the proposed conditioned classifier.
background models, p(xn | ) and p(xn | ), on a particular spatial location. These conditioned
density functions are obtained as
p(xn |⇠)
:⇠2{ , }
p(hn , wn |⇠)

p(xn |⇠, hn , wn ) =

(4.14)

where p(hn , wn |⇠) is the marginalization of p(xn |⇠) over the D-dimensional set of appearance
characteristics. These marginal density functions are obtained as
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(4.16)

where 0 is a constant density in the spatial components. Note that these marginal densities
can be obtained without any extra computational eﬀort (compare equations (4.15) and (4.16) to
equations (4.2) and (4.11)). Figure 4.6 illustrates some results obtained with the typical Bayesian
classifier and with the proposed classifier. Although moving objects are correctly detected in
both cases, the typical classifier yields many persistent false detections, whereas the proposed
one mitigates them.

4.4

Object tracking with a particle filter

The model of the foreground uses as reference data only those pixels that were classified as
foreground in past frames instead of the whole images [142]. However, the foreground is made
up, by definition, of moving objects, and this poses a problem: if we look for reference pixels in
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Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the proposed tracking system. Round-edged blocks denote data
(green is input; orange is output) and rectangular blocks denote processes.
a small spatial vicinity of each current pixel in recent frames, we will find only a few reference
pixels unless the object is moving quite slowly; this in turn means that the foreground model
will be very noisy and unreliable.
One obvious solution to this problem is increasing the size of the region where reference
pixels will be sought. Unfortunately, this is computationally expensive [42] and, moreover, it
may result in using pixels from diﬀerent objects as reference, which decreases the quality of the
resulting model. A better solution to the problem is to model the motion of each object in
the foreground so that reference data from recent frames can be projected onto the estimated
location of each object in the current (to be processed) frame. This both allows to reduce the
search area for reference data and increases the probability that the data used to model each
pixel is actually relevant to it. Consequently, we propose a multi-object tracking method based
on a particle filter framework that is able to deal with an unknown and variable number of
moving regions throughout the sequence. Many methods have been proposed for multiple object
tracking, but most of them assume object detection has already been performed and work at the
object level [111, 145]. Our proposal works instead at a lower level (i.e., connected regions of
pixels) and is object-agnostic because its only aim is to compact reference data for the foreground
model at a low computational cost.

4.4.1

General description

The proposed algorithm is based on a particle filter of the sequential important resampling
(SIR) type [5] and features all its typical stages: prediction, weights update, normalization and
resampling. Our goal is to estimate iteratively the probability density function of a state vector
un from a set of measures vn obtained from the n-th input image, I n . This probability density
function can be defined as
p un |vn , vn

1

, . . . , v1 / p(vn |un ) p un |vn

1

, . . . , v1 ,

(4.17)

where p un |vn 1 , . . . , v1 is the probability distribution predicted from past observations [82]
and p(vn |un ) is the likelihood of the state vector un given the set of Js measures
⇢
1
n Js
vn = {vm
}m=1 = (h, w) : Pr( |xn ) >
,
(4.18)
2
which are the locations of the pixels that have been classified as foreground on image I n . In
Ns
order to obtain this estimation we evaluate a set of Ns particles {uni , $in }i=1
, where $in is the
weight of the i-th particle in the set.
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Figure 4.8: The top row show images from a scene, spaced five frames apart; a gust of wind is
blowing the bushes on the left, causing false detections. In the absence of any filtering (middle
row), these false detections are fed back into the foreground model, causing persistence. In the
bottom row, we show the results of rejecting small regions at the labeling stage. While false
detections do occur, they are not fed back into the foreground model, preventing their growth
and improving overall detection.
We have chosen to model each moving region as a bidimensional Gaussian distribution whose
axes are parallel to the edges of the image, moving with constant velocity from one frame to the
next. Thus, each particle will be represented by the state vector defined as
⇣
uni = hni , win , ḣni , ẇin ,

n
h,i ,

n
w,i

⌘>

,

(4.19)

where (hni , win ) is the position of the center of the i-th distribution, (ḣni , ẇin ) its velocity and
n
n
( h,i
, w,i
) its standard deviations in each of its axes.
While particle filters are inherently multimodal, following multiple objects requires significant
adaptations of the basic structure of the filter; figure 4.7 shows the block structure of the proposed multi-region tracking algorithm, that comprises stages with global scope as well as stages
replicated in a per region basis to better model the independent behaviour of each tracked object.
Throughout the following sections, each of the blocks that make up the proposed tracking system
are detailed and referred to by their name in the figure.

4.4.2

Multiple object management

For each input image I n , the Ns particles that the filter uses are distributed among as many
groups as contiguous regions are detected in that image according to their area, so that the most
significant objects get more precise estimations; since the total number of particles is fixed, the
computational cost of the particle filter remains approximately constant. Each particle group
receives a unique identifier upon creation and lives for as long as it can be reliably identified with
the same moving object over time; for this task, it is useful to represent each group by a metaparticle, which is a weighted sum of all the particles in the group (more details in section 4.4.3).
4.4.2.1

Region identification

The Label and sort block implements classic connected-components labeling analysis [149] on the
set of measures vn . Regions too small to be a meaningful object are discarded; this removes most
false detections from the pool of reference samples, which avoids undesirable feedback leading to
persistence (see figure 4.8). The remaining connected components are measured to obtain their
area in pixels, their centre and their standard deviation in the vertical and horizontal axes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: Examples of common occurrences that make the number of existing regions change.
Red ellipses depict particles and the darker ellipse surrounding objects shows the representative
metaparticle of each particle group. In subfigure (a), the person on the left walks behind the
table and his foot cannot be connected to the rest of his body; the group of particles assigned
to him splits into two groups. In subfigure (b), a man enters the frame, but initially his leg and
arm are two independent objects that are later recognized as one, and their associated particle
groups joined.
4.4.2.2

Detection of new regions

Among all the regions detected in the Label and sort block, some may correspond to objects that
were previously detected in the previous frame and some to new objects; we need to determine
which (new) regions are not covered by the current set of particles and create new particle groups
for them. We consider that a measure is covered by a particle if it is contained within the central
region of the distribution associated to the particle that accumulates 99.7% (the common threen
sigma rule) of the probability. Therefore, a measure vm
will be covered by the i-th particle uni
if it satisfies
2
2
n
X
(uni(j) vm
(j))
 1,
(4.20)
2
(rni(j))
j=1
[62]

n
n >
where rni ⇡ 3.44( h,i
, w,i
) . The Compute coverage mask block performs this computation in
the GPU for all possible pixel locations in the image to generate a full binary coverage mask.
The Determine region coverage block creates new particle groups for new regions; if none of
the measures of a region is covered by the existing particle set, a new particle (group) must be
created to start tracking that region. The initialization values will be the metrics of the region
as computed by the Label and sort block.

4.4.2.3

Disappearance, split and fusion of regions

Now we need to determine the relation between the regions found in the current detection and
those found in previous detections to track them correctly. Additionally, we need to take into
consideration other common occurrences (see examples in figure 4.9) such as:
• Disappearance of previously existing regions (e.g., a moving object exits the frame or is
occluded).
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• Fusion of previously disjoint regions (e.g., several parts of an object enter the scene, then
the rest of the object connects them; or the projections on the camera of two independent
objects overlap; or an object that was partially occluded comes out of the occlusion).
• Split of a previously unique region (e.g., two objects that were together part ways, or an
object gets partially occluded, for instance a person passing behind a lamppost).
As this (admittedly non-exhaustive) enumeration shows, a single phenomenon may have diﬀerent
explanations that would require diﬀerent treatments and a (costly) high-level analysis. However,
our proposal is object-agnostic and its only aim is to compact reference data at least not worse
than doing nothing. Therefore, we default to treating fused or split regions as new objects; since
new particles are created with zero velocity, this is never worse than not using the particle filter.
The Map regions to particle groups block implements this policy and yields a bijection between
regions in the image and groups of particles. The proposed algorithm is:
• If a particle group (its representative metaparticle) does not cover at all any region, it is
immediately deleted.
• We determine which is the preferred particle group for each region (i.e., closest using the
n
Mahalanobis distance for a majority of its measures vm
).
• Now we can map each region to its preferred particle group. However, in some cases more
than one region can prefer a same group; this indicates that the group is not well adapted
to either region. Therefore, we create new groups for all the aﬀected regions.
• Any leftover particle group can simply be deleted.
4.4.2.4

Redistribution of particles

We want to distribute the configured number of particles among the groups/regions we have
found so that every group has at least one particle and the number of particles is proportional to
the area of their region. These two conditions, in general, are not compatible and we must strike
a balance between them. We shall proceed from the smallest to the biggest region, assigning
them their fair share or at least one particle. Thus, if a region does not quite reach its fair
share, it will necessarily be the biggest and, therefore, have the smallest relative deviation from
the share. However, if the configured number of particles is of the same order as the number of
regions, this could result in starvation of the biggest regions, so we ensure that, after assigning
particles to a region, there must be left at least as many as regions still to be assigned. In this
operation, a group of particles can vary with respect to the previous frame. If it needs to be
downsized, excess particles are selected at random. If the group gains particles, new particles are
created with values randomly distributed around the representative metaparticle of the group.

4.4.3

Region-level tracking

Once all particles have been distributed into groups associated with regions, we perform the
typical stages of a particle filter separately on a per particle group/region basis. Thus, particles
will be weighed only in relation with the other particles from their group, resampling will take
place inside each group and a diﬀerent dynamic model will be applied to each group.
Firstly, we need to evaluate how well each particle describes the region it has been assigned
J
to. Let us consider a mobile region V n = {V⌧n }⌧ =1 , which is made of J measures. The weight of
the particles that are associated to this region is computed as
$in = L(uni |V n ) · $in
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Figure 4.10: Example of two particles with the same F-score on a region with diﬀerent combinations of precision and recall.
where L(uni |V n ) is a likelihood function that relates the set of measures belonging to the mobile
region to each of the particles associated to that region. We have chosen to evaluate how well
a particle adapts to its region in the same terms that are usually employed to measure the
performance of classifiers: the harmonic mean of precision and recall, usually known as F -score.
This likelihood function, illustrated in figure 4.10, does not have any parameters to adjust and
produces a well-balanced result.
n
In this context, we define Jin,i
as the number of measures of the region V n covered by
n
particle ui . Thus, we can define precision as the fraction of the area covered by a particle (4.20)
Jn
that contain measures from the region, Pin = ⇡· n · in,i
n ·3.442 ; we can define recall as the fraction
h,i

w,i

of measures from the region that are covered by a particle, Rin =
and likelihood function, is
L(uni |V n ) =

n
Jin,i
J .

Therefore, the F -score

n
2Jin,i
2Pin Rin
=
n
n
n
n 3.442 .
Pi + R i
J + ⇡ h,i w,i

(4.22)

Once all the particles in the group have been weighed, we can update the global state estimation of the group as
X
un =
$in uni .
(4.23)
i

Weighing all the particles is one of the most computationally demanding stages of the filter
and, therefore, we have implemented it in the GPU. Then, we proceed to resample [48] the
particles to propagate those with higher weights and eliminate those that did not contribute
significantly to the estimation and normalize their weights. Finally, we apply a constant-velocity
dynamic model in order to predict their state for the next frame.

4.4.4

Integration of the results with the nonparametric model

The contribution of the particle filter to the main nonparametric model is twofold: it allows us to
displace reference data with the objects it belongs to and, since we are estimating the trajectories
and velocities of those objects, we can use this knowledge to establish prior probabilities of each
pixel to belong to the foreground. In this subsection we will detail both contributions to the
nonparametric model.
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Figure 4.11: Example of prior foreground probability distribution.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.12: Contributions of the tracking system on two scenes. Column (a) shows the original
scenes; (b) shows the foreground reference data distribution when the tracking system is not
used; (c) shows results without tracking; (d) shows the foreground reference data distribution
when its position is displaced according to the dynamic model estimated by the tracking system
and (e) shows final detections with clearly improved recall over (c).
4.4.4.1

Prior probability estimation

In the absence of any previous information, the prior probability of a location sn in the n-th
image to belong to the foreground should be established as 1/2, which is equivalent to not using
prior probabilities. However, after applying the dynamic model to all the previously resampled
particles, we expect the particles to be concentrated over the areas where the objects are most
likely to be located in the next frame. We can use this information to establish a reasonable
prior probability in the areas covered by particles, while retaining the default prior probability
where there are no particles in order not to hamper the detection of new objects. Thus, we can
define
(
1
,
Np = 0
n
PNp
Pr( |s ) = 21
(4.24)
1
n
i=1 Gi (s ), Np > 0
2 + 2Np
where Np is the number of predicted particles that cover sn (see equation (4.20)) and Gi (sn ) is
the contribution of the i-th particle on that position:
!
n
n 2
n
n 2
s
(1)
h
s
(2)
w
i
i
Gi (sn ) = exp
.
(4.25)
2
n 2
n
2 h,i
2 w,i
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This prior is trivially computed on the GPU; figure 4.11 shows a scene and its map of prior
probability of the foreground.
4.4.4.2

Displacement of reference data

After all the regions in the current frame have been mapped to particle groups, we can replace
the local labels we assigned to the measures vn with global labels: the identifiers of their corresponding particle group, which they will, in the absence of fusions or splits, share with measures
from previous frames (reference data for the next frame) corresponding to the same object; thus,
we can displace all the reference data from the same object using the same dynamic model of its
associated particle group; figure 4.12 shows clearly improved reference data densities and results
when applying dynamic model to reference data.

4.5

Selective Analysis and Regions of Interest

Arguably the single most significant problem of nonparametric modeling (NPM) consists in its
very high computational cost, derived from the fact that to classify each pixel it is necessary
to access extensive amounts of data and perform a great number of operations. However, most
pixels in typical video sequences belong to the background; therefore, if we can find a way to
only analyze regions of interest (RoI) likely to belong to the foreground and classify the rest as
background by default we could significantly cut down the computational cost while maintaining
the quality of the detections. We propose a GPU-friendly strategy based on three main concepts:
Iterative analysis In most scenarios, relevant moving objects have a minimum size that can be
characterized. Therefore, we can divide the input image into blocks smaller than this minimum
size and sample them, maintaining a high probability that the moving objects will be at least
partially covered by one or more of the sampled blocks and we will detect them by only applying
NPM on these blocks. Then, we can iteratively extend NPM analysis only to those blocks next
to the ones found to contain foreground, guaranteeing full object detection from a single positive
seed block.
Windowed Random Sampling (WRS) We would like to reduce the amount of work as
much as possible, and we could do that by sampling the blocks very sparsely. One way to look
at it is to divide the image into macroblocks of a few blocks per dimension (e.g. 4 ⇥ 4) and select
one block per macroblock to analyze. Unfortunately, this systematic sparse sampling carries the
risk of whole objects fitting in the space between samples. However, if the temporal sampling
rate of the video is high enough in relation with the speed of the apparent motion of objects in
the scene, a moving object will typically spend several frames within a macroblock. Therefore, if
instead of selecting fixed blocks within each macroblock we randomly choose one or more blocks
to analyze, any moving object will be hit in at most a few frames. Selecting random blocks within
macroblocks instead of doing it in the image as a whole ensures that no significant portion of
the image can be left out.
Temporal coherency Although the iterative analysis we have proposed guarantees the detection of the full object as soon as one block tests positive, the number of iterations needed for
the algorithm to converge may be high. Theoretically, this is not a problem but, in practice, and
especially when implementing it in a GPU, it is undesirable for two reasons:
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Figure 4.13: Selective analysis of a frame. Subfigure (a) shows an image featuring an already
established object and a new object just entering the frame on the left that has not been hit
by WRS, hence the misdetection. Subfigure (b) shows, iteration by iteration, the detection
process using blocks of 8 ⇥ 8 px, 4 ⇥ 4 macroblocks for WRS and a growing radius of 2-blocks
on the very next image (shown in subfigure c), where the new object is correctly detected;
blue blocks are those to be analyzed in the next iteration and red/green blocks are those that
tested negative/positive. We can see in the zeroth iteration that the blocks where the already
established object is expected to be located are marked for analysis from the beginning, and in
the first iteration the new object is hit by WRS, correctly growing to full detection in the next
iterations. Subfigure (c) shows the actual image and the final detection.
• For the detection of all objects to be guaranteed in every frame, the subsampling should
be reasonably dense for all objects to be hit, which means analyzing a significant portion
of the image, which is what we want to avoid.
• Results of each iteration of analysis wave must be synchronized and copied to the CPU
in order to decide (many GPUs do not allow scheduling new work from the GPU itself)
whether a new iteration is needed and which blocks need analyzing this time. Synchronization and data transfer to and from the GPU is costly and should be kept at a minimum,
therefore we would like to do as few iterations as possible.
It is, however, possible to reduce the number of necessary iterations just by observing that, very
often, the regions occupied by the same moving object in consecutive frames have a significant
intersection. Therefore, in addition to the blocks sparsely sampled using WRS, we can choose to
analyze in the first iteration all the blocks that contained objects in the previous frame. Thus,
we can both reduce the number of necessary iterations for the algorithm to converge and greatly
decrease the probability of losing objects. Moreover, since we have already designed a tracking
system, the next obvious step is using its predictions and choose to analyze the blocks where we
expect to find objects in the next frame.

4.5.1

Detailed algorithm

The detailed implementation of the algorithm, illustrated in figure 4.13, is as follows:
1. Input images are tessellated into blocks. Each block can take one of these states:
(a) not analyzed: this block has not been analyzed and will not be in the next iteration
(this is the initial state of every block). Depicted in white in figure 4.13.
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CPU
GPU

Figure 4.14: Multi-threading in the CPU and asynchronous communication among tasks provide
lower end-to-end latency and higher throughput.
(b) to be analyzed : this block will be analyzed in the next iteration of NPM. Depicted in
blue in figure 4.13.
(c) positive or negative: this block has been analyzed in a previous iteration of NPM and
has or not been found to contain a significant amount of foreground. Depicted in
green and red, respectively, in figure 4.13.
2. Whenever a new frame arrives, random blocks are marked to be analyzed in accordance
with the aforementioned WRS procedure. The state of all other blocks remains unchanged;
therefore, if other blocks were already marked to be analyzed, they will be analyzed in
addition to the random blocks we have just set.
3. Blocks marked as to be analyzed are so using NPM; then, pixels classified as foreground
are counted and the block set to positive/negative if the proportion of foreground pixels in
the block is greater than a threshold value. If the threshold is high, fewer blocks will be
eventually analyzed but the results on the edges of the objects have a higher chance to be
wrong; if the threshold is low, the number of blocks that will be analyzed is higher but the
quality of the results is improved. Therefore, we have used a very conservative threshold
(10%) in our tests.
4. If there are blocks marked as positive that have neighbours marked as not analyzed, these
neighbours (and optionally more blocks within a certain radius) are changed to be analyzed
and we go back again to step 4. Otherwise, the current frame is done. All remaining blocks
marked as not analyzed are classified as background by default.
5. All blocks are set to not analyzed except those dictated by the temporal coherency criterion:
blocks containing a ratio of predicted foreground over the threshold will be set to be analyzed
in the next frame; we go back to step 2 for the next frame.

4.6
4.6.1

Implementation notes
General architecture

To achieve maximum throughput, the implemented design exploits parallelism not only in the
GPU but also in the CPU, oﬄoading input/output operations and their associated computations
(decoding and encoding image files) to the host computer. Since input and output operations
involve large latencies, separate tasks are created for input, processing control, and output; they
communicate and pass data along using circular buﬀer structures that reside in the global memory
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Figure 4.15: Asynchronous memory transfers from and to the GPU allow the processing task to
run continuously, thus maximizing throughput.

Figure 4.16: The areas considered for the spatial modeling of the cyan and magenta pixels overlap.
The same occurs for all the pixels processed in this block. The data needed for processing the
whole tile/block (dark orange) is therefore that depicted in light orange.

of the GPU. This asynchronous coupling among the tasks in the CPU, shown in figure 4.14,
absorbs the latencies due to disk reading and writing because input data can be read before the
processing thread actually needs it, and output data can be written while the processing thread
is already busy with the next images.
This architecture also allows us to take full advantage of the capability of the stream processor
that we used to perform asynchronous memory transfers from the CPU to the GPU and back
in such a way (see figure 4.15) that memory transfers and processing overlap in time. Thus,
the GPU processors do not suﬀer from data starvation and can be fully utilized the whole time,
improving the global throughput.

4.6.2

Nonparametric modelling

The proposed nonparametric models involve a huge number of operations over a very extensive
reference data pool. Therefore, to achieve real-time operation, it is crucial to optimise the
memory access patterns to achieve the highest possible eﬀective memory throughput, as well as
to lower the cost of the operations on the data as much as possible.
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4.6.2.1

Memory access

For the spatio-temporal modeling previously defined, we should theoretically consider all data
in each reference image for each output pixel. However, since reference pixels are weighted by
Gaussian functions, we can restrict our region of interest to the spatial margins
⌅
⇧ (i.e. maximum
distance in pixels in each dimension from the pixel under study) mi,j = 3 i,j : i 2 { , } , j 2
{H, W } as explained in section 4.3.1.
We can see in figure 4.16 that each reference pixel is input for many others; input data must
necessarily reside in global memory (recall the tiered memory model from section 2.4.3) because
it is the only memory zone that is big enough and can be written by the host machine (CPU).
In a naïve implementation, each execution thread would directly fetch from global memory the
necessary data, thus reading the same data many times over. However, such implementation
would achieve very low throughput due to the low eﬀective utilization of the memory bus; it is
absolutely necessary to reduce the number of accesses to the global memory. We have evaluated
two alternative strategies: cooperative reading and multilayered texture.
Cooperative reading One of the usual patterns for memory access in a GPU arises when
the threads in each scheduling block (which in this case are mapped to rectangular tiles in the
image) need to read the same data or there is significant intersection between the input of many
threads in the block, as is the case; then, a common strategy is to copy all the data needed by all
the threads in the block to its shared memory so that each datum is read from the slow global
memory only once and all subsequent reads are targeted at the much faster shared memory.
Let us take a closer look at the background model (the case of the foreground model is
analogous): the region of interest for a block is the tile mapped to that block, enlarged by m ,W
pixels at left and right directions and m ,H pixels at top and bottom (see figure 4.16). Therefore,
each thread block will need to retrieve 2m ,H + bH sublines of 2m ,W + bW pixels each.
The shared memory region of a block can only be written by the execution threads in that
block themselves, which can request data from the global memory and then write them into
the shared memory area. The fastest way to perform this memory transfer is to distribute the
data among the threads so that they cooperatively read it into the shared memory: each thread
requests a diﬀerent piece from global memory and writes it into the appropriate place on the
block’s shared memory area. However, recall from section 4.3.1 that some restrictions apply:
• Although an execution thread can request single bytes (the size of each of the channels of
a pixel in our images) from global memory, the minimum transfer unit is 32 bytes.
• If the memory addresses of the requests from successive threads in the warp are also successive, the requests can be coalesced into a single memory transaction.
• Transfers from global memory are always of naturally aligned blocks. This is, if there are
two threads in a warp whose requests are for bytes with diﬀerent addresses modulo 32,
there will be necessarily two separate memory transactions3 , even if all the addresses in
the warp are successive.
Let us assume, for the sake of clarity, that the first byte in every line is 32-byte aligned. As figure 4.17 shows, we need to read pixels in the horizontal range [h0 m ,W , h0 + bW + m ,W 1],
h0 being the horizontal coordinate of the leftmost pixel in a given tile/thread block, or equivalently the address range [(h0 m ,W ) · bps · D, (h0 + bW + m ,W ) · bps · D 1], where bps denotes bits per sample and D denotes channels per pixel. However, if just this memory range is dis3 Whether these two transactions result in actual reads from global memory of cache hits depends on the specific
microarchitecture of the GPU and the memory access pattern.
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Figure 4.17: All threads in a block read lines cooperatively; each thread warp reads one or
several 32-byte chunks. Useful data (in shades of green) may not be 32-byte aligned, so a small
additional amount of data (bright red, not shown to scale) is read together with the desired data.

Figure 4.18: Four levels of the Z-order curve, an example of space-filling curve that serializes
neighbouring positions in a 2-dimensional grid.
tributed among warps for them to read and ((h0 m ,W ) · bps · D) mod 32 6= 0, all of them will
be 32-byte-misaligned and will result in two separate memory transactions. Therefore, it is best
to align warps with the memory range to ensure
hj that each memory
k
laddress will be read only
m once;
i
(h0 m ,W )·bps·D
(h0 +bW +m ,W )·bps·D
the range to be distributed among warps is
32,
32 1 ,
32
32
as shown in figure 4.17.
Thus, we will read several whole 32-byte segments per line and each segment will be completely read by a single warp. By uniformly distributing among warps all the 32-byte segments in
all the lines to be retrieved, we get the maximum transfer speed from global to shared memory.
Then, each thread can proceed to use the shared data to compute the contributions of each
reference pixel to the background model of its own pixel. This process is followed iteratively for
each reference image.
Multilayered texture Two of the functional units of GPUs that support their traditional role
in a computer graphics pipeline are the texture mapping and filtering units. Texture memory is
not actually a separate tier of memory but rather an access mechanism to the global memory.
Instead of the uncached access or linear caching that takes place (depending on devices) with
regular accesses, the texture unit uses space-filling curves such as the Z-order curve [47], pictured
in figure 4.18 as an example4 , to cache the 2-dimensional neighborhood of a memory position
instead of addresses lying on the same row.
Although traditionally textures were only 2-dimensional and the number of resident textures
on the device was limited, hardware and software advances in the past few years have brought
about the possibility of allocating 3D and multilayer 2D textures, which enabled us to implement
the circular buﬀer structure that holds the reference image buﬀer using texture memory. Since
our algorithm accesses reference data in the spatial vicinity of each pixel, this memory access is
4 Manufacturers do not disclose details about the specific caching strategy, only functional promises about the
texture cache being “optimized for 2D spatial locality” [121].
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Figure 4.19: Mean per-pixel processing times using diﬀerent spatial bandwidths ( ,H , ,W )
and depending on the selected thread block size (bH ⇥ bW ), with fixed appearance bandwidth
and no selective update.
a perfect match and, although it does not guarantee that input pixels will only be read once,
it proved indeed faster than the shared memory approach. Another beneficial side eﬀect is that
processing times are almost independent of the size of processing blocks (see dashed lines in
figure 4.19), which improves the usability of the algorithm.
4.6.2.2

Lowering the cost of kernel evaluation

The proposed background model operates over a considerable amount of data and, as defined
in equation (4.2), involves D + 2 (appearance characteristics + spatial dimensions) evaluations
of the Gaussian function per reference datum (over 1000 evaluations per input pixel and image
with usual parameters [142, 42]).
Unfortunately, exponentials are fairly expensive to evaluate, so this can be a bottleneck for
the application. If the variance of the Gaussian is fixed and the range considered is discrete, such
as is the case with 8-bit components, all possible evaluations of the Gaussian can be precomputed
and stored in constant memory for fast access. However, if the variance is dynamically estimated
the number of possible values is too big to eﬃciently store in a look-up table of exact values; the
problem only gets worse if appearance components have a higher resolution, so an alternative
method is required.
To solve this issue, we exploit that any Gaussian distribution can be expressed in terms of
the standard normal distribution ' = N (0, 1):
✓
◆
1
x µ
f (x|µ, ) = '
.
Furthermore, since the Gaussian has a horizontal asymptote in 0, it can be approximated by 0
for x > cG , where cG is a cutoﬀ parameter that can be selected depending on the specific task at
hand. This enables us to take nG evenly spaced samples from N (0, 1) and build a look-up table
of user-defined size, independent of variance or data resolution. Evaluation of any Gaussian thus
becomes as simple as interpolating values of the look-up table. Figure 4.20 shows the absolute
value of the relative error between the actual and interpolated value using nearest neighbor or
linear interpolation for nG = 128 and cG = 8.
Employing linear interpolation significantly lowers the error for a given number of samples
at a modest computational cost. Actually, since we have stored the look-up table as a unidimen70
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Figure 4.20: Absolute value of the relative error between the actual and the interpolated values
of the standard Gaussian function ' using nearest neighbour (blue) or linear interpolation (red)
for nG = 128 and cG = 8.
sional texture instead of constant memory, the computational cost of the interpolation becomes
negligible because linear interpolation is built-in in the circuitry of the texture filtering unit. A
rigorous and in-depth mathematical analysis of the error of such approximations, as well as a
detailed computational analysis, is given in chapter 5.

4.6.3

Particle filter

Many of the stages of the particle filter have been trivially implemented in a GPU (determinining particle coverage, particle weights or prior foreground probability estimation). However,
displacement of reference data requires significant changes in the implementation of the foreground model. When reference data are not moved from their original positions, access to data
follows a regular pattern in which every thread reads reference data synchronously from the
pixels that lie at the same relative position with respect to the current pixel, subject only to the
condition, implemented with binary detection masks, that the potential reference pixel had been
classified as foreground. On the other hand, when reference data are displaced, their original
locations may be at arbitrary distances from the pixel that will use them as reference, and therefore a diﬀerent mechanism must be implemented to access reference data. We evaluated three
options: vector displacement maps, linear reference and multilayered reference images.
Vector displacement maps According to our model, we expect the object described by a
set of measures {vin } and its associated particle group summarized by its metaparticle un to
move so that in the next frame it will roughly occupy the locations (vin (1) + ḣn , vin (2) + ẇn ) .
⌅
⌥ ⌅
⌥
Therefore, we would set locations vin (1) + ḣn , v(2) + ẇn in the displacement map n+1
to the vector values ( ḣn , ẇn ). Then, when processing frame n + 1, each thread would look
for reference data at the relative locations pointed at by the displacement map. This approach
is obviously flawed because it would make impossible for reference data from two objects to be
displaced onto the same location. Additionally, in order to retrieve reference data from frames
older than n, displacement maps would need to be chained, and the chain would easily break
near the edges of the (generally non-rigid) objects, decreasing the eﬀective number of reference
data.
Linear reference Since we already have the locations of all the pixels classified as foreground {vin }, it is trivial to join them with their labels and appearance information to produce
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(3 + D)-dimensional tuples per pixel rni = hni , win , lin , ani,1 , . . . , ani,c , where lin is the identifier of
the particle group associated to the measure vin , and ani,j is the value of the j-th of D appearance
components at pixel coordinates hni , win of I n . We can then join all reference pixels from the
N

1

N most recent frames to make up the whole reference data for the foreground r = rn f f =0
and then apply the dynamic model so that the position of every reference pixel whose value l
matches any of the active particle groups is updated to the predicted location for the next frame.
Conceptually, this model works well, solves both of the problems that arise with vector displacement maps and has a reasonably compact representation in memory. However, its performance
is poor because every execution thread in the foreground model must iterate over the whole set
of reference pixels even though most of them are too far away to be relevant (or frequently all,
since most of the image is typically background). Moreover, since memory transactions in CUDA
devices are at least 32 bytes in size [163], even though execution threads will only need to read
the location of the reference pixels to discard most of them, region identifiers and appearance
coordinates will be also read.

Multilayered images An alternative arrangement consists in postprocessing and transforming
the reference store r just defined, which we still use in order to manage the addition and removal
of new and old reference data as well as the dynamic model, in order to dynamically create for
each new frame a 3D image. In this image, the appearance components of elements of r with
the same (h, w) coordinates will be stacked along the z dimension of the image in pixels with
coordinates (h, w, ·). The size of the 3D image along the z dimension is not known beforehand
and neither is the number of valid pixels for each (h, w) combination; consequently, we use an
auxiliary 2D image of unsigned integers to record the number of valid samples at each location.
Storing reference data as a 3D image results in very sparse data and incurs a significant penalty
because the whole 3D image must be regenerated and transmitted to the GPU every frame.
However, this penalty is oﬀset by the fact that the number of iterations that execution threads
in the foreground model must perform is dramatically reduced (most threads can readily see that
there are no reference data in their vicinity and exit early, and those that do have reference data
can selectively read only what they need), and eﬀective memory bandwidth increased because
the memory access pattern is much more regular: neighbouring threads need neighbouring data,
increasing cache hit rate and execution coherence.
For each frame, the threads of the foreground model iterate along the z axis of the 3D
reference image, only reading those pixels that satisfy equation (4.12) and contain valid data on
the current layer according to the auxiliary image; when no valid pixels are found at a given
depth, all the reference data has been read and the loop ends.

4.6.3.1

Selective analysis and regions of interest

Processing the image block by block comes naturally in CUDA because its computational model
is based on 1D, 2D or 3D blocks of threads, whose geometry is typically chosen to fit the data. In
the case of NPM, 2D blocks of threads are a good match to rectangular blocks of the input images
and even without selective analysis, images are processed block by block. The only changes that
selective analysis imposes over the previous NPM implementation is that blocks should have a
meaningful size in relation to the objects that need to be detected: if they are too big, too many
pixels will have to be analyzed; if they are too small, too many analysis iterations will need to
be carried out for the algorithm to converge.
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Figure 4.21: Average F -score across the LASIESTA database using only the background model
for diﬀerent numbers of bins for dynamic width switching.

4.7

Results

The proposed background subtraction strategy has been tested on a very large variety of indoor and outdoor sequences containing critical challenges for moving object detection. These
sequences have been extracted from three databases:
• SABS dataset5 : It is a very popular database that was proposed in [28] and has been
recently used by many authors to test their algorithms [33, 143, 70]. It is composed by
synthetic sequences to evaluate seven diﬀerent challenging situations. All the images have
a ground truth mask associated. To emulate the noise introduced by real camera sensors,
the Gaussian noise was added to the pixel values of sequences. Moreover, they have been
created using a raytracing technology with global illumination to simulate scenes with
realistic lighting.
• STAR dataset6 : It is composed by nine real video sequences recorded in diﬀerent indoor
and outdoor environments [95]. In contrast to SABS database, the ground truth for each of
these sequences consists of a subset of 20 images randomly selected. However, the challenges
in this database have made it one of the most used by authors to test their moving object
detection approaches [70, 45, 99].
• LASIESTA database7 : It is a new database that stands out among other databases due
to the great amount of challenges it contains and because it is the only existing database
with real videos that are fully anotated at both pixel-level and object-level.
The quality of the detections for the SABS and LASIESTA databases has been measured using
r·p
cd
cd
the harmonic mean of the recall (r = cd+md
) and precision (p = cd+f
d ) or F -score (F = 2 r+p ),
where cd is the number of correct detections, f d is the amount of false detections and md is
the number of misdetections; for the STAR dataset we have used the average similarity score
(sim = cd+fcd
d+md ), which is the measure reported in the literature for this database.
All the experiments have been carried out on an NVIDIA GTX 580 GPU with 1.5 GiB of
RAM, coupled with an Intel Core i7-2600 with 16 GiB RAM, under Ubuntu 14.04 64-bit and
CUDA 4.2.1.
In section 4.7.1, the adequate selection of the parameters described along the document
is discussed. Then, in section 4.7.2 we analyze the performance of the proposed strategy in
diﬀerent cases. Finally, in section 4.7.3 we compare the results provided by our strategy with
those obtained with other state-of-the-art alternatives.
5 http://www.vis.uni-stuttgart.de/index.php?id=sabs

6 http://perception.i2r.a-star.edu.sg/bk_model/bk_index.html
7 http://www.gti.ssr.upm.es/data/LASIESTA
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Dataset
SABS
STAR
LASIESTA
Average

Recall
0.7289
0.4078
0.7922
0.6430

BG
Precision
0.6921
0.8231
0.7530
0.7561

F
0.6761
0.5387
0.7548
0.6565

Recall
0.8585
0.8258
0.9195
0.8679

BG + FG
Precision
0.6470
0.7480
0.6980
0.6977

F
0.7243
0.7738
0.7815
0.7599

BG + FG + RoI
Recall Precision
F
0.8563
0.6550
0.7284
0.8196
0.7525
0.7735
0.9181
0.7346
0.8051
0.8647
0.7140
0.7690

Table 4.1: Recall, precision and F values obtained in three key stages of the proposed strategy.

4.7.1

Parameter selection

To reduce the influence of shadows and reflected light in the detections, both foreground and
background models are obtained using the appearance vector described in [44], which is composed
R
G
by the chromaticity (Rn = R+G+B
, Gn = R+G+B
) and the module of the spatial brightness
gradient |rs|, where s = R + G + B.
In the case of background modeling it is only necessary to determine the number of the
reference images and the spatial width assigned to the Gaussian kernels. The first one must
be large enough to model the cyclical background changes along the sequences. We have set it
to T = 200 for the sequences in both STAR and LASIESTA databases; and as T = 650 for
the sequences in SABS dataset, since these sequences include much larger background cycles.
Regarding the spatial width of the kernels, the performed experiments have shown that most false
p
2
detections are avoided using a neighborhood of 8-connected pixels ( 2 ,H = 2 ,W =
2/3 ).
Since larger spatial widths significantly increase the computational cost [42], such neighborhood
has been used for all the analyzed databases. The number of bins used for the appearance width
estimation could be specified as discussed in the bandwidth switching paragraph in section 4.3.1.1
but, as figure 4.21 shows, a fine estimation is not necessary: even very coarse partitions yield
reasonable results and there is no reason to use more than twenty bins. Consequently, we have
used this value across all experiments.
In the case of the foreground model, it is also necessary to set the number of reference images
and the spatial width of the kernels. We have set the former as T = 10, which is enough in any
sequence, since the foreground does not typically exhibit cyclical changes as the background may
do. The spatial width of the kernels has been set slightly higher than that of the background
2
to allow for some imprecision in the motion estimation, 2 ,H = 2 ,W = (2/3) , and does not
usually need tuning. Finally, for the sequences in LASIESTA and STAR we have set a fixed
appearance width of 0.02 for both chromaticities and the spatial brightness gradient, which is
suﬃciently larger than the typical values for the background noise, which are in the order of
10 3 in the set of appearance components we have used. However, for the sequences in SABS
this width has been slightly increased to 0.10, since it contains many illumination changes that
induce persistent false detections if set too low.

4.7.2

Performance of the proposed strategy

To validate each of the stages of the proposed strategy, we have analyzed the results and their
associated computational costs in three cases:
• BG: Modeling only the background.
• BG + FG: Modeling both background and foreground.
• BG + FG + RoI: Modeling both background and foreground and using the RoI module.
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LASIESTA (I_IL_02)

LASIESTA (I_SI_02)

SABS (Darkening)

SABS (NoisyNight)

STAR (Curtain)

STAR (Trees)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.22: (a) Original images. Results with: (b) only background model (BG); (c) adding
foreground model (BG + FG); (d) adding the RoI analysis (BG + FG + RoI).

Dataset
SABS
STAR
LASIESTA

BG
10
30
30

BG + FG
9
18
21

BG + FG + RoI
25
28
42

Table 4.2: Average frames per second for three key configurations of the proposed strategy; all
three datasets have been processed with CIF (352 ⇥ 288) resolution.
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Figure 4.23: Some representative results obtained with the proposed detection strategy on SABS
database. (a) Original images. (b) Obtained detections.
Table 4.1 summarizes the quality measures obtained in the three cases and some representative
results are illustrated in figure 4.22. It can be observed that by adding the foreground modeling,
the amount of misdetections is drastically reduced: the detections are more compact (less red
pixels in figure 4.22.b) and the average recall increases significantly. Adding the RoI module
(figure 4.22.c) eliminates small false detections (black pixels) whereas the amount of correct
detections is maintained, resulting in a slight increase of the precision and similar recall.
Table 4.2 shows average speed (frames per second) achieved in the three aforementioned
configurations in the three evaluated databases. Note that, in order to be fair, all measurements
are referred to the fractions of the sequences where all the models have been fully initialized and
the system has reached a stationary regime, starting from image I T +1 , since previous images
are much faster to evaluate simply because they have fewer data to process. Evaluation times
of the background model depend on the number of used reference images, T , as expected (it is
approximately constant because the amount of data and the number of operations is the same
irrespectively of the contents of the images). The cost of the foreground model, on the other
hand, depends on the fraction of foreground present in the scene. Finally, by adding the RoI
module the cost of the background model is drastically reduced, allowing real-time operation in
all the evaluated databases.

4.7.3

Comparison with other detection strategies

4.7.3.1

SABS dataset

Some representative results obtained with the proposed strategy on the sequences of SABS
are illustrated in figure 4.23, and the achieved F -score values and those reported by several
alternative approaches are shown in table 4.3. The test procedure for this database allows tuning
one parameter per sequence [28]. However, to prove the high usability of our proposal, we have
used the same set of parameters for all of them (although this puts us at a disadvantage compared
to other algorithms). Additionally, it must be mentioned that the use of post-processing steps
is not allowed in the evaluation of this database. Therefore, the regularization step applied by
some algorithms (e.g., in [70]) has been disabled to perform this comparison.
Although the proposed nonparametric strategy does not provide the best results in every
category, it shows consistent performance in all of them; consequently, it obtains the best average
F -score. Additionally, it is remarkable that in very dark scenarios (e.g. Darkening, Light switch
and Noisy night) it is significantly better than previous approaches, since it is able to detect
objects that are barely distinguishable from the background to the naked eye.
In some sequences (e.g. Dynamic Background) the achieved F -score may seem not high
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Method

Dynamic
Bootstrap
Darkening
background
(11)
0.482 (11)
0.541 (09)
0.496 (09)
(02)
0.704 (06)
0.642 (06)
0.404 (11)
(10)
0.552 (10)
0.300 (13)
(13)
0.415 (12)
0.301 (12)
0.484 (10)
(06)
0.641 (08)
0.678 (04)
0.704 (03)
(12)
0.341 (13)
0.318 (11)
0.342 (12)
(04)
0.704 (05)
0.632 (07)
0.620 (07)
(05)
0.715 (03)
0.495 (10)
0.663 (05)
(07)
0.711 (04)
0.658 (05)
0.678 (04)
(09)
0.623 (09)
0.708 (02)
0.577 (08)
(08)
0.729 (02)
0.557 (08)
0.653 (06)
(01) 0.827 (01) 0.717 (01)
0.736 (02)
(03)
0.694 (07)
0.680 (03)
0.778 (01)
Noisy
No
Camouflage
Average
night
camouflage
0.203 (09)
0.738 (10)
0.785 (09)
0.509 (11)
0.194 (10)
0.802 (05)
0.826 (03)
0.574 (09)
0.213 (08)
0.802 (04)
0.824 (04)
0.503 (12)
0.098 (11)
0.624 (12)
0.656 (12)
0.426 (13)
0.047 (12)
0.768 (08)
0.803 (06)
0.590 (07)
0.776 (07)
0.801 (07)
0.527 (10)
0.321 (06)
0.820 (02)
0.829 (02)
0.624 (04)
0.596 (02)
0.793 (03)
0.811 (05)
0.590 (06)
0.271 (07)
0.741 (09)
0.799 (08)
0.614 (05)
0.475 (03)
0.574 (08)
0.336 (05)
0.736 (11)
0.744 (11)
0.636 (03)
0.346 (04)
0.848 (01) 0.851 (01)
0.708 (02)
0.705 (01)
0.780 (06)
0.774 (10)
0.728 (01)

Basic

1995-McFarlane [107]
0.614
1999-Stauﬀer [148]
0.800
2000-Oliver [123]
0.635
2000-McKenna [108]
0.522
2003-Li 1 [94]
0.766
2004-Kim [87]
0.582
2006-Zivkovik [170]
0.768
2008-Maddalena 1 [99]
0.766
2009-Barnich [9]
0.761
2013-Shimada [143]
0.723
2013-Cuevas [44]
0.759
2014-Haines [70] 0.836
Proposed
0.779
Light
Method
switch
1995-McFarlane [107]
0.211 (11)
1999-Stauﬀer [148]
0.217 (09)
2000-Oliver [123]
0.198 (12)
2000-McKenna [108]
0.306 (06)
2003-Li 1 [94]
0.316 (05)
2004-Kim [87]
2006-Zivkovik [170]
0.300 (07)
2008-Maddalena 1 [99]
0.213 (10)
2009-Barnich [9]
0.268 (08)
2013-Shimada [143]
0.335 (04)
2013-Cuevas [44]
0.572 (02)
2014-Haines [70]
0.499 (03)
Proposed 0.637 (01)

Table 4.3: F -score values of several background subtraction strategies evaluated on the SABS
database. Algorithm ranks are given by the numbers in parentheses. The last column contains
the average F -score for all the tests.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.24: (a) Image from SABS database where a moving object is partially occluded by a
tree. (b) Detection obtained with the proposed strategy (similar color notation to that used in
previous figures). (c) Binary mask resulting from the detection.
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Method
1999-Stauﬀer [148]
2004-Li 2 [95]
2007-Culibrk [45]
2008-Maddalena 1 [99]
2013-Cuevas [44]
2014-Haines [70]
Proposed
Method
1999-Stauﬀer [148]
2004-Li 2 [95]
2007-Culibrk [45]
2008-Maddalena 1 [99]
2013-Cuevas [44]
2014-Haines [70]
Proposed

Bootstrap
Curtain
Fountain
Shopping Mall
0.3838 (5)
0.7580 (4)
0.6854 (3)
0.5363 (5)
0.3079 (6)
0.1841 (7)
0.0999 (7)
0.5209 (6)
0.4779 (4)
0.7368 (5)
0.4636 (5)
0.5696 (4)
0.6019 (3)
0.8178 (3)
0.6554 (4)
0.6677 (1)
0.1709 (7)
0.2317 (6)
0.4150 (6)
0.2589 (7)
0.6024 (2)
0.8203 (2)
0.7049 (1)
0.6522 (2)
0.6410 (1) 0.8412 (1)
0.7006 (2)
0.6415 (3)
Switch light
Trees
Water surface
Average
0.6519 (3)
0.0757 (7)
0.7948 (4)
0.5551 (5)
0.1554 (7)
0.1596 (6)
0.0667 (7)
0.2135 (7)
0.6276 (4)
0.5256 (4)
0.7540 (5)
0.5936 (4)
0.6489 (2)
0.6960 (3)
0.8247 (3)
0.7018 (3)
0.2886 (6)
0.3779 (5)
0.3921 (6)
0.3050 (6)
0.5794 (5)
0.7567 (1)
0.9090 (1)
0.7178 (2)
0.6628 (1)
0.7037 (2)
0.9011 (2)
0.7274 (1)

Table 4.4: Similarity values of several detection strategies evaluated on the STAR database.
Algorithm ranks are given by the numbers in parentheses. The last column contains the average
similarity for all the tests.
Bootstrap

Curtain

Fountain

Shoping mall

Switch light

Trees

Water surface

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.25: Some representative results obtained with the proposed detection strategy on the
STAR database. (a) Original images. (b) Obtained detections.
enough. However, as it can be seen in figure 4.24, our spatiotemporal modeling strategy partially
“fills” voids due to the occlusion of the tree leaves and results in a subjectively correct detection,
even if it is objectively wrong according to the per-pixel provided ground-truth.
4.7.3.2

STAR dataset

The similarity values obtained for this dataset are shown in table 4.4 and some representative
results are illustrated in figure 4.25. We have discarded two of the nine test sequencies of this
database that were encoded with very low quality, since the proposed background modeling has
not been designed to model pixel variations due to coding artifacts. Unlike SABS, this database
allows using post-processing stages. Additionally, it allows tuning the algorithms to improve the
quality of the results on each sequence. Although all the proposals shown in table 4.4 except [70]
take advantage of this, again, our results have been obtained with a single set of parameters.
The results in figure 4.25 show that our strategy is able to provide successful detections in
all the challenges proposed in STAR: complex dynamic backgrounds, illuminations, changes,
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I_CA_01

I_BS_02

I_OC_02

I_IL_01

O_SN_01

O_SU_02

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.26: Some representative results of the proposed detection strategy on the LASIESTA
database. (a) Original images. (b) Obtained detections.
moving objects remaining static, etc. Additionally, as can be seen in table 4.4, it achieves the
best average similarity.
4.7.3.3

LASIESTA dataset

This database is composed of many more sequences than any of the two previous databases, and
all of them are fully annotated. For our experiments, we have only selected those sequences without camera motion (a total of twenty sequences). Unlike in previous databases, the evaluation
of the sequences in LASIESTA should be carried out without training period. All algorithms,
including ours, have been run with a single set of parameters throughout the sequences.
The F -score values obtained for this dataset are shown in Table 4.5, and some representative
results are illustrated in figure 4.26. Unlike with the other two databases, where two or three
of the evaluated methods achieve the best results in each sequence, in LASIESTA there are up
to five winning strategies (see the results highlighted in the table), due to the wide variety of
challenges contained. Again, even if our strategy does not take the top spot in many sequences,
it shows reasonable and consistent performance, taking the best overall F -score. Our weakest
results (I_OC_01 or O_SU_02) come in sequences containing reflections or hard shadows cast
by the moving objects since, unlike other researchers (e.g., [170, 100]) we do not apply any
processing stage focused on shadow removal.

4.8

Conclusions

We have presented a high-quality nonparametric moving object detection strategy based on kernel density estimation techniques, implemented in real-time in a GPU. The proposed strategy
features: robust spatio-temporal models of both the background and the foreground; two alternative algorithms to automatically estimate the appropriate per-pixel kernel bandwidths for the
background model; a selective update scheme that allows the user to easily control the adaptation rate of the background model to enhance the detection of slowly moving objects; a Bayesian
classifier that is able to combine models with diﬀerent spatial bandwidths using the marginal distributions obtained conditioning both the foreground and background models at each particular
location, thereby preventing persistent false detections; a novel low-level tracking system based
on a particle filter, capable of dealing with a variable and unknown number of moving regions,
in order to update the positions of the foreground reference data over time and provide prior
probability estimations for the classifier; and a selective analysis algorithm that automatically
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Method
1999-Stauﬀer [148]
2006-Zivkovik [170]
2008-Maddalena 1 [99]
2012-Maddalena 2 [100]
2013-Cuevas [44]
2014-Haines [70]
Proposed
Method
1999-Stauﬀer [148]
2006-Zivkovik [170]
2008-Maddalena 1 [99]
2012-Maddalena 2 [100]
2013-Cuevas [44]
2014-Haines [70]
Proposed
Method
1999-Stauﬀer [148]
2006-Zivkovik [170]
2008-Maddalena 1 [99]
2012-Maddalena 2 [100]
2013-Cuevas [44]
2014-Haines [70]
Proposed

I_SI_01
0.8247 (6)
0.9118 (4)
0.8928 (5)
0.9559 (2)
0.8143 (7)
0.9622 (1)
0.9208 (3)
I_IL_02
0.2505 (6)
0.3135 (5)
0.3750 (4)
0.2312 (7)
0.7864 (2)
0.8122 (1)
0.6523 (3)
O_RA_01
0.7411 (7)
0.8586 (1)
0.8252 (4)
0.8353 (3)
0.7462 (6)
0.8225 (5)
0.8453 (2)

I_SI_02
0.8013 (6)
0.8990 (2)
0.8465 (3)
0.9409 (1)
0.7576 (7)
0.8130 (5)
0.8403 (4)
I_MB_01
0.8213 (6)
0.9321 (4)
0.8473 (5)
0.9728 (2)
0.7779 (7)
0.9816 (1)
0.9543 (3)
O_RA_02
0.8003 (7)
0.8980 (3)
0.8588 (6)
0.9591 (1)
0.8699 (5)
0.9590 (2)
0.8886 (4)

I_CA_01
0.8609 (5)
0.9094 (3)
0.9532 (1)
0.8416 (7)
0.8424 (6)
0.9220 (2)
0.9062 (4)
I_MB_02
0.6881 (5)
0.8015 (3)
0.6761 (7)
0.8517 (2)
0.6797 (6)
0.7064 (4)
0.9204 (1)
O_SN_01
0.7298 (4)
0.5206 (6)
0.6977 (5)
0.9093 (2)
0.8214 (3)
0.3054 (7)
0.9317 (1)

I_CA_02
0.7542 (5)
0.7546 (4)
0.7394 (6)
0.8731 (1)
0.6296 (7)
0.8656 (2)
0.7826 (3)
I_BS_01
0.3754 (7)
0.5472 (3)
0.4023 (5)
0.4015 (6)
0.5065 (4)
0.6285 (2)
0.7132 (1)
O_SN_02
0.4785 (3)
0.2402 (5)
0.4595 (4)
0.7116 (1)
0.0895 (6)
0.0426 (7)
0.6256 (2)

I_OC_01
0.9118 (4)
0.9880 (1)
0.9803 (2)
0.9573 (3)
0.8274 (6)
0.8920 (5)
0.7013 (7)
I_BS_02
0.3816 (7)
0.5195 (4)
0.4465 (5)
0.4021 (6)
0.6607 (2)
0.7333 (1)
0.6156 (3)
O_SU_01
0.6169 (6)
0.5426 (7)
0.7467 (3)
0.8742 (1)
0.6527 (5)
0.8115 (2)
0.6774 (4)

I_OC_02
0.8089 (7)
0.9135 (3)
0.8466 (6)
0.9508 (2)
0.8781 (5)
0.9526 (1)
0.8600 (4)
O_CL_01
0.8847 (6)
0.9303 (3)
0.8985 (5)
0.9657 (1)
0.9280 (4)
0.6946 (7)
0.9508 (2)
O_SU_02
0.8083 (5)
0.8775 (3)
0.8562 (4)
0.8843 (2)
0.8074 (6)
0.9021 (1)
0.7669 (7)

I_IL_01
0.3608 (5)
0.1648 (7)
0.8533 (2)
0.1898 (6)
0.7966 (3)
0.8861 (1)
0.6452 (4)
O_CL_02
0.8189 (7)
0.8226 (6)
0.8547 (5)
0.9760 (1)
0.8995 (4)
0.9588 (2)
0.9045 (3)
Average
0.6859 (7)
0.7173 (6)
0.7528 (4)
0.7842 (2)
0.7386 (5)
0.7826 (3)
0.8051 (1)

Table 4.5: F-score values of several detection strategies evaluated on the LASIESTA database. Algorithm ranks are given by the numbers
in brackets. The last column contains the average for all the tests
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selects regions of interest in the input images, yielding equivalent results at a fraction of the
computational cost.
Due to their considerable memory and processing requirements, KDE-based techniques have
been generally eschewed in favour of simpler, cheaper alternatives. However, we have demonstrated by providing a real-time implementation of the full proposal that makes coordinated use
of both CPU and GPU, that parallel processors such as those found in regular GPUs are a very
good match with KDE techniques and make them perfectly current and valid.
The proposed strategy has been tested on a large variety of sequences from three databases
containing many challenges for motion detection, and compared against many state-of-the-art
methods. The obtained results demonstrate real-time performance of our approach and its
superior ability to adapt and consistently deliver state-of-the-art results in a wide variety of
scenarios, the best results on average, without requiring extensive tuning of its parameters.
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Chapter 5

Optimal Piecewise Linear Function
Approximation for GPU-based
Applications
The approximation of complex nonlinear systems by simpler piecewise linear representations is
a recurrent and attractive task in many applications since the resulting simplified models have
lower complexity, fit into well established tools for linear systems and are capable of representing
arbitrary nonlinear mappings. Examples include, among others, complexity reduction for finding
the inverse of nonlinear functions [74, 153], distortion mitigation techniques such as predistorters
for power amplifier linearization [32, 7], the approximation of nonlinear vector fields obtained
from state equations [10], the obtention of approximate solutions in simulations with complex
nonlinear systems [150], or the search for canonical piecewise linear representations in one and
multiple dimensions [84].
In the last decades, the main eﬀorts in piecewise linearization have been devoted both to find
approximations of multidimensional functions from a mathematical standpoint and to define
circuit architectures implementing them (see, for example, [27] and references therein). In the
one-dimensional setting, a simple and common linearization strategy consists in building a linear
interpolant between samples of the nonlinear function over a uniform partition of its domain.
Such a polygonal (i.e., continuous piecewise linear) interpolant may be further optimized by
choosing a better partition of the domain according to the minimization of some error measure.
This is a sensible strategy in problems where there is a constraint on the budget of samples
allowed in the partition.
Hence, in spite of the multiple benefits derived from modeling with piecewise linear representations, a proper selection of the interval partitions and/or predefining the number of partitions
is paramount for a satisfactory performance. Some researchers [153] use cross-validation based
approaches to select such a number of pieces within a partition. In other applications, the budget
of pieces may be constrained by an internal design requirement (speed, memory or target error)
of the approximation algorithm or by some external condition.
Even though advances in computer performance have generally made direct evaluation of
ever more complex functions generably aﬀordable, there are applications, for instance nonparametric background subtraction (see chapter 4), where it constitutes a significant fraction of the
computation. Therefore, reducing the cost of function evaluations may have a direct impact in
the overall performance of this kind of applications. GPU vendors are aware of this recurrent
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computing problem and provide hardware implementations of common transcendental functions
in Special Function Units (SFUs) [96]; indeed, we can find in the literature examples of successful
use of these hardware facilities [151]. However, they only implement a handful of functions and
users cannot choose their numerical precision, which is reduced [121] with respect to the reference
implementations of standard mathematical libraries.
We propose a novel, fast, and practical method to evaluate any mathematical function continuously diﬀerentiable within a known interval. Our contributions include, based on error equalization, a nearly optimal design of two types of piecewise linear approximations (linear interpolant
and orthogonal projection) in the L2 norm under the constraint of a large budget of evaluation
subintervals N . Moreover, we provide asymptotically tight bounds for the approximation errors
of both piecewise linear representations, improving upon existing ones. Specifically, in addition
to the O(N 2 ) convergence
rate typical of these approximations,
p
p we quantify their interpolation constants: 1/ 120 for the linear interpolant and a further 6 improvement factor in case
of the orthogonal projection. The obtained error relations are parameterized by the number
of segments used to represent the complex (nonlinear) function, hence our approach allows the
user to estimate the errors given N or, conversely, estimate the required N to achieve a target
approximation error.
We also propose an eﬃcient implementation of the technique in a modern GPU by exploiting
the fixed-function interpolation routines present in its texture units to accelerate the computation
while leaving the rest of the GPU (and, of course, the CPU) free to perform other tasks; this
technique is even faster than using SFUs [96].
Although the initial motivation of the developed method was to improve the performance of
nonparametric foreground segmentation strategies, it must be noted that it can be also used in
many other scientific fields such as computer vision [63, 66] or signal processing [165, 139, 62],
where the evaluation of continuous mathematical functions constitutes a significant computational burden.

5.1
5.1.1

Piecewise Linear Modelization
Related Work

In many applications, rigorous evaluation of complex mathematical functions is not practical
because it takes too much computational power. Consequently, this evaluation is carried out
approximating them by simpler functions such as (piecewise-)polynomial ones. Piecewise linearization has been used as an attractive simplified representation of various complex nonlinear
systems [150]. The resulting models fit into well-established tools for linear systems and reduce
the complexity of finding the inverse of nonlinear functions [74, 153]. They can also be used
to obtain approximate solutions in complex nonlinear systems, for example, in Mixed-Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) models [138]. Some eﬀorts have been devoted as well to the search
for canonical representations in one and multiple dimensions [84, 85] with diﬀerent goals such as
black box system identification, approximation or model reduction.
Previous attempts to address the problem considered here (optimal function piecewise linearization) include [11, 59, 74, 64], the latter two in the context of nonlinear dynamical systems.
In [11] an iterative multi-stage procedure based on dynamical programming is given to provide
a solution to the problem on sequences of progressively finer 2-D grids. In [74] the piecewise
linear approximation is obtained by using the evolutionary computation approach such as genetic algorithm and evolution strategies; the resulting model is obtained by minimization of a
sampled version of the mean squared error and it may not be continuous. In [64] the problem
is addressed using a hybrid approach based on curve fitting, clustering and genetic algorithms.
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Figure 5.1: Top: fifth-degree polynomial f (x) = (x + 4)(x + 2)(x + 1)(x 1)(x 3) and two
continuous piecewise linear (CPWL) approximations, the orthogonal projection PT f and the
linear interpolant ⇡T f ; bottom: corresponding absolute approximation errors (magnified by a
5⇥ factor).

Figure 5.2: Hat functions constitute a basis of VT . Since all the basis functions are zero outside
I = [a, b], the basis functions associated with boundary nodes are only half hats.
Here we address the problem from a less heuristic point of view, using diﬀerential calculus to
derive a more principled approach. Our method solely relies on standard numerical integration
techniques, which take few seconds to compute, as opposed to recursive partitioning techniques
such as [59], which take significantly longer.

5.1.2

Basic Results in Piecewise-Linear Interpolation and Least-Squares
Approximation

In this section we summarize the basic theory behind piecewise linear functions [54] and two
such approximations to real-valued functions: interpolation (section 5.1.2.1) and projection (section 5.1.2.2), both pictured in figure 5.1 along with their absolute approximation error with
respect to an example fifth-degree polynomial function.
In essence, a piecewise function over an interval I = [a, b] is a partition of I into a set of
N subintervals T = {Ii }N
i=1 , where Ii = [xi 1 , xi ] | a = x0 < x1 < . . . < xN = b, and a set
of N functions fi (x), one for each subinterval Ii . In particular we are interested in continuous
piecewise linear (CPWL) functions, which means that all the fi (x) are linear and fi (xi ) =
fi+1 (xi ) 8i = {1, . . . , N 1}. CPWL functions of a given partition T are elements of a vector
space VT : the addition of such functions and/or multiplication by a scalar yields another CPWL
function defined over the same subintervals. A useful basis for the vector space VT is formed by
N
the set of hat functions or nodal basis functions {'i }i=0 , pictured in figure 5.2 and defined in
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general by the formula
8
>
<(x
'i (x) = (x
>
:
0,

xi 1 )/(xi
xi+1 )/(xi

xi 1 ),
xi+1 ),

x 2 [xi 1 , xi ]
x 2 [xi , xi+1 ]
x2
/ [xi 1 , xi+1 ] .

(5.1)

The basis functions '0 and 'N associated to the boundary nodes x0 and xN are only half hats.
These basis functions are convenient since they can represent any function v in VT by just
requiring the values of v at its nodal points, v(xi ), in the form
v(x) =

N
X

(5.2)

v(xi )'i (x).

i=0

5.1.2.1

Linear Interpolation

The piecewise linear interpolant ⇡T f 2 VT of a continuous function f over the interval I can be
defined in terms of the basis just introduced:
⇡T f (x) =

N
X

(5.3)

f (xi )'i (x).

i=0

While this CPWL approximation is trivial to construct, and may be suitable for some uses, it
is by no means the best possible one. Crucially, ⇡T f (x) f (x) 8x 2 I for any function f that
is convex in I. Depending on the application in which this approximation is used, this property
could skew the results. However, as we will see in section §5.2, the linear interpolant is useful to
analyze other possible approximations. It is also at the heart of the trapezoidal rule for numerical
integration.
5.1.2.2

Orthogonal Projection onto Vector Space VT

Let the usual inner product between two square-integrable (L2 ) functions in the interval I be
given by
ˆ
hu, vi = u(x) v(x) dx.
(5.4)
I

Then, the vector space VT can be p
endowed with the above inner product, yielding an inner
product space. As usual, let kuk = hu, ui be the norm induced by the inner product, and let
d(u, v) = ku vk be the distance between two functions u, v. The orthogonal projection of the
function f onto VT is the function PT f 2 VT such that
hf

PT f, vi = 0 8v 2 VT .

(5.5)

N

Since PT f 2 VT , it can be expressed in the nodal basis {'i }i=0 by
PT f (x) =

N
X

ci 'i (x),

(5.6)

i=0

where the coeﬃcients ci solve the linear system of equations M c = b. The (N + 1) ⇥ (N + 1)
matrix M = (mij ) has entries mij = h'i , 'j i, and vector b has entries given by bi = hf, 'i i.
The Gramian matrix M is tridiagonal and strictly diagonally dominant. Therefore, the system
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has exactly one solution c, which can be obtained eﬃciently using the Thomas algorithm (a
particular case of Gaussian elimination) [156].
PT f is the element in VT that is closest to f in the sense given by the aforementioned L2
distance d, as we recall next. For any w 2 VT ,
kf

PT f k2 = hf
= hf
(5.5)

= hf

PT f, f

w+w

PT f, f

wi + hf

PT f, f

PT f i

PT f, w

wi ,

where we used, as per equation (5.5), that the vector (w
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
kf
and so kf

PT f k  kf

PT f k2 = hf

wi  kf

PT f, f

PT f i

PT f ) 2 VT . Next, applying the
PT f k kf

wk,

wk, i.e.,
d(f, PT f )  d(f, w)

8w 2 VT ,

(5.7)

with equality if w = PT f . This makes PT f most suitable as an approximation of f under the
L2 norm.

5.2

Finding the Optimal Partition

As just established, for a given vector space of CPWL functions VT , PT f is the function in VT
whose L2 distance to f is minimal. However, the approximation error kf PT f k does not take
the same value for every possible VT ; therefore, we would like to find the optimal partition T ⇤ (or
a reasonable approximation thereof) corresponding to the space VT ⇤ in which the approximation
error is minimum,
kf PT ⇤ f k  kf PT f k.
This is a diﬃcult optimization problem: in order to properly specify PT f in equation (5.6)
and measure its distance to f , we need to solve the linear system of equations M c = b, whose
coeﬃcients depend on the partition itself, which makes the problem symbolically intractable.
Numerical algorithms could be used but it is still a challenging problem.
Let us examine the analogous problem for the interpolant function ⇡T f (x) defined in section 5.1.2.1. Again, we would like to find the optimal partition T ⇤ corresponding to the space
VT ⇤ in which the approximation error is minimum,
kf

⇡T ⇤ f k  kf

⇡T f k.

Albeit not as diﬃcult as the previous problem, because ⇡T f is more straightforward to define,
this is still a challenging non-linear optimization problem. Fortunately, as it is shown next, a
good approximation can be easily found under some asymptotic analysis.
In the rest of this section we investigate in detail the error incurred when approximating a
function f by the interpolant ⇡T f and the orthogonal projection PT f defined in section §5.1 (see
figure 5.1). Then we derive an approximation to the optimal partition (section 5.2.2) that serves
equally well for ⇡T f and PT f because, as we will show (section 5.2.1), their approximation errors
are roughly proportional under the assumption of a suﬃciently large number of intervals.
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Figure 5.3: Function f in the subinterval Ii = [xi 1 , xi ] and two linear approximations. On the
left, the linear interpolant ⇡T f given by equation (5.8); on the right, a general linear segment
linei given by equation (5.10). yj is a signed distance with respect to f (xj ).

5.2.1

Error in a Single Interval

5.2.1.1

Linear Interpolant

First, let us consider the error incurred when approximating a function f , twice continuously
diﬀerentiable, by its linear interpolant in an interval (figure 5.3).
Theorem 5.1. The L2 error between a given function f and its linear interpolant
⇡T f (x) = f (xi
with

i (x)

= (x

xi

1 )/hi ,

1)

1

i (x)

in the interval Ii = [xi
kf

⇡T f kL2 (Ii )  p

(5.8)

+ f (xi ) i (x),

1 , xi ],

of length hi = xi

1
5/2
|fi00 |max hi ,
120

xi

1,

is bounded:
(5.9)

where |fi00 |max = max⌘2Ii |f 00 (⌘)|.
Proof. See section §A.1.

This result admits the following intuitive explanation: the error measures the deviation of
f from being straight (linear), and this is directly related to the convexity/concavity of the
function, thus the presence of the term |fi00 |max to bound the amount of bending.
5/2
The other interesting part of equation (5.9) is the hi dependence with respect to the interval
size or the local density of knots. Other works in the literature use the weaker bound that does
not require carrying out integration [46]: kf ⇡T f kL2 (Ii )  C |fi00 |max h2i , for some constant
C > 0.
5.2.1.2

Best Linear Approximation

Let us now characterize the error of the orthogonal projection PT f . We do so in two steps:
first we compute the minimum error of a line segment in the interval Ii , and then we use an
asymptotic analysis to approximate the error of the orthogonal projection.
Stemming from equation (5.8), we can write any (linear) segment in Ii as
linei (x) = f (xi

1)

+

yi

+ f (xi ) +

yi

1

1

i (x),

i (x)

(5.10)

where yi 1 and yi are extra degrees of freedom (pictured in figure 5.3) with respect the
interpolant ⇡T f that allow the line segment to better approximate the function f in Ii . By
computing the optimal values of yi 1 and yi we obtain the following result.
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Theorem 5.2. The minimum squared L2 error between a given function f and a line segment
in an interval Ii = [xi 1 , xi ], of length hi = xi xi 1 , adopts the expression
h5
linei k2L2 (Ii ) = i (f 00 (⌘))2
120
⌘
h5i ⇣ 00
2
2
f (⌘0 ) + f 00 (⌘1 )
f 00 (⌘0 )f 00 (⌘1 ) .
144

min kf

for some ⌘, ⌘0 , ⌘1 in (xi

(5.11)

1 , xi ).

Proof. See section §A.2.
Corollary 5.3. If Ii is suﬃciently small so that f 00 is approximately constant within it, say fI00i ,
then
h5
min kf linei k2L2 (Ii ) ⇡ i (fI00i )2 .
(5.12)
720
Proof. Substitute f 00 (x) ⇡ fI00i for x = {⌘, ⌘0 , ⌘1 } in equation (5.11).
The segments in PT f may not strictly satisfy equation (5.11) because PT f must also be
continuous across segments. However, as the size of the intervals hi become smaller (due to
a finer partition T of the interval I, i.e., the number of segments N in T increases) we may
approximate PT f in Ii by the best (independently-optimized) segment linei and, consequently,
use Corollary 5.3 to yield the following result.
Theorem 5.4. The squared L2 error between a given function f and its orthogonal projection
PT f in a small interval Ii = [xi 1 , xi ], of length hi = xi xi 1 , is
kf

PT f k2L2 (Ii ) ⇡

h5i
(f 00 )2 .
720 Ii

(5.13)

where fI00i is the approximately constant value that f 00 takes within the interval Ii .
Proof. See section §A.3.
In the same asymptotic situation, the linear interpolant defined in equation (5.9) gives a
bigger squared error (see equation (A.4)) by a factor of six,
kf

5.2.2

⇡T f k2L2 (Ii ) ⇡

h5i
(f 00 )2 .
120 Ii

(5.14)

Approximation to the Optimal Partition

Now we give a procedure to compute a suboptimal partition of the target interval I and then
derive error estimates for both ⇡T f and PT on such a partition and the uniform one.
5.2.2.1

Procedure to Obtain a Suboptimal Partition

Let us consider a partition T of I = [a, b] with subintervals Ii = [xi 1 , xi ], i = 1, . . . , N . A
suboptimal partition for a given N is one in which every subinterval has approximately equal
contribution to the total approximation error [46, 40], which implies that regions of f with
higher convexity are approximated using more segments than regions with lower convexity. Let
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us assume N is large enough so that f 00 is approximately constant in each subinterval and
therefore the bound given by equation (5.9) is tight. Consequently,
5/2

|fi00 |max hi

(5.15)

⇡ C,

for some constant C > 0, and the lengths of the subintervals (local knot spacing [40]) should
2/5
be chosen hi / |fi00 |max , i.e., smaller intervals as |fi00 |max increases. Hence, the local knot
distribution or density is
lkd(x) / |f 00 (x)|2/5 ,
(5.16)
so that more knots of the partition are placed in the regions with larger magnitude of the second
derivative.
Then, the proposed approximation T (⇤) to the optimal partition is as follows: x0 = a, xN = b,
1
and take knots {xi }N
i=1 given by
F (xi ) = i/N,
(5.17)
where the monotonically increasing function F : [a, b] ! [0, 1] is
ˆ x
.ˆ b
2/5
2/5
F (x) =
f 00 (t)
dt
f 00 (t)
dt.
a

(5.18)

a

In this procedure, pictured in figure 5.4, the range of F (x) is divided into N contiguous subranges of equal length, and the values of xi are given by the abscissas corresponding to the
endpoints of the sub-ranges.
5.2.2.2

Error Estimates

With this partition, we can further estimate approximation error bounds in the entire interval
based on those of the subintervals.
Theorem 5.5. The approximation error of the linear interpolant ⇡T (⇤) f in the partition T (⇤)
given by equation (5.17) in I = [a, b] is
!5/2
ˆ b
1
2/5
00
p
kf ⇡T (⇤) f k .
f (t)
dt
.
(5.19)
N 2 120
a
Proof. The total squared error for any partition T is the sum of squared errors over all subintervals Ii , and by equation (5.9),
kf

⇡T f k 2 

N
⌘2
X
1 ⇣ 00
5/2
|fi |max hi
,
120
i=1

(5.20)

which, under the condition of error equalization of equation (5.15) for the proposed partition
T (⇤) , becomes
N
X
1 2
1 2
kf ⇡T (⇤) f k2 
C =
C N.
(5.21)
120
120
i=1
2/5

To compute C, let us sum |fi00 |max hi ⇡ C 2/5 over all intervals Ii and approximate the result using
the Riemann integral:
C 2/5 N

(5.15)

⇡

N
X
i=1

|fi00 |2/5
max hi ⇡
90

ˆ

a

b

f 00 (t)

2/5

dt,

(5.22)
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Figure 5.4: Graphical summary of the proposed knot placement technique. Top: local knot
density (equation (5.16)) obtained from input function f (example in figure 5.1); middle: cumulative knot distribution function F given equation (5.18) and knots given by the abscissas
corresponding to a uniform partition of the range of F , as expressed by equation (5.17); bottom:
approximation of f by CPWL interpolant ⇡T (⇤) f with N = 31 (32 knots). In this suboptimal
partition, knots are distributed according to the amount of local convexity/concavity of f given
by the lkd in the middle plot. Hence, fewer knots are placed around the zeros of the lkd, which
correspond to the less steep regions of F .
whose right hand side is independent of N . Substituting equation (5.22) in equation (5.21) gives
the desired approximate bound (equation (5.19)) for the error in the interval I = [a, b].
Since the approximation error of PT f in each interval is roughly proportional to that of ⇡T f ,
as shown in equation (5.13) and equation (5.14), the partition given by equation (5.17) is also
a very good approximation to the optimal partition for PT f as the number of subintervals N
increases. This is briefly stated next.
Theorem 5.6. The approximation error of the orthogonal projection PT (⇤) f in the partition T (⇤)
given by equation (5.17) in I = [a, b] is
kf

1
PT (⇤) f k ⇡ p kf
6

⇡T (⇤) f k.

(5.23)

Both CPWL approximations (⇡T f and PT f ) converge to the true function f at a rate of at
least O(N 2 ) (equation (5.19) and equation (5.23)).
We use a similar procedure to derive an estimate error bound for the uniform partition TU
that can be compared to that of the optimized one.
Theorem 5.7. The approximation error of the linear interpolant ⇡TU f in the uniform partition
TU of the interval I = [a, b] is
2

kf

⇡T U f k ⇡

Proof. For TU , we may substitute hi = (b

(b a)
p
kf 00 k.
N 2 120

(5.24)

a)/N in equation (5.20) and approximate the result
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Algorithm 5.1 (CPWL function evaluation). Given as input the description of a CPWL v 2
VT by means of the the nodal values v_samples = v(x0 ), . . . , v(xN ) at the knots x_samples =
x0 , . . . , xN of the partition T , and an abscissa x? 2 [x0 , xN ), return v(x? ).
1 Determine the subinterval Ii that contains x? : i | xi 1  x? < xi
2 Find the fractional distance i to the left endpoint of Ii : i ( (x?
3 Return the interpolated value (1
i ) v(xi 1 ) + i v(xi )

xi

1 )/(xi

xi

1)

using the Riemann integral,
kf

(5.20)

⇡T U f k 

h2
pi
120

N
X
i=1

|fi00 |2max hi

!1/2

2

⇡

(b a)
p
kf 00 k.
N 2 120

Thus, we can estimate how much we can expect to benefit from optimizing a partition by
simply dividing equation (5.19) by equation (5.24). Since equation (5.24) also shows a O(N 2 )
convergence, the profit will not depend on N (assuming N is large enough).

5.3

Computational Analysis

The implementation of the approximations previously discussed is straightforward (Algorithm 5.1)
and we only need to distinguish two diﬀerent cases depending on whether the partition T of I has
all subintervals of equal width or not. Although their values are diﬀerent, ⇡T f (x) and PT f (x)
are qualitatively the same from the computational viewpoint.
Let us discuss the general case that T is non-uniform. Line 1 in Algorithm 5.1 implies
searching in the ordered array x_samples for the right index i. Since the other steps in the
algorithm do not depend on the size of the input vectors, Line 1 is the dominant step and makes
its run-time complexity O(log
no search is needed
⌅ N? ). In the
⇧ particular case that T is uniform,
?
to determine the index: i ( xxN xx00 N + 1 and the fractional part i ( xxN xx00 N + 1 i. Thus,
the run-time complexity of the uniform case is O(1). There is also no need to store the full
array x_samples but only its endpoints x0 and xN , roughly halving the memory needed for a
non-uniform partition of the same number of intervals.
Consequently, approximations based on a uniform partition are expected to perform better
in usual CPUs or GPUs, computationally-wise, than those based on non-uniform partitions.
However, optimizing the partition might lead, depending on the specific objective function, to a
reduction in the memory requirements for a desired approximation error. If memory constraints
are relevant or hardware-aided search routines were available in the future, optimized partitions
could become practical.

5.4

Implementation in a GPU

The proposed algorithm is simple to implement either in a CPU or in a GPU. However, there
are some implementation details that help further optimize the performance in a GPU.
Modern GPUs implement a Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) execution model in
which multiple threads execute exactly the same instructions (each) over diﬀerent data. If two
threads scheduled together in the same execution group or warp follow diﬀerent branches in
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a conditional statement, both branches are not executed in parallel but sequentially, thereby
halving throughput. In the case of T being non-uniform, the (binary) search performed to find
the index i could lead to divergent paths for diﬀerent threads evaluating v(x) for diﬀerent values
of x, thus reducing throughput.
Since the purpose of the proposed algorithm is to save computation at run-time, it is reasonable to assume that at least N , and possibly x_samples and v_samples too, have been determined at compile time. Then, we can particularize the search code in compile time, unrolling
the loop needed to implement the binary search and, most importantly, replacing conditional
statements with a fixed number of invocations of the ternary operator, which is implemented in
the GPU with a single instruction and no code divergence [126].
As explained in section 2.4.3, accesses to memory in a GPU need, in general, to be arranged
so that neighbouring threads access neighbouring addresses in memory. This allows the host
interface of the GPU to coalesce operations from several threads into fewer transactions bigger
in size. In the described algorithm, if each thread is evaluating v(x) for diﬀerent values of x, it
is not guaranteed that the memory access pattern complies with this restriction. Although some
devices provide caching and isolate the programmer from this issue, not all do.
However, there is a case in a regular computer graphics pipeline in which a similar problem
arises. Texture data need to be accessed many times in a short period and it is generally impossible to ensure that neighbouring pixels in screen need to read neighbouring texels. Consequently,
most GPUs do cache texture data and even have dedicated cache layers for it. We therefore store
the arrays of samples in texture memory rather than in global memory to benefit from texture
caches.
The use of the texture units to access our samples provides another important benefit. In
the usual computer graphics pipeline, GPUs need to constantly filter texture data. In order to
eﬃciently perform that task, texture filtering units (TFUs) are equipped with hardware fixedfunction interpolation routines that include linear interpolation [96]. Therefore, we can use TFUs
to implement line 3 in Algorithm 5.1, thus leaving the regular cores free to simultaneously execute
other instructions. Results in the next section confirm that this approach is indeed faster than
performing interpolation “manually”.

5.5

Experimental Results

In this section we apply the proposed linearization algorithm to several functions of interest in
computer vision and other scientific areas. The section starts with the analysis of the Gaussian
function and demonstrates the proposed technique on an image processing application. The
section then analyzes two other sample nonlinear functions of interest: the Lorentzian function
and the Bessel function of the first kind.

5.5.1

Gaussian Function

p
The Gaussian function f (x) = exp( x2 /2)/ 2⇡ is widely used in many applications in every
field of science, but it is of particular interest to us in the context of foreground segmentation
in video sequences using spatio-temporal nonparametric background models (see chapter 4). To
estimate these models, the Gaussian function needs to be evaluated approximately 1300 times
per pixel and input image, or around 2 billion times per second at modest video quality (CIF,
352 ⇥ 288 pixels at 15 fps). Therefore it is crucial to lower the computing time of the Gaussian
function. In the performed experiments it was enough to approximate the function in the interval
x 2 [0, 8] to achieve the required quality.
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Figure 5.5: pL2 distance for diﬀerent approximations to the Gaussian function f (x) =
exp( x2 /2)/ 2⇡ over the interval x 2 [0, 8].
Table 5.1: Net mean per-evaluation execution times (in picoseconds) for the Gaussian function.
Number of points (N + 1)

32

CPU

exact function using expf from <cmath>
uniform partition
optimized partition

GPU

exact function using expf from <cmath>
fast function using __expf from the SFU
uniform partition, manual interpolation
uniform partition, hardware interpolation
optimized partition, manual interpolation
optimized partition, hardware interpolation

64

128

256

512

8900

13710
1750 - 1780
11230
13830
16910

20120

142.0
122.7

33.3
14.2
19.7 - 19.8
7.8 - 7.9
161.9
181.8
203.1
142.9
163.2
188.3

224.1
211.1

L2 distances between the Gaussian function and the approximations described in previous
sections are shown in figure 5.5. It reports actual distances as well as the approximate and
tight upper bounds to the distances, given by theorems 5.5 to 5.7. It can be observed that the
L2 distances between ⇡T f and f using the uniform and optimized partitions agree well with
Results 5.5 to 5.7. All curves in figure 5.5 have similar slope to that of equation (5.19), i.e., their
convergence rate is O(N 2 ), and
p the ratio between the distances corresponding to PT f and ⇡T f
is approximately the value 1/ 6 that stems from theorem 5.4 and equation (5.14).
Mean per-evaluation processing are reported in table 5.1, both in the CPU (sequentially, one
core only) and in the GPU. All execution times have been measured in a computer equipped with
an Intel Core i7-2600K processor clocked at 3.8 GHz, 16 GiB RAM and an NVIDIA GTX 580
GPU. We have designed the experiments to ensure that all diﬀerent strategies achieve a high
occupancy of the GPU. In addition, we have made use of on-chip shared memory and registers
to reduce global memory accesses to accurately recreate a scenario where the execution is purely
compute-bounded. Measured times are based on the execution of the same generic code, first
evaluating the identity function to get the baseline execution time, then substituting the function
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Figure 5.6: Mean per-evaluation execution times of all the proposed variants on a GPU (in
picoseconds). The graph clearly shows the O(1) and O(log N ) dependencies on the number of
intervals N for uniform and non-uniform partitions, respectively.
to be measured for the identity function to measure the gross execution time. Execution times
reported in table 5.1 are the net result of subtracting the baseline execution time from the
gross execution time of each of the measured functions. Note that the proposed technique
only provides an advantage in situations where the algorithm is compute-bound, since we are
essentially substituting computation for memory accesses, although if frequently used most of
these access should result in cache hits. Conversely, in bandwidth-bound scenarios, it may make
more sense to stick to the SFU.
We compare the proposed algorithm against the exact Gaussian implemented using the exponential function of the C standard library (CPU or GPU) and against a fast Gaussian implemented using the hardware-accelerated low-precision exponential function from the SFU of the
GPU [121]. In either hardware (CPU or GPU), there are no separate measurements for ⇡T f (x)
and PT f (x) because they only diﬀer in value but not in their implementation. As was expected
from the computational analysis, execution times for the uniform partition are constant, whereas
they are heavily dependent on N for the optimized partition (see figure 5.6). In the latter case,
it is worth mentioning that the GPU fares specially badly because the search for the correct
interval induces frequent pipeline stalls. As explained in section §2.3, CPUs are designed to better exploit instruction-level parallelism and they implement techniques such as data forwarding,
which allow the scheduler to dispatch instructions that use operands still being computed inside
the pipeline, thereby reducing stalls.
In the CPU case, the optimized partition approach is faster than the C standard library
implementation if N < 128, but the speed-up gain is smaller than that of the uniform partition
approach, which is 8 times faster than the C standard library (regardless of N ).
In the GPU case, we have also measured the proposed algorithm both with and without the
texture filtering unit (last four rows of table 5.1) to prove that the former option is indeed faster
than coding the interpolation explicitly, thanks to its dedicated circuitry. The proposed strategy,
using a uniform partition (7.9 ps), solidly outperforms both the exact (33.3 ps) and fast SFU
(14.2 ps) Gaussians, by approximate speed-up factors of ⇥4 and ⇥2, respectively, even though
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Table 5.2: Mean per-pixel processing times (in nanoseconds) for the nonparametric background
modeling technique.
Uniform partition, hardware interpolation
Fast Gaussian using __expf from the SFU
Exact Gaussian using expf from <cmath>

286
324
391

the latter is hardware-accelerated.
These results have been obtained in purely compute-bounded conditions and therefore applications whose bottleneck is clearly not in the access to memory can expect to benefit the most
from the proposed strategy; however, as is the case in any optimisation of a computer program,
only testing in the real application can determine for sure whether one method is faster than
other. In a real application such as our initial target application, there may exist limitations in
memory bandwidth to access operands. Moreover, many resources such as shared memory, cache
and hardware registers are being used for other tasks too, which can aﬀect the execution time of
each of the diﬀerent implementation strategies.
As an example of a real application, we have used our proposed technique in the nonparametric background modeling method described in section 4.3.1, which is a prime candidate for
optimization because a huge amount of Gaussian kernels need to be evaluated. Table 5.2 shows
mean per-pixel (in order to make measurements resolution-independent) processing times for the
three best performing options in section §5.5. Processing times are not proportional to those in
table 5.1 because the model needs to do many other things aside from evaluating Gaussians, and
access to reference data is bandwidth-limited. However, our proposed technique still outperforms
any of the alternatives: the exact Gaussian by 27% and the fast SFU Gaussian by 12%, while
the final segmentation results of the method are the same in all three cases.

5.5.2

Lorentzian Function

The performance of the approximation technique has also been tested on other functions. For
example, the Lorentzian function with peak at x0 and width is
L(x; x0 , ) =

1
⇡ (x

x0 ) 2 +

2

.

(5.25)

As a probability distribution, equation (5.25) is known as the Cauchy distribution. It is an
important function in Physics since it solves the diﬀerential equation describing forced resonance.
In such case, x0 is the resonance frequency and depends on the damping of the oscillator (and
is inversely proportional to the Q factor, a measure of the sharpness of the resonance).
L2 distances between L(x; 0, 1) and the CPWL approximations described in previous sections
are reported in figure 5.7 for the interval x 2 [0, 20]. The measured errors agree well with the
predicted approximate error bounds, showing the expected O(N 2 ) trend.
We have measured the mean per-evaluation execution times of the exact function both in the
CPU (576 ps) and in the GPU, both using regular and reduced-precision accelerated division
(19.5 ps and 9.2 ps, respectively). The evaluation times of our proposed strategy coincide with
those of the Gaussian function (table 5.1) because the processing time of the CPWL approximation does not depend on the function values.
As expected from the lower complexity of this function (compared to that of section §5.5.1),
which only involves elementary arithmetic operations, the advantage of our proposal vanishes in
the CPU because the operations needed to manually perform interpolation, together with necessary fetching of the two values from memory, are actually more than what the direct evaluation
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Figure 5.7: L2 distance for diﬀerent CPWL approximations to the standard Cauchy distribution
f (x) = 1/((1 + x2 )⇡) in the interval x 2 [0, 6].
requires. However, note that in the GPU our proposal still remains competitive because these
operations are carried out by the dedicated circuitry of the texture unit.

5.5.3

Bessel Function

Approximating the Bessel function of the first kind J0 (x) is more challenging than approximating
the Gaussian or Lorentzian (bell-shaped) functions because it combines both nearly flat and
oscillatory parts (see figure 5.8). L2 approximation errors for J0 (x) using CPWL functions are
presented in figure 5.9 for the interval x 2 [0, 20]. For N
63 the measured errors agree well
with the predicted approximate error bounds, whereas for N < 63 the measured errors slightly
diﬀer from the predicted ones (specifically in the optimized partition) because in these cases the
scarce number of linear segments does not properly represent the oscillations.
A sample optimized partition and the corresponding CPWL interpolant ⇡T (⇤) f is also represented in figure 5.8. The knots of the partition are distributed according to the local knot density
(see figure 5.8, top), accumulating in the regions of high oscillations (excluding the places around
the zeros of the lkd).
This function is more complex to evaluate in general because it does not have a closed
form. However, our approximation algorithm works equally well on it. We have measured the
mean per-evaluation execution times in the CPU (39 ns using the POSIX extensions of the
GNU C Library and 130 ns—only double-precision provided—using the GNU Scientific Library)
and in the GPU (78 ps using the CUDA [121] standard library). We have also measured the
execution time of the
term in the asymptotic expansion [26, equation (9.57a)], valid for
q first
⇥
⇤
2
x
1/4, J0 (x) =
cos
x ⇡4 + O x1 . In the GPU the evaluation takes 42 ps using
⇡x
reduced-precision accelerated functions from the SFU for the cosine and multiplicative inverse
of the square root. Despite this approximation having a non-customizable error (decreasing as x
increases) and using the fastest available implementation (SFU) of the operations involved, our
strategy still outperforms it by a sizable margin. This clearly illustrates that the more complex
the function to be evaluated is, the greater the advantage of our proposal.
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Figure 5.8: Suboptimal partition for the Bessel function f (x) = J0 (x) in the interval x 2 [0, 20].
Top: local knot density (lkd) corresponding to f ; bottom: CPWL interpolant ⇡T ⇤ f with N = 63
(64 knots) overlaid on function f .

Figure 5.9: L2 distance for diﬀerent CPWL approximations to the Bessel function of the first
kind f (x) = J0 (x) in the interval x 2 [0, 20].
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5.6

Conclusions

We have developed a fast method to numerically evaluate any continuous mathematical function
in a given interval using simpler continuous piecewise linear (CPWL) functions and the built-in
routines present in the texture filtering units of modern GPUs. Our technique allows real-time
implementation of demanding applications that make heavy use of such mathematical functions
in computer vision or any other field.
For this purpose, we analyzed the CPWL approximations given by the linear interpolant and
the L2 orthogonal projection of a function. We carried out a detailed error analysis in the L2
distance to seek a nearly optimal design of both approximations. In the practical asymptotic
case of a large number of subintervals N , we used error equalization to achieve a suboptimal
design (partition T (⇤) ) and derived a tight bound on the approximation error for the linear
interpolant, showing a O(N 2 ) convergence rate that was confirmed by experimental results.
The L2 orthogonal projection
p can only but improve upon the results of the linear interpolant,
resulting in a gain factor of 6.
We discussed the computational complexity and the implementation in a GPU of the numerical evaluation of both CPWL approximations. Our experimental results show that our technique
can outperform both the quality and the computational cost of previous similar approaches. In
particular, the fastest strategy consists of using the texture units in the GPU to evaluate either
of the CPWL approximations defined over a uniform partition. This is normally faster than
performing exact function evaluations, even when using the reduced-precision accelerated implementation of the SFUs in a GPU, or evaluating the proposed linear approximations without the
assistance of the texture units. In practice, the number of subintervals N to be considered for
representing the nonlinear function can be decided on its own or based on other considerations
such as a target approximation error, speed or memory constraints.
Although mathematically sound, the strategies based on a suboptimal (non-uniform) partition
are not practical to implement in current CPU/GPU architectures due to the high cost incurred
to find the subinterval that contains the given point of evaluation. Nevertheless, this opens
future research paths to explore practical implementations of such approaches using specialized
hardware.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and future research
In the last few years, a decisive change in the design of processors and computers has taken
place. Single-core processor performance has stopped to increase at the pace it had the previous
decades because of physical constraints and also increasingly due to market pressure, which
demands energy-eﬃcient solutions that can be used in mobile devices. Now, the design trend
goes toward increasing the degree of parallelism, placing more and more cores in each processor,
thereby requiring current and future algorithms to be (re)designed to reduce strictly sequential
stages to a minimum in order to take full advantage of the available hardware.
Following the trend of energy-eﬃcient parallel design, a new device class has emerged in the
last decade: graphics processing units, formerly application-specific devices, are now usable for
general-purpose computing as massively parallel devices, featuring hundreds of processing cores
optimised for raw numeric performance. Though these devices are still at a relatively early
stage of development and present a number of restrictions in their use that do not make them
necessarily the fastest choice for every task, we think they are too powerful a tool to ignore and
that every algorithm designer ought to be aware of their potential, strengths and weaknesses.
In this thesis, we have explored two compute-intensive application domains in computer
vision—free viewpoint video and background subtraction—making use of the GPU to achieve
real-time performance, and proposed a general technique to significantly speed up the evaluation
of complex functions over a specified domain on a GPU.
We have presented a feasibility study on view interpolation using depth-image–based rendering techniques from just two cameras with depth information when they are significantly apart
from each other in a non-parallel, approximately convergent configuration. Usual applications of
DIBR techniques in 3D TV are limited to short-baseline parallel camera configurations, which
allow the use of simpler techniques such as forward mapping DIBR and reduce the dimensionality
of the correspondences. The camera configuration we have studied calls for a costlier technique
(backward mapping DIBR) and a depth-filtering stage in order to eliminate cracks in the virtual
depth maps. However, thanks to the parallelisation of the problem on a GPU, we have achieved
interactive control and real-time performance.
While carrying out the study, we have identified a potential problem in the coding of depth
images, which arises when depth values are referred to a global reference system. This is mostly
harmless when numeric precision is not limited, but in practice depth information is usually
coded as a grayscale image and therefore severely quantized. The concurrence of both depth
quantization and global depth reference proves inadequate for unrestricted camera configurations,
which becomes apparent when locally referred depth information yields excellent results. This
problem is not apparent in the usual parallel camera configuration because the depth information
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is the same whether it is globally referred to one of the cameras or to each camera.
We have also presented a background subtraction algorithm for video sequences, based on
nonparametric KDE techniques. These techniques oﬀer great flexibility and adaptability to a
wide range of scenarios, but have seen relatively little use in the literature due to their sizable
memory and computational cost.
The most relevant theoretical issues we have found applying KDE modelling to background
subtraction are: selection of a correct kernel bandwidth; too fast learning rate when slow-moving
objects are present; and persistent false detections derived from combining foreground and background models because of their significant mismatch in spatial distribution of reference data. In
order to solve each of these issues, we have proposed: two alternative low-cost automatic kernel
bandwidth estimators; a selective update method that allows the user to control the learning
rate of the background model in a straightforward way; and an alternative Bayesian classifier
that decouples appearance and spatial information of both foreground and background models
by conditioning them on each spatial location.
The most significant practical problem with KDE modelling derives from the huge number
of kernels that must be evaluated. Some authors have mitigated this problem by using fixed
bandwidths and/or simpler kernel functions, at the cost of reducing the quality of their detections.
Instead, we have tackled the issue with three proposals: reducing the per-datum cost of kernel
evaluation using linear approximations implemented using the texture units of the GPU; reducing
the spatial bandwidth used to model the foreground (and therefore the number of samples to
consider) thanks to a multi-region, low level tracking system based on particle filters, that aims at
compacting the foreground reference data around the current position of each moving object; and
finally reducing even more the number of samples that need to be analysed through a selective
analysis strategy that leverages the aforementioned tracking system to automatically determine
regions of interest.
We have implemented the nonparametric model and all the proposed improvements on a
GPU, resulting in a high-quality background subtraction system that runs in real time and has
proven its versatility on a wide variety of scenes from several databases against many other
state-of-the-art alternatives from the literature.
Recognising that the fast evaluation of functions with a high computational cost can be useful
for many other applications in computer vision or any other scientific field, we have carried out
an exhaustive analysis, from both the mathematical and the computational points of view, of
our proposal for approximating arbitrary functions with continuous piecewise linear functions.
We have shown that using the texture filtering units for this task may be an attractive option
to squeeze out more performance from the GPU in applications with high arithmetic intensity,
because it frees up the computing cores for executing other instructions meanwhile.
To sum up, we have found the use of the GPU an invaluable ally to achieve high throughput in
the applications we have covered in this thesis and also in other applications not included herein.
For now, development for these devices is relatively involved and it is necessary to know many
details of the underlying architecture to write eﬃcient code. In addition, we have suﬀered all kinds
of failures, due to both software (compiler bugs) and hardware (random bit flipping). However,
we are sure that compilers will become better at abstracting the programmer from device-specific
quirks in years to come; in fact, during the elaboration of this thesis we have witnessed successive
changes in hardware and software capabilities that enable better development methodology (e.g.
true object-oriented programming).
However, the computing model is by nature quite rigid and applications whose data does not
conform to regular geometries suﬀer heavy penalties. In particular, we have found cumbersome to
transform data from one geometry to another, especially if data sizes are not known beforehand.
While it is now possible to allocate memory in runtime from within the GPU, the need for absolute
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coherence in the memory management structures of a global heap make its use not so eﬃcient.
While there are mechanisms that allow inter-thread communication, they are economical only
between threads within the same block. Inter-block communication is very ineﬃcient because it
requires atomic instructions on global memory, which result in drastic throughput reduction and
make the use of dynamic memory less atractive.
We believe that the implementation of some high-speed inter-block communication facility,
maybe in the same spirit of intra-block shared memory, however small, would be a valuable
addition to the architecture. However, since general purpose computing on GPUs is, for the
moment, a byproduct of their main function as graphics processors, maybe this will not happen
in the near future. However, even so, GPUs are already a formidable addition to the toolbox of
any computer scientist and their use will only increase in years to come.

6.1

Future work

We have shown that background subtraction based on KDE techniques is versatile and can
be made practical through a parallel implementation and a number of improvements we have
proposed. However, there are many other possible outstanding enhancements:
• Smart temporal subsampling: One of the main characteristics of nonparametric methods like ours is that their model is made only from past observations we can still remember.
On the one hand, this is desirable because it makes for a more robust model, since past
errors do not feed back and cause future errors. On the other hand, this is not so desirable
because, the farther back we want to remember from the past, the more memory and computational cost we incur. In general, the idea is that the reference buﬀer should only be
as long as necessary to include instances of all the cyclic states the background can adopt.
However, in some sequences where cycles are very long (e.g. SABS), this requires storing
and processing many reference images, despite the fact that many of them are redundant.
A keyframe detection algorithm would help subsampling the reference images and dispense
with the need to exhaustively store so many images.
• Detection of static moving objects: In some application scenarios such as surveillance
systems, detecting moving objects is not enough. In these cases, it is also desirable to be
able to automatically detect objects that stop moving (e.g. abandoned luggage, foreign objects on roads or wrongly parked vehicles). The selective update scheme we have proposed
for the background model oﬀers users easy control over how long a moving object needs
to remain still before the background model begins to absorb it; therefore it constitutes
an excellent starting point for more complex strategies that combine several such models
with diﬀerent update delays as the inputs of a finite state machine [104] that yields richer
classifications than a background subtraction system alone.
• Illumination change detection: Some scenarios demand opposite behaviour from our
models: on the one hand, a nonparametric model with blind update is extremely fast
adapting to any change, including sudden illumination changes, but on the other hand, it
is equally fast absorbing foreground objects, hence resulting in non compact detections.
We have proposed a selective update mechanism that solves the latter situation but, at
the same time, delays the adaptation of the model against sudden illumination changes.
Although our proposal is still ahead of many others in this respect, it would be desirable
to add a module for specifically detecting illumination changes to eliminate or reduce the
tradeoﬀ we have described.
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Regarding our proposal for fast approximation of functions, since the texture filtering units also
support two-dimensional interpolation, it might be interesting to extend the idea to higher-order
functions (R2 ! R) if there are applications that could benefit from such approach. Extension
to even higher dimensions is probably not practical due to the excessive data size that would
necessary to adequately sample the function.
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Proofs from chapter 5
A.1

Proof of theorem 5.1 (Linear Interpolant Error)

Recall one of the theorems on interpolation errors [34]: let f be a function in C n+1 [a, b], and let
p be a polynomial of degree n or less that interpolates the function f at n + 1 distinct points
x0 , x1 , . . . , xn 2 [a, b]. Then, for each x 2 [a, b] there exists a point ⇠x 2 [a, b] for which
n

f (x)

Y
1
f (n+1) (⇠x )
(x
(n + 1)!

p(x) =

(A.1)

xk ).

k=0

In the interval Ii , the linear interpolant ⇡T f is given by equation (5.8). Since ⇡T f interpolates
the function f at the endpoints of Ii , we can apply equation (A.1) (with n = 1); hence, the
approximation error solely depends on f 00 and x, but not on f or f 0 :
f (x)

⇡T f (x) =

1 00
f (⇠x )(x
2

xi

1 )(xi

(A.2)

x).

Let us integrate the square of equation (A.2) over the interval Ii ,
kf

⇡T f k2L2 (Ii )

=

ˆ

Ii

f 00 (⇠x )
4

2

(x

xi

1 )(xi

x)

2

dx.

Next, to simplify the previous integral, let us use the first mean value theorem for integration,
which states that if u : [A, B] ! R is a continuous function and v is an integrable function that
does not change sign on the interval (A, B), then there exists a number ⌘ 2 (A, B) such that
ˆ B
ˆ B
u(x)v(x) dx = u(⌘)
v(x) dx.
(A.3)
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0 and (xi
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0 for all x 2 Ii , let us apply equation (A.3) to compute
ˆ
1 00
2
2
= f (⌘)
(x xi 1 )(xi x) dx
4
Ii

x)

⇡T f k2L2 (Ii )

=

h5i
2
f 00 (⌘) ,
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for some ⌘ 2 (xi 1 , xi ). Finally, if |fi00 |max = max⌘2Ii |f 00 (⌘)|, it is straightforward to derive the
L2 error bound of equation (5.9) from the square root of equation (A.4).
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A.2

Proof of theorem 5.2 (Line Segment Minimum Error)

The approximation error corresponding to the line segment defined by equation (5.10) is
f (x)

linei (x) = f (x)

⇡T f (x)

(A.5)

(⇡T y)(x)

where, by analogy with the form described in equation (5.8) of ⇡T f, we defined (⇡T y)(x) =
yi 1 1
yi i (x).
i (x) +
The proof proceeds by computing the optimal values of yi 1 and yi that minimize the
squared L2 error over the interval Ii :
kf

(A.5)
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2 hf

(A.6)
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The first term is given in equation (A.4). The second term is
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and the third term is, applying equation (A.3) and the change of variables t =
the resulting integrals,
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for some ⌘0 and ⌘1 in (xi 1 , xi ).
Substituting previous results in equation (A.6),
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We may now find the line segment that minimizes the distance to f by taking partial derivatives
with respect to yi 1 and yi , setting them to zero and solving the corresponding system of
equations. Indeed, the previous error is quadratic in yi 1 and yi , and attains its minimum
at
(
yi 1 = f 00 (⌘1 ) 2f 00 (⌘0 ) h2i /12,
(A.7)
yi = f 00 (⌘0 ) 2f 00 (⌘1 ) h2i /12.
The resulting minimum squared distance is given by equation (5.11).
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A.3

Proof of theorem 5.4 (Asymptotic Analysis)

By the triangle inequality, the jump discontinuity at x = xi between two adjacent independentlyoptimized segments is
yi

yi+ 

h2i 00
f (⌘0,i ) 2f 00 (⌘1,i )
12
h2
+ i+1 f 00 (⌘1,i+1 ) 2f 00 (⌘0,i+1 ) ,
12

(A.8)

where yi = f 00 (⌘0,i ) 2f 00 (⌘1,i ) h2i /12 and yi+ = f 00 (⌘1,i+1 ) 2f 00 (⌘0,i+1 ) h2i+1 /12 are the
oﬀsets with respect to f (xi ) of the optimized segments (equation (A.7)) at the left and right
of x = xi , respectively; ⌘0,j and ⌘1,j lie in the interval Ij . Since we are dealing with functions
twice continuously diﬀerentiable in a closed interval, the absolute value terms in equation (A.8)
are bounded, according to the extreme value theorem; therefore, if hi and hi+1 decrease (finer
partition T ), the discontinuity jumps at the knots of the partition also decrease. In the limit,
as sup hi ! 0, | yi
yi+ | ! 0, i.e., continuity is satisfied. Therefore the union of the
independently-optimized segments linei ! PT f , which is the unique piecewise linear function
satisfying both continuity (2 VT ) and minimization of the L2 error (equation (5.7)). Consequently, if N is large we may approximate kf PT f k2L2 (Ii ) ⇡ min kf linei k2L2 (Ii ) ; moreover, if Ii
is suﬃciently small so that f 00 is approximately constant within it, fI00i , then we use Corollary 5.3
to get equation (5.13).
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